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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION 

l)uring the 'Six years that followed t1h·e publication of 
th~ Seocond Edition of this book, Otto J. S·chmidt, despite 
his ~erious illne~·s. continued to develop .his oo·smogonic 
ihrory, taking advantage of ever•y brief ·r·espite the sick
nt'ss allowe.d •him. In those years he pu·blis'h·ed a.rti.cl·es 
on the origin of tasteroids and on the role of solid par
ticles in planet cosmogony; he also prepared some 
chapters of a capital work on his theory. 

His untimely death prevented him from COIIlG>letin'g his 
\Vork. He left behind him m·aterial for his book and 
many other manuscripts on various problems as well as 
working notes an.d 'cal·culations, the majority of whi·oh 
\Ver·e written between 1951 and 1955. 

In a draft ·foreword for his fundamen.tal work on tbhte 
theory, Schmidt wrote: "T,he theory ·ha1s rontin1ual1y de
veloped and .g:rown ri,cJher. In the cotllrse of that .dev·elop· 
·ment, prelimi·nary tentative id·eas have gradually been 
replaced by .precise and concret.e .tenets, gaps have been 
filled in and the num.ber of p~henom·ena that can be ex
plained by :f:he theory has increased. This .developm.ent 
wa•s du·e to three factors: the 81ppearance of .new fa·cts 
and mor·e p.rofound ·generalizations in many branches 
of scien·oe, •criticism and numerous discussions and, fi
nally, ·its internal growth, i.e., the further exten"Sion of 
work on the theory. Some erro·neous details have n·ow 
been dropped but, on the whole, the theory proved ca
pable of development and its 'basic tenets have been 
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proved soun.d. There can and must be further develop
ment and greater precision." 

Owing to the considerable development of the theory 
since the Second Edition of the Four Lectures it was 
not thought advisable to reprint them in thei.r .previous 
form. By making use of articles published by Otto J. 
Schmidt between 1951 and 1955 and unpublis·hed work, 
we have been able to follow the author's plan for the re
vision of the hook; th·e present Th!rd Edition, therefore, 
r~eflects the presrnt state of t'he theory. The addition of 
new material l.ed to a certain disproportion in the lec
tures and in the space allotted to the problems they 
cover. 

T,he sequence:of the lectures (2nd and 3rd) has been 
changed and certain details and calculations relegated 
to t1he appendices in accordan~Ce with the author's 
wishes. The bibliography on the Schmidt Cosmogenic 
Theory an.d alli.ed problems has been extended. 

The present edition was prepared for the 1press by 
S. V. Kozlovskaya. In editing the book I was ~helped by 
the valua,ble advice and s·uggestions of B. Y. Levin, 
V. S. Safronov and G. F. Hilmy. 

A. Lebedinsky 



AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

The problem of the origin of the Earth is one of such 
great imp<lrtance to s.cienr·e that it possesses interest not 
only for the specialists-astronomers, geophysicists, ge-
ologists, geographers and others-but also for the general 
public. The Soviet people have ·made very considerable 
cultural progress so that it is only natural that they 
should show an interest in this problem and demand an 
answer from their scientists: the problem of the Earth's 
origin, say our people, must be solved as quickly as pos· 
siblc on account of its specific importance to the study of 
nature and from the standpoint of our p·hilosophy of dia
lectical materialism. 

Th·e author's hypothesis of the genesis of the Eart'h and 
other planets proposed in 1944 met \vith a wide response, 
gave rise to extensive criticism and discussion. In 
the course of time the hypothesis ~has developed and 
grown into a detailed theory. Apart from separate pub
lications in scientific journals it became necessary to 
publis'h, at least, an interim report on basic results and 
me •. The First Edition of this li ltle booklet was pub-
lish in 1949; it consisted of four lectures which I de
liv at the Academy of Sciences Geophysical lnsti
tut n 1948. 

The preface to the First Edition defined the scop·e and 
purpose of th·e book as follows: the author's purpose is 
to draw attent!on to t~he physical fundamentals and start 
hlli point of the' theory, for ~hidl r.eason the le~tures 
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included only the chief results obtained from the con
crete application of the theory; the author tended to avoid 
details and, when possible, omitted mathematical equa
tion's, although th·e necessary siCientific level lhas been 
maintained. The Second Edition is the same in character 
but 11fas been greatly expanded and revised. T,he theory 
has ·continued developin.g during the two y.cars that 
have elapsed since the First Edition. The question of the 
origin of the rotation of the plan·ets about their own 
axes and the ori1{in of satellites, lor example, were first 
solved in that prriod. In addition 1o the new studi·es 
undertaken by th·e author and .his coll·eagues the theory 
has been developed and applied in a nu.mber of .papers 
by other sci·ent~ts. 1\ll t·his has found its place in the 
present edition. For th.e sake of 1brevity, the section on 
binary stars that only indirectly r.elated to the chief sub
ject ·has been omitted. 

T~he author h01pes that this S·econ~d, e·nla11ged, Edi·tion 
will make it easier to ·u·nderstand the new theory and . 
\\"ill help in it·s criticism, testing and consequent d·evel-
opment. 

In revising the mat·erial for t~he Second Edition, the 
author, as always, relied on the extensive help of the 
senior ~s~cientists of the Geophysical Institute, B. Y. Le
vin and G. F. Hilmy. The a·uthor wish.es to express his 
gratit·ude to 1his colleagues. 



L e c t u r e 1. 

PRESENT STATE OF THE PROBLEM-FORMULATION 
OF THE PROBLEM-l,UNDAMENTAL IDEAS AND FACTS 

That th·e problem of the Earth's genesis is of tremen
dous importanc~ is axiomati·c. From the standpoint of 
our scientific philosophy it is one of the three most i·m
portant in natural history, th·e other two being the ori·g· 
in of life on Earth and the origin of Man. It is one of 
the ·Ca·rdinal problems for all sciences t~hat deal with 
the Earth--geology, geophysics and geochemist.ry. Its 
significance' for biology, in particular to the theory of 
t~he .gen~esis of life, is also very great. 

In order to understand the present-day regularities in 
an•y branch of science, the correct method to be followed 
is to study those regularities in their historical devel
opment, beginning 'vith their first appearance and fol
lowing their further evolution. Any problem, therefore, 
be it th·e problem of th·e. causes leading to the formation 
of n1ounta ins, the caus<." of terrestrial magnetism or the 
cau,se of earthquakes, is, funda,mentally, that of when 
and wh'Y mo1.tntain,s began to form or eart,hquakes first 
occurred, so that in the final analysis it requir~es the 
solution of the problem of the Earth's origin. 

The question even aris·es when practical appli,cations 
of science have to be made. Practical geology, for exam
ple, like all other practical work, is based on certain 
theoretical views of geological processes which, in turn, 
depend on conception~s of th·e origin of the Earth and 
its ~early, pre-geological history. Our attempts to find a 
method for the for·eca,sting of earthquakes must be 
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based on certain views and hypotheses on their causes, 
that is, on thos·e processes inside the Earth that giv'e 
rise to t·hem. The ·causes of t~hose processes must also 
be examined and this, i.n .the final analysis, brings us 
back to the cause of causes-the question of the Earth's 

' genests. 
The content of cosmogony, the study of t•he origin 

and development of the celestial bodies and their sys
tems, i·s intimately bound up with th·e basic ·questions 
of philosop•hy. From th·e ·earliest days of s·cience, there
fore, cosmogony has been the arena of a fierce ideolog
ical struggle. The struggle goes on today, only its form 
having changed. 

A S'harp line!'-pf demareation can be drawn between 
the main philosophies in the very way cosmogonic prob
iems are propounded. Idealist philosophy reduces tht! 
problem of the origin of t·he celestial bodies ·eith·er 
overtly or covertly to a·n act of "creation" or to a statf
ment that it is unknowable (agnosticiS'm). Agnosti
cism also appears in a hidden form in the profoundly 
erroneous underestimate of what modern science has at 
its disposal and the eq•ually fallacious overestimate of 
what science has not got. This leads to the assumption 
that the time is not yet ripe to evolve a cosmogonic 
theory. 

However, the abundance of facts that we now possess, 
including t1he discovery of a very large number of the 
objective laws of nature, is sufficient for the solution, 
in the main, of the ~question of the Earth's origin. 

* * * 
At first glan·ce, the history of cosmogony from the 

18th century to the present day looks like a ·mass of 
l 

unfounded, acci.den·tal and fruitless speculations in t·he 
sequence of which no development is noticeab1e. The 
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history of cosmogony i:S ·usually given in t·he form of 
a catalogue of 'hypotheses, a very unscientific method. 
The history of cosmogony has meaning and is instruc
tive when it is s·een a.s a struggle between idealism and 
materialism that never ceases at any stage in that ,his
tory. With this approach the materialist line in the de
velopment of cosmogony stands out clearly and t.hoe 
whole history of the subject constitutes a useful lesson 
for modern progressiv·e science. The lessons of the past 
help us choose that w·hich is positive from the earlier 
development of science and avoid error. 

Let us take a VPty brief glance at the history of plan
et cosmogony from that point of view. 

Scientific cosmogony begins with the well-known 
works of Kant ( 1755) and Laplace ( 1796). They w·ere 
the first to propose hypotheses conc·erning the formation 
of the solar system out of scattered matter; they regar~d
ed it as a regular development of matter that followed 
the laws of nature and did not need the help of divin
ity. The tremendous philosophical importance of the 
work of Kant and Laplace (of which Engels had a very 
high opinion) lies precisely in this idea of the natural 
development of matter. 

It m·ust be stressed t•hat in the mi·ddle of th·e 18th 
century, in addition to Kant, th-e idea of the develop
ment of nature was put forward by Mikhail Lomonosov 
in his brilliant book On the Strata of the Earth which 
ha•s only become wid·ely known of rerent years. It will 
be sufficient to quote the beginning of a well-known 
statement of his: "Firstly, it must be firmly borne in 
mind that visible physical bodies on the Earth and the 
entire universe were not in the same condition as they 
now are from the time of their creation, but that great 
changes have taken place in them .... " 

Kant and Laplace built up their hypoth.eses on t·he 
idea that the Sun and the planets were formed out of 
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di~spersed matter. In its ~general form t1he idea that bitg 
bodi,es were for·med from a "chaos" of tiny parti~cles 
was known to th·e ·Greek materialist philosophers (De
mocritus). As far as Democritus was concerned, it was 
only t)le materiali'Stic conjecture of a g·enius, but in the 
hands of Kant an~d Laplaoe it became a scientific hy .. 
pothesis which, in our days, h!as gr·own into a s·cientific 
theory. 

The .hypoth·es~s of Kant and Laplace are so we·ll 
known that ther(. is n1o need to ·g.o into them her~e. w.c 
shall merely str·ess those features that formed the source 
of further development. The con1munity of ideas and 
the similar l·ev·el of scientific knowl,edge (18th ~century) 
makes t·he hyp<*hese.s of Kant and Laplace so similar 
to .ea,ch 'othe.r that th~e 'videly practised m·erging of them 
into a Kant-Laplacr hypothesis is fully justified. 
W'h·en we 1speak o~f the general featur·es we shall also 
us·e this term. In modern, ~especially Soviet, .science, t·he 
different asp·ects of the works of Kant and Lapla·c'e 
have 'had v.ery di.ssimdlar influ·enoe and in view of th,is 
it will be worth whil·e to dis,cuss their differences. 

In the first pla~c·e, Laplace says straight out t~hat the 
primeval nebular medium was gaseous in form while 
Kant .employs t~he less definite term "particl·es" w~hi,ch 
w.e may understand to mean, gas, ~dust or any ot.h,er 
tiny bodies·. In this resp,ect Kant's vi.ews are broader 
and l·ead in a direct line to the modern 1con~ception of 
the protoplanetary matter as gas and dust. The differ
ence is rather great since the presence of dust and other 
tiny particles in the neb·ula fa,cilitat·es th·e redistribution 
of energy and the transformation of part of the kinetic 
energy into ·heat. As we shall see later it is precisely 
thes·e processes that are th·e C'hief motiv'e forces of ~evo
lution. 

In the second plaoe, Kant ~speaks of the gr,adual c·ohe .. 
sion of particles that collide duri1n'g motion a's a condi-
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tlon fllt their ~towth, while Laplace's plan~ts are formed 
from the conden•sation ·of gas. Both these Lin·es were later 
developed further. 

In the third place, Kantts hypothesis did not include 
th.e separation of "rings" that played such an important 
part in Lapla·ce'·s sup,position's and was of more interest 
to h·is followers than anything else. This was t'he origin 
orf the "rotation" hypotheses whi·ch did not justify th·eir 
existence. 

The S'hort.comi.ntgs of the Kant-Laplace ·hypoth·eses atr·e 
WoC~ll known-their inability to cope with the angular 
moment·um. Kant erron•eously imagined that angular 
momentum was generated in the proc·ess of evolution. 
while Lapla<=e, by assumin•g it to ·be present from th·e 
very beginning (th.c rotating n·ebula), could not explain 
the paradoxical distribution of the angular momentum 
betw·ccn the Sun and the planets and, therefore, ignored 
it. Laplace's error was di.scov·er.ed in the latter ·half of 
the last cent•ury (Babinet and Fou•che) but cos·mogony 
drid not draw l'he proper conclusions from it for a lontg 
time. 

T•hre .conceptions of Kant and Laplace were limited by 
the level of scientific k·nowledge in the 18th century. 
Not only were immeasurably fewer facts known then 
than now, but v·ery substantial disciplines in th·e theoret
ical sciences had not y·et co·me into being. The law of 
t1he cons·erva.fion o,f en·engy and the transformation of 
one form of energy ·into another had not .entered into 
our arsenal of sci·entific equipment and wit•hout 1·h·em 
modern cosmogony is in·conceivable. T·here wer·e no 
t~hermodynamics or statistical physics so that the clas· 
sics of cosmogony were hel·pless in the handling of their 
"particles." 

These historically imposed restrictions, amongst wh·i·ch 
must be inclru.ded tlbe limitations of philosophy (~primi
tive meoha,nistic materialism), must not be allowed to 
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overshadow the tremendous signifi.cance of the classical 
cosmogonic hypothes·es. Kant and La,place made a 
breach i'n metaphysical philosophy, their hypotheses 
were built up on the regularities in the structure of the 
solar system as th·ey were known at that time and pro
vided an explanation for a number of facts; they com.e 
close to an understanding of objective reality and the 
materialist line in the development of cosmngony takes 
its start from them. 

To effect scientific continuity the heritage of the clas
sics should havf\ been developed along materialist lines, 
abandoning that YNhich was fallaciOus and incorporating 
new scientific discoveries. This, however, was not the 
case. It is true that the idea of evolution found its way 
into geology and, later, into biology. The conception of 
an Earth that was fire and molten rocks in the begin
ning and then gradually cooled off, an idea prompted by 
volcanic manifes1ations, came to tre fore again in ge
clogy and was backed by the authority of Kant and La
pl:tre and supported by the astronomers. In cosmogony 
itself, however, the ideas of the classics were not de
veloped. 

The 19th century was not a creative period in cosmog· 
ony. The Laplace hypothesis reigned supreme. Scientific 
works bore all the marks of adherence to th·e past. There 
w.as hardly any criticism of Laplace and occasional crit
ical notes that did appear (for example, on the dispar
ity between the distribution of mass and the angular 
momentum which classical cosmogony could not explain) 
u~ere ignored. Attempts to evolve new hypotheses on 
the basis of those of Kant and Laplace, such as that of 
Ligondes, were of no ~great significance to the develop· 
ment of science. 

In the same 19th century that saw such a tremendous 
clevelopment of physics, chemistry, geology and biology 
cosmogony remained .stagnant. Th·ere were a few posi-
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tive achi.evements dealing with partial problems of cos· 
mogonic significance. Amongst them were the establish 
ment of Roche's limit and, particularly, G. Darwin's de· 
velopment of the theory of tidal forces and tidal friction. 
These researches have retained their importance al· 
t·hough th·ey have frequently been applied incautiously 
and the role of the tidal theories has been exagger
ated. 

The ·stagnation in cosmogony in the 19th century is 
not to be explained only by the monopoly position held 
by Laplace's hypothesis. The lag in this particular 
branch of science is to bfl explained by its special posi
tion in the struggle between science and religion. Ther~ 
was no further development of the materialist line. Such 
hypotheses appearerl as that of the French Academician 
Faye, a zealous Catholic, who tried to create a pseudo
scientific picture of thoe formation of the solar system 
which ·agreed exactly with the bible story. Similar at
tempts were made in other countries. 

By the beginning of the 20th century the faults in the 
Kant-Laplace h·ypothesis had become too obvious. It 
\Vas rejected for a long time but science was unable to 
provide anything to replace it that had equal stren·gth 
and profundity. Th·ere cam.e a period of new conjectures, 
the ntajority of which had a quite different character, 
with very obvious traces of agnosticism and subjectiv
ism. Typical of most of these hypotheses was their ac
cidental nature, their sudden flourishing and rapid dis .. 
appearan~e. 

The appearance of hypotheses is, in itself, a regular 
feature of the development of science. Friedrich Engels, 
summing up the whole history of ,natural science, drew 
a correct conclusio•n when ~he wrote that "the hypothesis 
is a form of the development of natural science, insofar 
as it represents thought." Not all hypotheses ar·e alike, 
·however. A genuinely progressive scientific hypotHesis 
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is based on t,he sum total of all known facts and opens 
the way for the further prognostication and discovery 
of facts. Many recent hy•poth·eses are bu.ilt up on i·solated 
facts, subjectively i.nterpreted. Such lhypothes·es ar·e 
clearly fruitless and shortliv·ed. 

The ,materialist, in sear·ch otf obJective truth, demands 
the systematic, consistent a.nd quantitative development 
of a ·hypoth,esis, whil·e a scientist of the idealist school is 
satisfied with a "generalization of experien.ce" made in 
the most spectacular way, in the form of a rapidly 
drawn qualitative picture. Th.e materialist scienti·st feels 
it his duty to check his conclusions carefully witlh the 
facts and ,he does not consider his th·eory complete if 
there is one stn1~e fact 1.hat contradicts it; the idealists, 
it seems, are atflazingly indifferent to contr.a.dictions. 
One of them generalizes one group of data from th·eir 
notorious "experience," while another takes a different 
.groop and contradictions do not worry them since there 
is no objective truth, anyway. This accounts for the tend-
ency for outward eff ert, carele~sness in computations 
and often en0111gh th.e absen·ce of .even elem·entary logic. 

T·he work o,f some contemporary cosm·ogonists is an 
extreme ex.pression of this. Some of them use improb .. 
able, fantastic data as the startin.g point on which t·o 
build up ·hypotheses. To this ~cat•egory of hypotheses be
lon.gs that of Milne-Haldane, attributing the ori·gin of 
the ~planetary system to a collision between ·a •monstrously 
big quantu.m and t~he Sun, or that of Hoyle, according 
to whioh the Sun was part of a 1binary system of w,hi.ch 
the ot.h·er component was a supernnva that had explo·d
ed. Other scientists outs·pokenly claim a .role· for the 
"cr·eator" in the genesis of the celestial bodies. A pop·u
lar work by W. M. Smart that appear•ed in Britai.n in 
1951 says without reserve that t1he solution of problems 
connected witlh cosmogony is beyond the bounds of sci
ence. 
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The Jeans ·hypothesis lasted longer th·an any of the 
other 20th c·entury hypotheses. The r·eason of itrs popular
ity wa1s n.ot its scient~ific Vial~ue (it had none) and not 
the undoubted talents of its author but bec·ause it wa.5 
the one most acceptable to the idealist, religious tp.hilos
oprhy predom1inating in \bourgeois scc.iety. 

No wonder the authors of revi·ews sumn1arizing th~e 
level of cosmogony in this period had to reject all exist
\n,g h)'lpotheses-see the papers of Sir H. Jeffreys, D. 
ter Haar and W. J .. Luyten. 

We s·ho·uld be erring, however, if we did not see that 
th.e study of natural history must, by its very nature, 
lead s·cJentists to draw materialist ·conclusions. 

Sin('e the beginning of th·e forties of this cent·ur·y there 
has been ne·w intcr.est shown in 1cosmogony an.d ·consid
erable positiv·e work has been done. Typical of present
day dev·clopn1ents in planetary .cosn1ogony is the return 
to the ideas of Kant and Laplace on the genesis of the 
planets out of dispersed matter. Some astron·omcrs, ·how
ever, ·hav·e tak•c,n the liberty of making a number of ab
solutely arbitrary assumptions. 

The h}"pothesis proposed by the Germ·an ,physicist 
C. von W·eizsacker was published in 1943 (on a.ccount 
·of the Second World War it did not become known in 
the U.S.S.R. until 1945-46). Cha,ndrasekhar, ter Haar 
and others su1pported and tried to develop this ·h}'lpothesis. 
Weizsacker and his followers employed thermodynamics 
and statistical ·physics to a greater extent t'han ever rbefore 
in ·cosmo·gony, a·n a•dvance on former methods. The starting 
point of the hypothesis, however, shows its extreme artifi
ciality. To explain the regularities in the distances of the 
planets from th·e s~un, Weizsac~er assum·es that trhere 
wer·e as many vortice zones in the preplanetary cloud 
as there are great planets. T·hes'e vortices r·otate in a 
clockwise direction but between them something in t~he 
natu•re of ball bearings is forrm,ed; these move counter-
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•clock·wise and give rise to the planets. Ter Haar attempt
ed to make some corrections in Weizsa,cker's work. He 
rejected Weizsacker's arbitraryvortice zones and applied 
ih·e ~modern theory of turbulence elaborated by A. N. Kol
mogorov. G. P. Kuiper made a comparatively successful 
dev~lopment of Weizsacker's .i,deas 1but he also added a 
number of subjective methods that led to a tangle of 
correct and i.ncorrect theses. 

T'h·e lat•est cosmogonic investi,gations of Kuiper, Urey 
and Fesenkov· r·egard the solar syste·m as being ·formed 
from dust and gaseous matter. A similar primitive state 
of matter is the basis of the theory that I have been de
veloping since 1943 i.n collaboration with a group of 
other scientists; this book is ~devoted to an outline of 
that theory. :-~ 

Our theory can explain the main f·eatur·es of the stfluc
ture of th·e solar system from one single point of view
it explains the birt·h of th~ plan.ets and other bodies of 
the solar •syst·em out of a .cloud of dust and gas that once 
surrounded the Sun. The fact that t1he bigger bodies, 
the pla.nets, have ahnost ·cir·c·ul ar orbits, leads ~us to th·e 
oonclusion that they were formed ·by the accumulation 
of many bodi·es that formerly rotated around t1he Sun in 
different orbits. Their genesis from ~smaller bodies also 
explains the noticeable diffe·ren·ce between the two 
groups of planets. 

We can find an explanation of this \phenomenon in 
the chemi,cal composition and physical condition of th,e 
particles in the protoplanetary cloud and in the s·ubse
quent evolutionary proc·ess. 

A more difficult task is the explanation of when.c~e and 
by what means this protoplan·etary gas-dust cloud camP 
i·nto being. I put forward the ·hypothesis that its forma
tion is due to the Sun's ca.pture of part of one of the gas
dust clouds that are so numerous in our Galaxy. This 
capture 'hypothesis provides an explanation of t.he ex-
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tention of the planetary system, in other words, th·e di·~· 
tribution of the angular tnomentum of the system be
tween the Sun and the planets. 

* * * 

Scientific ~experience tells us that the possibility of 
solving a problem may depend on the way in which it 
is formulated, and this, as well as its solution, depends 
on th·e scientific method adopted. We should look for the 
solution of a problem in the facts then1selves. A general
ization of the facts produces a hypothesis which must 
be ela1borated i·n '~\·ery \Vay, as far as possible quantita
tively, and should b ~ constantly checked up wit•h ob
served data. 

The most i·tnportant criterion of tr·uth is the criterion 
of practice. In our present case this is not possible in 
its simplest form-we cannot create planets no matter 
what our theory mi·ght be. The ·criterion, however, holds 
good in another f·orm-the coincidence of theoretical con
clusions and the observed ·data of astronomical practice. 

A theory that ·clai·ms to be true must explai.n all the 
features of a phen·omenon by on·c basic hypothesis. The 
detailed and ·quantitative ·elaboration of the hypothesis 
transforms it 1into a theory and the criterion of its truth 
is practical application in the sense m·entioned above. 

Naturally it is t·hc mai1t features of the s·olar system 
that ·have to be explained. Phenomena t•hat we observ·e 
today need not nec.essarily be directly connected with 
th·e process of planet ·formation; many of them are th~C 
result of fu·rther stages in ·evolution. 

Our task is to explain t.he origin of the Earth and 
other planets in t·he s·olar ·system. La1·er we shall discuss 
the question of whet·h·er the explanation of the origin of 
other bodies in the solar system forms part of that task 
and, if s·o, to what ext€nt; these bodies a·re the ·comets, 
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asteroids and .meteorl·c bodies on the one hand and thP 
Sun itself on the ot1her. 

We •sp·eak of the ori·gin of the planetary system and 
not merely of the planets as separate bodi·es. T·he real, 
natural object of our research is the system of plan.ets 
suflro•un.di·ng th·e Sun, w.bi.ch possesses, a'S a syst·cm, a 
number of characteristic regularities. The origin of plan
et-I:ke .bodies in .general is ·quit·e a different problem al
thou.gh the two are often confused. 

Th·e o·rig;in of t.he planetary SY'stem sh1oul.d ex•pl.ain its 
basic regu,Jariti~.s. What are th~y? Today t~her.c ar·e ·no 
ditierences of optn~on as to whi.ch ·features ar·e basi·c and 
have to be explained fir·stly. In 1948 ter Haar arran.g·ed 
them in the followin~g four .groups. 

Group A. R~gularities of the orbits: the planetary or
bits are alm~ost cir.cular, He in one pla·ne and r·evo·lu
tion is tn •on·e di·rel'tion, with the Sun rotating in the 
sa·m·e direction; the equatorial plane of the Sun is near 
to t·he plan.e of the orbits. 

Group B. R·egularities ·in planetary di·stan.ces. The 
distribution of t·he plan·ets is obviou•sly not ac~idental; 
there is regularity i,n their distan,ces t·hat was ~empiri
cally formulated at the beginning of the last century ·but 
until recently ha.d not been explained. 

Group C. Th·e div,ision of the plan,ets i·nto two sharply 
distinct groups: the inner planets, M·ercury, Venus, the 
Eal"'th and Mars, ar·e comparatively small but possess 
great density, rotate quite slowly .ar·ound their axes 
and have a small number of satellites, and the outer 
plan·ets, Jupiter, Satu.rn, Uranus and Nept·u·ne, ar·e big, 
have low·er density, great speed of rotation and numer
ous satellites. The r·ecently discov·ered Pluto does not 
e·nter into this as it lies on th·e fri,nge of the system and 
may ~n.ot conform to the same r·egular·ities. 

Group D. T.he distributio•n of the an~gular mom•entum. 
Although the Sun posrsesses more than 99 tper •cent of t~he 
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total mass of the solar syst.em it aocounts for less than 
2 per c·ent of the mom·entum, the remainder be.ing ac .. 
count·ed for by the planets. 

These are th·e four ,groups of features of th·e planetary 
system W·hich pr•esent-day scientists ·u,nanimously a·c·cept 
as basic and which a theory of planet origin must ex
plain. 

T·er ~Haar analyzed existing theories, especially th·e 
newest of them, an·d found that even the best .di·d not 
explain more tha.n 1 lio 21/ 2 of these four 1groups, not one 
being capable of expl:Jining even three. As we shall see 
in later lectures, our theory explains simrply an•d naturally 
the basi·c regularities of all faulT ~groU'JlS. A com,parative 
analysirs of former anc: modern hypotheses shows that all 
of them were limited to an attempt to explain Groups A, B 
and C, but could not explain Group D, that is, the pe
culiar distrihution o.f thre angular momentum. The only 
exception, prior to the t~heory now under dis·ru.ssion, was 
T. J. J. See's !hypothesis (·we shall rt'turn to this hypoth· 
esis later) which, however, did not explain any of the 
other features and was obviously fallacious. 

The law of the conservation of angular momentum is a 
basic law of nature that has been tested a thousand times 
over and is as proven as the law of the conservation of 
en,ergy o•r t·he law of the ·conservation of mass. Angul·ar 
mom.cnt·um is the measure of rotary motion. Accordi'n'g 
to th·e law of the conservation of mom·entum the S'u.m 
total of rotations rin a cl,osed syst·ecm ·remains constant. 
The rotation may be redistributed, that is, it may be 
transferred from one body to another, but the sum 
neither increases nor d.ecreases. 

l(ant did not understand this. According to his hypoth
esis the primeval nebula was at rest and then began 
to rotate, which is impossible. The solar system could 
not arise out of a state of rest since that would contra
dict the law of the conservation of momentum. 
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In order to overcome this di.fficulty L·aplace postulat
ed t1hat the ,nebula was rotating, as a whole, f·rom the 
v,ery beginnin,g. If we accept the s•eparation of "rin.grS," 
the future plan·ets, .from the Sun, as suggested lby Laplace, 
then the S·un, havin·g retained the great·er part of the 
mass, sthould also halVe retained the greater tpart of t,b.e 
mom.entum, that is, it should rotate m·u.ch faster than it 
actually does. As we know, the Sun rotates very slowly, 
one revolutio·n in 25 to 27 days (different speeds for 
different parts of the Sun) which is less than 2 per cent 

• nf the total angular momentum of the solar system. 
It is di·fficult ·to believe that s·uch a brilliant mathe

matician and speciali:st in celestial mechani·cs as Laplace 
did not notice this ra.diral contradi·ction in his hypothe
sis. PersonaliS' I am inclined to believ·e that Laplace 
knew it and for this reason did not elaborat·e his hy
pothesis in mathematical form 'bat confined hi·msel.f to 
descri·ption in the 7th Appen.dix to his ~book Exposition 
du Systeme des Mondes. 

Be that as it may, Laplace's complacen·cy led to later 
scientists ignoring one of the basic laws of nature. An
gular mom·entum, however, is one of the most important 
cl":aracteristics .of a system in rotation (about a central 
body orr albout its own axis). While one form of en·ergy 
can be transformed into another (the total quantity be
ing preserved), an,gul.ar mom.entum always remains an
gular mome.nt·um, that is, th·e measur·e of rc•tation, and 
can never be transformed i·nto anyth.ing else. This pecul
iar conservat.ism of angular momentum m.akes :t a par
ticularly important characteristic of the system. 

Our th.eory makes ·extensive use of the law of th·e con
servation of angular momentum a•n.d its redistributio,n. 
In this we found the key to the explanation of Group B, 
r•Pgulariti·es in planetary distance, and W·ere also able 
to explain th·e origin and direction of the rotation of thl· 
planets abo'Ut their ax·es. 
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We expl.ained the distribution of an,gular momenturn 
(Group D) by the hypot·hesis of the capture of pr~mordial 
material by the S·un. The only attempt to approach the 
problem of the distribution of a.ngular ·mom·entum in 
another way was made later in a counterhypothesis pro
posed by V. A. Krat and W. G. F·esenkov who postulated 
t,hat the Sun originally possessed a great angular mo
mentum which it later lost by t'he ·ejection of matter 
(corpuscular radiati·on). We sh.all examine t'his ·hypoth-
esis together with our own capture hypothes~s in Lee .. 
ture 3. 

• • * 

In d·efining our ·ba•r,ic problem, t'h·e explanation of the 
genesis of the planetary system in general and o.f the 
Earth in particular, we .have to admit its close affin.ity 
wit·h a n·u,mber of other scientific problems, both cosmo
gonic in t·he broader sense and others. We must also 
determine which of t~hese 'problems are to be inctu~ded 
in our work and which are independent but have to ·be 
taken into consid·eration. 

The solar syste-m includes not only planets but also 
smaller bodies-asteroids, comets. met"-loric bodies and, 
of rourse, th·e central body, the Sun. It will be remem
bered that there was a len,gthy discussion as to whet·her 
or n.ot the comets and meteoric bodies belong to our 
solar system and it has only recently be·en agreed that 
they do. The carefUtl ·sf·udy of t·he orbits of the comet·s 
shows that th·QY all revolve round the Sun in elliptical 
orbits that arre in many ca·s·es so elongated as to be 
almost parabolic. With regard to the meteoric bodies that 
appear ·in the ·form of met.eors and meteorites, the dis
cussion continued up to recent times because it seemed 
that visual observati·on in most ca·ses produced velo-:
ities that corresponded to h'Ype~bolic orbits. It was only 
in t·he t~hirties that visual assessment of velocity was 
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replaced by p'hotographic techniqu.es which showed that 
in all cases the velocities w·ere elliptical. 

Th,e smaller bodies, th,erefor·e, also belong to the so
lar system although they differ from the planets in great
er or lesser degree in the chara•cter of the.ir mot:on. 
For 'this reason the explanation of th.eir origin comes 
within the scope of our work. Former cosmogonic hypoth
eses concluded that each group of bodies (planets, com
ets and ot1hers) was of different origin. But this w,as 
a fallacious conclusion. The method of explaining p·hc
nomena of the sola.r syst~em without regard to their in
terrelation•s ·is metaphysi·cal and in·consistent. Our t~heory 
postulates a single proc·ess of evolution f·or all bodies 
in the sola~: ~¥st.em, a !process that was uniform in 
all ca·ses bu.t occurred under diff·erent conditions whi·ch, 
ther·efore, not only prod·U·C·ed general similarities but 
also partial differences. Woe shall examine this problem 
in the 2nd L·ecture and show that both the si·milarities 
and the differ·en·ces ar·e due to the natural evolution of 
the system. 

The Sun is a different matter. The Sun is a ·star, one 
of the 1011 stars in our Galaxy. The problem of the ori
gin of the stars is one of the most important in astron
omy. Let us examine more clo·sely th·e •connections be
tween planetary and stellar cosmogony an·d thP differ
ences that exist betweet, them. 

At first glance it rsee•ms si.mplest to s·uppose that th,e 
Sun and th~e planets originated simultaneously from t.he 
same pri·mordial matter, from a nebula, for ·example. 
T·be gr·eater mass form·ed the Sun and the remaind,er 
went to make up the planets. That is what Kan.t and 
Laplace imagined. T1hat is what Kuiper, Urey and Fe
senkov imargin,ed when they postulated t·hat the clou.(l 
was formed together with the Sun when th·e latter was 
formed out of a cosmic gas-dust clou.d. If this simulta
neous formation were true the Sun would possess a 
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correspondin·gly great angular momentu·m, which, as we 
know, it does not. In t·he 3rd Lecture w·e s~hall .show 
in d·etail that the idea of the simulta.neous (in the Kant
Laplace sense) origin of the Sun and th,e pla.nets meets 
\Vith insurmountable difhculties. It if> quite p~ssible, even 
quite probable, that the formation of th·e plan·ets is not 
far removed in time from the formation of the Sun 
its('lf, although, of course, the processes were differ
ent. 

T·he planets were forme.d in the pr·esence and u.nd·er 
the influence of an alr·eady existing Sun. Accordin~ to 
ou.r theor the n is not a passive obs·erver o 
ormation of th·e lane.ts but a active parti.cipant thf 

main cause of the proc·ess.,. The Su.n form·e th·e planets 
with all their sp.ec.ific peculiar:ties by means of its grav
itation, light and heat r~adiation an~d light pressure. 
We do not exclude t1he possible rol·e o•f corpusc·ular 
radiation \but 'give warnli,n:g against an overestimation of 
its importa,n·ce. 

We do not yet know th·e ori.gin of the stars and we 
have v.ery little r·eliable knowledge of the evolution of 
the Sun. N·evertheless i.t would be incor.r·ect to put o·ff 
the solution of problems connected with planetary cos
mogony un'til the origin of th·e stars has been explained. 
For v·ery obviou's reasons we know more about the 
plan·ets, especially about the Earth, t.han we do a·bout 
the stars. Planetary cosmogony h1as aoc·umulate.d a 
suffi<'ient num'ber of fa,cts to attempt a sol,utio.n of th·e 
problem. It is qu~ite possible that the elaboration of a 
theory of the origin of the .stars and a ·precise ~kn,owl
edge of their evolution will, lin turn, lead to some correc
tions in plan,etary cosmogony; but the reverse is also 
true-i1n buildin.g up .a t·heory of the evolution of the 
Sun th·e not unimportant ~·act of the Sun's posscssio·n of 
a planetary system for several thousand million years 
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must also be taken into consideration. Not ev.ery theory 
of the Sun's evol·u~tion is compatible with this fact. 

It would also be i.noorrect to ignore t·he substa,ntial 
difference in the proc·ess of formation of the stars and 
t·heir P.lanets·. V. G. Fese.nkov wa1s expr·essin'g a widely , 
held opinion when he said that "the origin of the plan· 
ets 'does not, ·in ·essence, differ from that of the st·ars." 
It i1s tr1.11e t·hat all processes i·nvolving the ac·cu~mulatio,n 
of matter into large bodies ·have som·ethi.ng in common, 
the roJ.e of 'gravit(ltion, for example; it would, !however, 
be wrong not to s·e<' that the formation of the st.aflS in
vplves the condensa.tion of matter already existing as a 
single mass, while the formation of the planets is ·due to 
the a.ccumtlllatioff of s·mall bodies that were previously 
revolvin·g around th·e Sun, each in its own orbit, and 
that their orbits were different. The processes are essen· 
tially different. 

If we were to equate th'f formation Olf stars to t·hat 
of the planets we should be ignoring the specific nat•ure 
of th·e plan·etary system as expressed in th·e four groups 
of ~eatures cited above and by so doing we should be 
robbing ourselves of the possibility of understa.nding 
and explaining these specifics. 

Neglect of the specific f·eatu.res of the planetary sys
tem has often led to the pla1nets bein•g .confused wi.th 
multiple stars. In both cases we are dealing with a 
systetn of bodies h·eld together by gravitation-this 
muoh th·ey h.ave in oommon. The properties of th,e two 
systems, h.owever, are very differ·ent. T1he o.rbits of the 
visual binary stars differ from those of the pla.net·s, be
ing usually elongated ellipses; the triple .and, in gener
al, multiple star sy.stems have orbits in different tplanes. 
The cireu·lar orbits· of th·e planets constitu,te a very 
sharp distin·guds·hin.g feature which points to an ori:gi,n 
diff·er·ent from that of the binary stars. 
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Gr1eat interest has been aroused by the recent dis
cov·ery of invisibl,e satell:ites belonging to some of the 
binary stars, for instance, 61 Cygni. The orbits of t•hese 
satellites as well as their mass ca,n be d·et·ermined from 
the observ·ed oscillations superi·mposed on th·e orbital 
movement of on.e of the components. Some astronomers 
con.sider these rinvisible sat·ellites to be th·e connectin1g 
link between planetary systems a.nd th.e binary stars. 
All the orbits of invisi~le satellit·es that have so ~ar been 
computed, 1however, have proved to be elon•gated ellipses 
so that t·hey much more closely resemble components of 
binary stars than planets. 

No system sitnilar to our solar system .has, a•s yet, 
been obs.erved, and indeed, such an observation is im
possible wit·h the m·eans at our disposal today. There 
cannot, 'however, be any doubt that other systems exlist. 

We 'believe it to be essential to .strtess not only f.h·e 
g(\neral connections of cosmic phenomena hut also the 
concrete, s'pecific nature of planoetary cosmogony. Tbe 
progress of science would b.e impossible without this 
emphasis on the particular and specific. Some astrono
mers su,ggest that it would be be.tt·er to postpon-e plane
tary cosmo,gony until t.he ~general problem of the evo
lution of matter, in particular, stellar matter, h·as been 
solved; those who h·old th·cse views eventually ·come, in 
spite of th.emselves, to agnosticism, to disb·elief in the 
ability of modern science to solve the problems of t:h··~ 
Earth's gen,esis. 

Kn·owl·edge of the w·hole, naturally, helps in the study 
of the pacrt, but historically science developed, in the 
main, in the oppos~te dir·oction-from the particular to the 
general. Th·e problem o•f the origin of man, f·or example, 
has been solved but t1he more ~general problem of the 
origin of life on Earth is still in the ~artiest stages of 
its studv . 
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T1he developm·ent of th·e planetary syste.m-a process 
trhat was small in both time an·d space, but of great 
importan•ce to u.s-we shall examin·e against the ba.etk· 
ground of the tremendous picture of the <'ycli·c evolution 
of cosmic matter. The gigantic evolutionary cycle of mat
ter 1in gen·eral is something for astroplhY'sics to deal wit,h; 
thi•s branch of sci·en·ce ha.s made great progres•s and is, 
today, one of the most rapidly developing bran,che.s. Our 
task is more m-.Jdest-to find out how it happ,ens that 
rertain starrs have sat.cllites--th·e planets. 

We do not study t.he solar system in isolation but as 
a part of a much bigger syst·em, the Galaxy. If we re
ject isolated st~gy an.rl tur.n to the system's environ
ment .in t.he Galaxy we ~hall have no ~furth·er difficulty 
wit•h the angular .momentu·m, since the S·un ·could ac
quire from the Galaxy material posse:s•si111g suffi.rient 
mome·ntum. 

Fro.m our point of view the planets w·ere formed at a 
compa.rativ.ely late st,a,ge in th.e development of matter, 
wh·en Galaxies already existed. The degree of develop
ment of the phenomenon .depends on t:he 'Stru.ctur·c and 
age of the Galaxy under consideration. It th·erefore fol
lows ·t1hat the percentag·e of stars that have h·ad time 
to acquire satellites is great·er in some Galaxies t·han 
in others. The process oi planet formation, however, is 
a .g.en·eflal one th·at takes .place in every Galaxy so that 
the number of planetary .sy·stems in th·e univers·e is in
finite. It is in the nat•ure of matter that, in t'he course of 
its ev.ol,ution, it shotlll1d give rise to plan·etary systems 
and pla1nets on whiclh it is possibl·e for life to ori·ginat·e. 
The n·u.mlber of such systems in the univ·er5'e i.s infinite 
and their infinite n·u·mb.er is in the normal order of 
thin.gs. 

* * * 
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Although planetary cosmogony developed out of as
tron·omy, it is a complex rproblem trhat involves many 
branches of science-all the astronomi.cal dis.ci,plines 
and the sci.enc·es t.hat study t.he Earth. Planetary cos
rnogony must C'heck urp both its startin1g points and its 
conclusions ·with t1hese two ~growps of .sciences. Our prob
lem is conneoted with astrophysics and other branches 
of scienrt~e becau•se it in.clud.es a study of the state of 
n1atter in a period ·prior to the formation of t.he plan,ets; 
when we deal with the final outcome of planet forma
tion we come into .contact wit·h geophysics a.nd ge
ology; the cosmogony of a planetary systen1 should 
sta,rt from th·e state of matter in the protoplanetary pe
rtod as shown by astrophys.ics and should lead utp to 
a present state oi th·e planets, especially the Ea.rth, 
whi·ch ac·rords with the data .gather·ed by the geophysi .. 
cists Hnd geolog1ists. 

If the problem is to be approa.rhed in this way it falls 
naturally int·o three parts: we have to 

a) dis,cover whence arnd in t·he course ·of what process 
there arppeared in the neighbou11hood of t·he Sun th·e 
material from which planets were later formed; 

1b) define t1he state of that mat.erial before the tplan
ets were formed .and from that defin~tion and t1he laws 
of nature determin.e t·he chief properti·es of trh·e planetary 
system, i.e., expladn cau•se and effect. 

c) d·educ·e from these prop·erties a·n·d processes g.e
o.physical, .geochemical and geolog.i·cal results. 

r.he three components, a, b and c, differ in tim.e: the 
first belongs to the period before the planets were 
for·nled, the second to the process of planet formation 
and the third to the later evoluti•on of th·e planets, .t~he 
Earth in parti·culatr, subsequent to their formation. 

Of t·hese three ,probl.ems, the second is t.he mor·e spe· 
cific as far as planetary cosmogony is con·cern·ed, it rna: 
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be called, in fact, the central problem of planetary cos
mogony. We shall begin to skrrtch our theory from this 
central problem. As we shall see, the careful study oJ 
the present condition of the plan·etary system givaes u.s 
a direct and ·definite answer to the question: in what 
state did the m.aterial exist prior to t·he formation of th·e 
planets? Fro•m th·is state we obtain, as effects, the ex
planation of all t~he ch,ief prop·erties of the systetn listed 
in points A-D above. In this sph·ere we are so well pro
vided with facts that t·h·e element .of the hypoth·eti·cal ts 
reduced to a minimum that is gradually disappearing 
in the course of sca~ntifi,c work t·hat is producing a more 
or less complete t:heory. It will be described i·n Lec-
tur·e 2. ~ 

The central problem, therefore, can be taken up a,n.d 
solved to a certain extent independently o,f the finst (a). 
T.his relativ·e in·d·~p·enden.rf' is very ilnportant because th•t 
farther back in time our inveS'tLgations take ·us, the few
er the facts we 'have to go on, the less certain are ooc 
judgements, th·e more hypotheti·cal they beco.me. Such 
is the ca,se with part a. 

•Onc·e we h1ave elaborated a th·eory of the formation 
of t·he planetary system we have ample means at our 
disposal to attack part a, wh'i·Cih w·e shall do in Lecture 
3. Lastly, in Lecture 4 we s·hall deal with cert•ain con
clusions t·hat are to be drawn from th·e a,pplication of 
the th·eory to t·he evol·ution of th·e Eart.h and its present 
state. 

* * * 

The first thing, then, ·is to determine the state in 
which th·e protoplanetary ,material existed ,before the 
planets were formed and to do so on the basis of facts 
drawn from the planetary system. 

On·e c;f the best known f.eatures of t·he planetary or
bits-that they are almost cir.cular-is t·he key that 
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opens up t·he pr·er·edling staie of t1he material of which 
the planets are made. 

The plan·ets move along almost ciroular orbits. Ot·her 
mem·bers of our solar system, the asteroids and comets, 
have, i~n the majority of cas·es, orbits that are noti,ce
ably elliptical, tnany of them very greatly eccentric. In 
general, we know from the basic laws of celestial me
chanics, lhe laws of Newton and Kepler, that th·e orbit 
of one body movin·g about another under the influ•ence 
of its gravitation s1hould be a conic section-ellipse, pa
rabola or hyperbola-but the laws do not r·equir·e that 
the orbits be ellipses with very little eccentricity, that 
is, almost c~ircular. Naturally, circles are to ,be found 
amongst the ellipses, the result of accidentally favour
able initial conditions, but why should all nine planets 
~move alon1g almost exactly circular orbits? This cannot 
be th·e result of th·e coinciden.ce of nine a1ccidents and 
must have a common ca1use. 

This was a problem upon whi·cth Newton speculated. 
At t1he end of his famouts tboo·k he said that the circular 
orbits ·of th·e ~pi.anets could not be the result of m·echani
cal laws al·one. But Newto·n w.as unable to find any 
better e~planation than to attribute it to an act of t·he 
deity. 

Newton ~did not ·pose the problem of scientific cosm·og· 
on·y, that is, the or:.gin of 1bodies as the res·ult of the 
evolution of matter. This was not only because of New· 
ton's religious beliefs but also because of his metaphys
ical mode of thought: the heavenly bodies were for 
him som·ethirug given and unchanging once and for all 
time. Our task, <>n the contrary, is to disclose the 
origin o.f the planets with all their properties, including 
that of the c,irc•ular or.bits, a'S a process of the evolution 
of matter. 

Despi~e Newton's warnin•g, l.ater investigators f·r·e· 
quently ign·ored the fa·ct that circular complanar orbits 
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constitute a Sj)tecific feat~ure of th·e plan·etary system. It 
was because tlhey forgot t'his t1hat they could eo.t11jpar·c 
planetary systems with 'binary or m~ultiple stars, ·exa.g· 
ger.ating the analogy ,between these for.mations, and tr) 
to find, a common origin for them. We have already 
spoken of t1his f,allacy. 

Th1us we get to the point: celresti.al merchan,ics do not 
require circular orbits ~ the oribits of th~e planets ?_!!. 
rlos{~ to cir~cular. From what cosm~ogonli'c ,proce.ss did 
this .ph·enome:n1on result? If we dD not want 1o invent 
special, ·complioat~erf and i·mprobable 'pheno·m·ena, there 
i3 only the one sin1ple and natur.al process left-the 
plan~ets wer·e f'ormed by the a.g.glom·eration of a latige 
number of bod~ each 1111oving around the Sun in its 
own inde.pendent, elliptical oflbit. The original independ
ent o·rbit:s may have possessed a 11 sorts ~of eocentri·ci · 
ties, they .could have been elH·ps·es ·elongated to any ex
tent antd ,in any direct~on. W!hen large numbers of 
bodies wer·e joined into a s'ing1e planet their orbits ·weret 
nat·urally, avera.gcd, and, a.s a result, th•ey could only 
be fully sy,mmetr,i,cal, i.·e., cir·cula·r, and ~cl,ose t10 a pl,an·e 
perpendicular to th.e vector of the p.rin·cipa 1 angular 
momentum of the ·whole system. 

Have a1ny ot1h·er e·xplana1i·on's of the circular nature 
of the orbits been offered? Th·ey have. Som~e au~hors fa
vour t~he oon·cept of t'h·e so-called resristing medi~um. 

It was SUippos·ed that even i·f t1he planets ha·d ori1gi~nal· 
ly possessed ~elongated elliptical orbits they could gr~a~d
ually lbecome circular if there were a "r·esisting me
dium" of dispersed m~atter around the s.un. This idea, 
Uts·ed in a n•umber of cosmogonic 'h)llpouhes·es, w~as p~o .. 
pound·ed by s.ee at t~he beginnin.g of t·he present cen
tury. 'Dhe See hypothes·is says that the planets were or~ig
inally independent bodies alien to the solar system 
and t.h,at t·hey wer•e 'captur~ed by the Sun on·e by on·e. If, 
however, t1he planets were captured one ·by one they 
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would move in various dir~tions, in different planes and 
their orbits could be elon.gated to any extent. In order 
to get o•ut of this difficulty See assumed that there once 
existed an extensive and rather dense medium in the 
vicinity of the Sun that off·ered resistan·ce to the mov·e
tncnts of the planets. This resistance resulted in a reduc
tion of t·hc velocity and in the hyperbolic or.bits be·com
in.g elliptic (this constitut.ed the capture). According to 
See that sa,me resistance reduced the eccentrici~y of t·he 
or-·bits to its pres·ent degree. 

There are, of course, differential equati.ons t·hat s·how 
the effect of r.esistanc·c on the elements of an orbit. They 
s,how that eccentri·city slowly-very slowly-decreases. 
These works, however, used a scheme that is far removed 
from reality: it assumed that a planet moves through 
t•he med·um in the same way as a ship moves through 
water, i.e., against resistance but with no change in 
mass. The interaction of planet and medium, how
ever, is of an entirely different character. The tparti
cles that con•stitute t·he medium do not flow round the 
plan·et but strike against it (or ente·r its atmosphere) 
and, in the majority of cases, adhere to it. Frc•m this it 
follows t·hat th.e "resisting medium" is, in reality, a 
ft·cding medium. 

The action of th·e r·esi•sting medium with the chan·ge 
in 'mass taken into eonsideration has been mathemati
cally studied by Nolke. It turned out that for the planet 
to r.educ·e th·e eccentricity of its orbit from, say, 0.5 to 
0.1, it had to adsorb five tim·es its own mass from t~h·~ 
rnedium! Obviously ther·e c·oul.d be no question of the 
action of an ind~pende.nt medium on a passing planet; 
in actu.al fa,ct t·he proc~ss is one of the formation of the 
planet out of the nzediurn around a small nu·cleus, i.e., 
the ma.tter from which th.e planets were fonmed was pre
viously in a dispersed state. Th~e mathematical solution 
of the problem iiS ,not to be found by the use of equa-
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tions tshowing disturbances due to resistance, bwt by 
t·he m.ethod of averaging the enrerrgy and angular m·O· 
menta of the particles from which th·e planets are made 
u·p. T·he resistin1g .mediu1n, i.n actual fact a feeder, has 
led ·ys by a roundabout way to the same dispers.ed pro· 
toplanetary matter. 

Jeans also made use of the resisting medium. Ac .. 
cordin·g to his hypothesis a mass of gaseous matter was 
torn off· the Sun by the gra.vitation of a passing star. 
It had tlbe shape of a cigar with one end pointing to
wards the passing !Star. This cigar th.en broke i.nto a 
number of ·parts, the planets. Jeans wars fully aware of 
the fact t1hat the plan~tary orbits, obtained in such a 
way, would be;. greatly elonrgated ellip.ses. This elonga
tion was even necessary for him to tea'r the satellites 
from t·he pl1anets by means o,f the tidal influ.ence of t~he 
Sun at the moment of t'he perihelion passa.g·e ,of the 
condensation. 

How, th·en, wer~e the ·planets to be forced into ~their 
circular or.bits? Jea·ns a·gain made u1s·e of the .saan·e re
sisting medium; he assumed that part of the matter 
torn off 1rom the su.n was disp·ersed to form a ,gals·eous 
medium around it whos,e action reSilllted in the circu,l•ar 
orbits as in S·ee's hypothesis. Jeans in his hypothesis 
ign·ored the fact mentioned above~for a s·ub.stantial 
chan,ge in the ·eccentricity of the orbit.s almost t·h·c e·n
tire ·mass of the planets would h~ave to be formed from 
that dispensed ·medium a.nd oould not have been pr·o
duced from a piece of th·e ''cigar.'l 

Other attempts have been made to explatin the ,C'ir
oula~ orbits. V. G Fesenkov in 1944·1945 pr,oposed a 
new variant of t·he planet formation !hyp·othesi•s which 
he called t·h·e "rotational hy,p·othesi.s," acoo·r.ditng to Wlhich 
thre Sun formerly .rotated wit,h great·er velocity tth,an at 
pr·esent, so fast, in fact, that rotational instability set 
in. Fesenkov's idea was that this led to th·e formation 
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on tlhe Sun of a !bulge several solar ,radii 1in size. In t'he 
end t'hi.s bulge separated an·d broke into a num,ber of 
pieces, the planets. Sin·ce the bul.ge rotated together 
with the Sun as a single whole until its partition, all 
of its parts m•oved in circular orbits. ThiS eX'pla,ined t•he 
circular form of the orbits. 

The "r~tati·onal hypothesi~" especially the assurr~tp .. 
tion of tJhe 1bulge, led to very gr·eat difficulties a.nd £Ofl
tradictions, ·some of which were noted by the authvt lh·im· 
sElf. T.he attempt t.o justify the buJ,ge was more hopeless 
than the attempt to fut:>tify Jeans' cigar. There is no 
need to analyze th~ ~'rotational'' theory in detail as its 
author's views 'ha·ve since ch,anged. In recent years Fe
senkov has come to tegard one of the variants of the 
cloud o·f dispersed matter as being the state of the me .. 
dium before the formation of the planets. 

Thus t~h·e ch·aracter of th·e planet orbits tells ·us that 
the pl·anet:s were formed ·from dispersed material. 

An analysi•s of another specific feature of our ~plane· 
tary system-the division of tlhe planets by composi
tion and mass into two grou1ps-show·ed the great ian· 
portance of the degree of evaporation (or, on the con
tra·ry, ,freezing) of ice particles at different distances 
from the Sun. The results of this analysis made 
i1 rc}ear that the primitive •State of planetary matter 
could only have been that o·f a gas-d·ust cloud and not 
a simple dust (meteorite) cloud as wa•s thought pos·sitble 
during the early y.cars of the 'development of t·he t·hcory. 

Solid 1par·t·icles of stony or icy composition ·present 
in t1he ·cloud co.nstituted the raw material Otf the majori .. 
ty of bhe bodies in th·e solar system. An examination of 
the evolution of this clo·u.d gives us the explanation of 
all the other fun.damental regularities occurring in the 
planeta·ry system. It is im,port.ant to ment·ion th.at we 
shall not need any other supplementary hY'pot•hescs to 
explain t·hese regulariti·es. They are the simple, n·atur·al 
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and logical outcom·e of tlhe formation of the solar sys
tem by the evolution of a rotati,ng gas-dust cloud that 
at one titne surrounded the Sun. 1~he study of the evo
lu.tion of bhis cloud brings u.s closer to an understand
ing of the catuses and conditions under whi·ch th,e dust 
and' ga.s cloud itself cam·e into bein.g i.n the vicinity of 
the S·un. 



L e c t u r e 2. 

FUNDAMENTAL REGULARITIES O:F THE PLANETARY 
SYSTEM-THE RESULT OF GAS-DUST CLOUD EVOLUTION 

The develop·ment of 1planet cosmogony in genel"'al bas 
resulted in the conviction that the material of which 
the plan·ets are composed was, in its preceding s~age, 
in a dispersed statEl. Th'is is a general feature, to a great· 
er or lesser degree, both of the classic hypotheses of 
Ka,nt and Lapl.a·ce and of the majority of t'he modern 
theories. 

The 'fact that .a gas-dust cloud is in all cases a prereq
uisite does not presuppo·se that cosmogonic theories 
are t'h'e sa,me throughout. Modern con•ceptions differ with 
r·egard t:o t.he evolution of the cloud and also with re
gard to its origin. 

There are differences of opin.ion at ·every step, ~mainly 
on the question of how, at Wlhat rate and under the in
fluence of what forces the particles were aggregated 
into bi'gger bodies. Our theory says t·hat the planets 
were formed by t1he gradual ooiiection of solid matter 
from th·e surroundin1g meditUI111 by originally small em
bryos. Kui!per and others consider the condensation of 
l~arge pieces of the cloud under t~he irntluence of their 
own gravitation to haVJe been of primary importance. 
They believe t:hat the initial mass of these protoplanets 
was enormou,s, a hundred or even a thousand times th·at 
of the present planets. A ~big difficulty, however, arises. 
what has happened to the excess mass? Why, for exam
ple, is t~he Earth now so small? The champions of this type 
of cosmogenic theory hold that the surplus matter gract-
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ua,lly evaporated ·from the protoplanets and was scat
ter·ed in space. I.S. S1hklo1Vsky showed tlh.at such .a dissi
pation process takes tplace very slowly and t·hat it wourld 
have taken ·mudh longer to get rid of the surplus than 
the 5,000-6,000 million years that hav·e elarps·ed &in·ce 
the !ormation of th·e 1pla.nets began. Ap1art from that, i1f 
th·e Earth thad begun as a massive planet and la1er lost 
most o,f its mass, t·hen its r·ota1ion would inevita,bly 
have ceased because particles escaping from t:he 'Sllflface 
po.Sts·ess the ·greatest angular tp:omentum per un\it of 
mass. As th·e Earth, however, rotates it ·cann·ot 'have lost 
t.h.e greater 1part of its onigin·al mass. 

c,an we study the ·evol·ution of th·e •cloud wit·hout first 
establishin•g ~ts origin or aocepting any definite lh~poth
esis in that tiefd? It scem·s that we can. In all the p.arts 
of t1he univ·erse 1'hat we can study th·e stars and in·t,er
~tellar matter have approximately the sa.me atomic com
position, with sli.g1ht individu•al devi.a1ions. There are 
greater differences in the physi•oochemical stat.e of the 
clouds: the ratio of the sol.id and gas phases, the pres
ence of electric charges (ionization). Observation shows 
that t·h·ese differ·enoes are mainly due to star n·ei·g1h,bours 
(or absence of neighbo•urs) and to the temperature o,f 
the latter. We have in mi.nd h·ere a cloud in the iman•edd
ate neighbounh·ood of the Sun, w,h,ose gravitat1ion a\nd 
ra·diation .deter·mine the further evolution of the cloud. 

Ther·e is ·no reason to suppos·e t•hat the cir,cumsolar 
cloud of protoplanetary material, of whatev·er ori1gin it 
may have been, .differed stttbstantially in ~co'm,poStition 
from 1he galactic .nebulae. In a.d.dition to the .gase•s 
(mainly hydrogen) it oontain·ed sol1d particles (·mainly, 
but not solely, in the form of dust) a con.sid·erable part 
of which consists of H20, CH4, C02, NHa, CN and other 
ligiht compounds in t·he form of ice particles. In addition 
to ~he ice particles t1h·ere were also silicates 8'nd m·etals. 

What oourse di·d th·e evolution of t•his •Ci,rcumsolar 
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cloud take? Was it certain to lead to the .formation of 
pi·anets? How were the planets really formed? 

An investigation of the various factors of the evolu
tion of th.e ga.s-d·ust clou.d shows that ·collisions between 
parti·cles equaliZJed their velocities until they were close 
to a velocity th·at corresponded to a ~ircular orbit situat
ed near a central plane determined by the total an
gular 'momentu.m of the cloud. The result of this was 
th~at t~h·e dust ~compon·ent of the cloud 'had to flatten and 
condense, collisions ·became more frequent and the free 
path dtminished. The irretrievable loss of mechanical 
energy in inelastic impacts, the angular momentum be
in,g retain.ed, l·ed to a furt,her flattening of the system 
and the accumulation of the particles in a disc of higher 
density-the first stage towards t•he .collection of dis
pers,ed matter into planets. 

The question natu,rally arises: how did the process 
of growth begin, what was the ucondensation nucleus" 
or "embryo" of the planets? If there were bigger 
bodies present in the cir·cumsolar cloud, as I postulated at 
the very begin.nin.g, they ·could easily have become the 
embryos of the future planets. The orbits of the small 
particles and those of th·e bigger bodies often crossed 
and t'he collisions led to t.he cohesion of some and the 
splinterin,g ·of the others. lf th·ey met at h·igh velocities 
they, of course, brok~e up, wit·h th·e r·esultant loss of 
energy. Even if splinte~ing predominated at first it 
helped to reduce the kinetic ~nergy of the relative motion, 
i.e., to equalize the velocities. Furt,her collisions became 
more fr·equ,ent lbut with lower relative v·elocities, so that 
less splintering oocu.r~ed. A non-mechani·c.al factor, the 
transfonmation of a ·considerable part of t~he kinetic 
energy into heat energy, determined and completed the 
evo l·u t io.n. 

Did Iar1ger bodies exist in the p~rot·oplanetary cloud 
frrom the very 'beginning? Th'e observation of light atb-
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sorption, it has lbeen t1heoretically demonstrated, reveals 
only dust particles 3X IQ-5 em. in diameter. There is, 
hcwever, nothing against the assumption that larger 
bodies also ·exist, due to atom.s and ·m·olecules of gas 
freezing on to the dust parti·cles. Altpough th·e existen.re 
of ·th,ese Ianger ·bodies is quite possible we h.ave no ac
tual p.roof of th•eir pr·es·ence. T·his has given rise to som·e 
d·oubt as to wheth·er or not a ga.s-d,ust circumsolar ·cloud 
led to the formation of planets, but L.E. Gurevi·rh an.d 
A.I. Lebedinsky removed thesre dou,bts by provi·ng that 
even if t~he primordial embryos aid not exist, ev•en i.f 
th·e cloud had consisted ex·clusively of .gas and dust, the 
condensation must •hl8ve taken place. 

Using the methods of statistical physics they analyzed 
the inevitable .. e~Iutionary process in a system of solid 
particles with great angular momentum and sufficient 
total mass, a process governed by the gradual loss of 
energy due to collisions between the particles. They 
showed that the following must occur: 

a) t.he relative velociti,es of the parti.cles are redu·ced 
by collisions; this r·esults in t~e flattening of t~h·e system 
with a consequent increase of density leading to a still 
greater frequen·cy of collisions; 

b) when a c·ertain crif.i·cal den,sity is reached the sys
tem cannot remain in its former state; under t·h·e inft·u
ence of gravitation the int·ensiv.e formation of condensa· 
tions begins; 

c) these condensat!ons are flattened in shape an·d 
have a mass compara·ble to that of th·e asteroids; 

d) the condensations in turn are bound to cotli.de (ow
ing to their small free path) and agglomerate into a 
small number of big bodies, the planets. 

In a short J.ectu~re I cannot give the proofs of these 
statements. T1h·e authors have giv•en proofs t.hat rep~re
scnt not only the qualitative side of the processes but 
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also a nu·mber of quantitative relationships for every 
sta1ge of evolution. 

In ord,er to si1mplify their proofs the autho·rs made a 
detailed study of the case of a uniform dust cloud 
alt,ho~ugh, in principle, f,he method is equally suitable for 
cases of clouds that also cont,ain larger solid particles 
and gas. We must here mention that Edgeworth, in 
England ( 1949) also investigated the role, in the evo
lution of the cloud and the formation of planets, of the 
loss of energy through collision: Edgeworth examined 
the problem from a <;tandpoint close to ours but his ar
guments were not free of error and arbitrary assump
tions and were not sufficiently convincing. 

T.he study of t~h~e evolution of the gas-dust cloud 
s·hows that its dust component h.ad to becom·e flatter and 
dcns·cr until it ·formed a disc of ·higher density. 

An i·mportant stage dn the evolution of t'he clo•U·d was 
t.he formation of a large number of inter.mediate bodies 
of asteroid size. There are two \vays in which this could 
have occurred. Firstly as shown iby Gurevi,ch and Le
bedinsky, t'h·e dust component could have been flattened 
to such an extent th.at the density of the material be
came suffi·rient for the formation of numerous small, •pri
ma.ry condensations cap.able of witthstandin,g th•e tidal 
influence of the s.un. Some of these, condensed into 
small bodies, might be the embryos of t~he future plan
ets. Secondly, Safronov has computed that w.here the 
density of th(\ dust disc is approaching the critical val
ue, the larger particles grew so rapidly by the .accumu
lation of dust matter from tthe surrounding medium, that 
bodies a.s .massiv·e as the primary condensat·ions could 
have grown up in a short time. Gravitational instabili
ty, to whic·h there is u·ndoubt.edly a tendency, might, 
therefor·e, not hav·e time to produce any effect before the 
plan,et ·embryos w·ere formed .by other means. 
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l:s it really possibl·e for the dust disc to ft,atten suf.fi
ciently for its density to reach the critical value needed 
for gravitat:onal instability to supervene? Irregularities 
in the process of contraction, the presence of bigger and 
growing particles in the cloud are sufficient to hinder the 
extrerhe flattening process that is essential for gravita
tional instability to operate. 

It is still difficult to draw a detailed picture of the 
early stages of the evolution of planet embryos. Their 
collision led to their cohesion or to their splitting after 
which the fragments could again be drawn into the proc
ess of accumulation. In general, the predominating proc
ess was one of the conglomeration of matter. The frag
ments, together ... with "primary" particles, constituted 
the dispersed ni~tter out of which t!he embryos grew, at 
first rapidly and t·hPn more and lmore slowly as they 
s·wept up the surrounding matter. When some of the 
embryos had a~cquir·ed the ·size of ·big ~asteroids, the 
chaotic movement of the 1particl-es again in,creased un
der their dyna.mic infiuen,ce. As the bigger ·bodies grew, 
however, they ceased to ·fear collisions since t1he splin .. 
tered material, in the majority of cases, remained with
in their field of gr,avtity and fell 'back on them. The 
highest rate of growth belongs to those embryos wh~ose 
effect!ve radius is much greater than their geometric 
radius, especially those placed at regular distances 
from the Sun so that they least of all interfere with each 
other in acquiring matter from the medium. From these 
a small number of massive 1bodies, the planets, is ·grad .. 
u.ally formed. 

* * * 

The circular orbits result from the natural statistical 
averaging of the motions of the separate bodies that 
agglomerate to form the planets. This natural averag .. 
in.g provides a si·mple ex:pl.anation for the next two bas-
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ic regularities-the mot·ion of all the planets in practi
cally the same ·plane and in t1he •same rdirection. Bot·h 
these result from the averaging of the angular momen
ta of many bodies. 

As we have already said, former hypotheses did not 
pay surffi,c:ent attention to the law of the con'Servation 
of an'gttla.r momentum. For an analysis of the evolution 
of a compli•cated syst.em, however-for exarmple, a cloud 
of particles in a state of transition into asteroidal bod
ies anrd later into planets-the conservation of momen
tnnt, that is, th.e conservation of the total rotary motion, 
in the system, is i.he key to understanding the plhenom
ena and foreseeing t~hc results of evolution. 

Angular momentum is, as we know, a vector directed 
along the axis of rotation (the direction is regarded 
as positive if the rotation, as see11 front the end of the 
vector, is anticlocl<wi~,l"'), ·and is equal to the product 
of the mass, the linear \7elocity (in relation to its axis) 
and the perpendicular rlistan.cc fron1 the axis. 

Every parti·cle, ev•ery body in the system had its own 
angular momenttlliJl in respect of the Sun, but t1he mo
menta diff·ered in quantity and direction. W'h·en on.e body 
passed close to another, gravitational disturbances 
cha.nged theirr orbits and the bodies exchanged part of 
their mom.enta and ·energy. In cases of collision part of 
th·e ·mec.hanical energy was transformed into other forms 
of energy. But in all cases the s•um ·of the momentum 
vectors (added geom.etrica lly, i.e , 1by tJhe parallelogram 
rule) rem1ains unchan.ged. The sum total of t~he momen
ta, t1he ,principal momentum of the system, remains un
chan,ged in qulantity and dir,ection throughout the entire 
evolution 01f the system. T1he plane that passes trhrough 
the Su.n perpendicular to tlhe vector of t.be principal mo
ment·um ·is u·suaily called the constant or Laplace 1plane 
of the syst·em. 
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A system of bodies whose total momentu,m is zero 
could not have giv·en rise to a planetary syst•em lik·e 
ours. In the general case the momentum is more than 
zero and ·may even be very great. If a large nu,mber of 
bodi,es )Vith big momenta join toget·her-it does not mat
ter how-into one big body, then the latt,er will revolvll 
about the Sun with the total angular mon1entt1m pos
sessed by all the bodiec; before their union (a very small 
portion of the momentur1 may be transferred from orbital 
to rot·ational momPntum about the JJody's ow'n axis). 

A swarm of comparativ·ely large bodi·es and small 
particles existed for a ~rather long ti·me oofore thei~r col
lection into planets. Dur.ing all this time the \bodies and 
particles mixed &fld acted on each other. The amount 
of momentum was different in different parts of the 
swarm, but the directions of the total momenta of 
those bigger parts of it that w·ent to form th·e planets 
could not h.ave been .greatly different. For this reason 
tTie momenta of the rplanets must have been approxi
mately parallel. This explains why the planets move in 
approximately the sam·e plane: all of them hav'e orbits 
close to the consta.nt (Laplace) plane and move in one 
and the same direction. 

We see, therefore, that all the regularities of the plan
etary orbits-motion in approximately the sa·me plane, 
in the same direction and almost in circles-can be ex
plained in a si.mple and natural way by the idea th.at 
the planets were formed by the agglomeration of a large 
number of !bodies. 

* * • 
We sh1all now examine the other a,nd mor•e subtle f·ea

tures of our planetary system, and will begin with the 
law of planetary distances. 

Is there any regularity in th·e distances of th·e plan·ets 
from the Sun and how is it to be explained? Tlhis is a 
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question that ·has lon,g interested astronomers. Ta.ke, for 
exa.mpl·e, th·e Bod·e law, published in 1772. If we take 
the distance from the Earth to the Sun as unity and the 
distance from Mef'Cury to th·e Sun as ,being approximate
ly 0.4, trhen the rdist.an,ce from the Sun to the other 
plan.ets ris ·ex.tpressed by the following formula, a~ccord
in·g to the Bode law: 

0.4 + 0.3 X 2n, 

where n is the number of the plan.et 
for the Earth n = 1, etc). 

Let us compare the figures given 
with the actua 1 ~neasur·ed ·distanc·es. 

>. ... ... 
::J lt.l .c:: cu 

::J ~ e Cl t: 
,. -... ~ 

~ ~ co:r ~ ::s :a ~ ~ :a .., 
-
Bode law 0.4 0.7 1 1.6 2.8 5.2 

(for Venus n = 0, 

bv the Bo,le law .. 

Table 1 

Cl 

= • ~ 
::J ::s 0 ~ 

:l = ~ ... • ~ ::s ~ 

ca ... G) -Ul ::l ~ ~ 

I 

10 0 19.6 38.8 7 7. 
Actual distance 0.39 0.72 1 1. 52 - 5.2 9 54 19.19 30.07 39. 

2 
5 

In many cases t~here is an astonishing coin·ciden·ce of 
figures, but t·here are also big discrepan·cies. The planEt 
that, according to the law, should come between Mars 
and J}lpiter does not exist and the space is but poorly 
filled in with asteroids w,hose total mass is less than 
that of any of th·e planets. The figure for N·eptune is un
satisfactory: if it is appli·ed to Pluto to attain gr·eat•er 
coincidence, then it becomes quite incomprehensible why 
the latter shoul.d 'he con·sidered a r·egular member ·of a 
series when t1he mooh 1big.ger and more massive Nep· 
tune is left out. 

T~·e Bode la•w ,has been discussed for almost two cen
turies. Some scientists have believed it to lbe a real nat
ural law that has not yet lbeen explained while the oth· 
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ers, pr01bably the majority, regarded it only as the ac
oi•dental coin·cidence of two series of figures. 

Our t·h·eory approaches the p•roblem of the plan·etary 
distances in trhe same way as it does oth·er f·eatur,es of 
the mrotion of planets, that is, we •consider, in :mathemat
ical forin, that process of natural averaging that takes 
place duri,ng the fonnati·on of plan,et·s. We s·hall ta~e as 
our basis the angular momentum and shall, in future, 
speak of th·e .angular momentuan per unit of mass (spe-
cific a·ngular momentu.m). • 

Let us exan1ine t·h·e dev,elopment of two nci,ghbouring 
planet embryos that are in a state of growth. If their 
orbits are v·ery close they soon sweep up bodies and par
ticles movi.n.g in:-~h·e ·space between them. If the two 
planet embryos ,do not adh·ere to form on·e body they 
will continue to ac.quire mass and angul.ar ·momentum 
mainly ·from bodies moving on the outer side of t:he ex
haust·ed zon•e. Therefore th·e an.gular momentum per unit 
of mass will be reduced in one pla.net and increased in 
t~he other and the radii of their or.bits will begin to dif
fer. The very process o.f t1he growth of the planets by the 
collection of bodies and particl·es includes t~he prin·ciple 
of the regu,lation of distances between them. 

Let us look for the I.aw of planetary dista.ncoes with
'"'llt bothering about the detail·ed kinetics of the proc.ess. 
Particles in the cloud have .specific a.n.g·ular momenta 
of different values. Let the whole mass of t'hose parti
cles of the cloud that ·go into the ·pl.anets .be distributed 
by the value of tthe s.pecific an.gular momentum q in 
a•ccordance with some differential law of distribution 
f(q)dq. We shall show that evoe~ry law of distribution, 
i.f., every function f ( q), ha1s its correspondi·ng law o'f 
planetary distance. We supp<Jse that when planets are 
ibeing for·med those 'particles have the greatest c·hance 
of joining the planet w1hose specifi·c angular •momentum 
is least different from the •planet's. Som·e particles, of 
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course, may join ,a planet ot·h·er t~han thEir ''ow.n," but 
such ·deviati·ons are mutually ·compensated so that for 
purposes of computation it ·may be assumed that the par
ticles are all di.stribut·ed along the sections of the axis 
of specific angular momentum allotted to eacih planet. 
The bounda,ry between sections will be a specific angu
lar momentum equidistant fr·om the specifi·c angular mo
·menta of two neighbouring planets. Let ~n be the 
value of the angular momentum corresponding to the 
boundary between the sections allotted to planets n and 
n + 1, the specific angular momenta of which will be 
Qn and qn +t respectively. Applying what has been said 
above we get: 

~n = qn + qn +I 
2 

(I) 

When the particles of a s·ection unite to form a planet 
their angular momenta are averaged so that the spe
cific mom·entum of t1he pla.net will be: 

s qf (q) dQ 
9n =st <q> dt/ (2> 

in w.hi·rh the integration limits ar•e ~n-1 and ~n. 
Substituting qn _ 1 , q n and q n + 1 for t~hese ~ in 

accordance with equation ( 1), from equation (2) we get 
a difference equation for the mom~nta qn. 'Fhe Qn of the 
planets, in view of their circular oflbits, is k ~/M 1 r Rn, 
wh·ere R n is the orbital radius of the nth planet, M, 
the mass of the Sun, and k, the gravitational con
stant. Fortnula (2), therefore, gives us the law of plane
tary distances corr·esponding to the distribution func
tion f ( q). The physical sign:ficance of this formula i~ 
that at t~he time of th·e formation of the •plan,ets spe·cific 
a.ngular momenta were averaged, the w·eight fun.ction 
of this averaging being f ( q), which charactel"izes the 
distribution of mass a:gainst Slpecific angular momentum. 
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For each concrete f(q) t·here is a concrete law of dis
tances. If we assume, as we usually do in physi~cs, that 

a function of the cq 1" type is· a sufficiently precise ap
proximation of f(q), then, by integration, we get: , 

A.+ 1 (qn + 1 + qn)'A r 2 - (qn + qn -t)A. t-2 

qn = 2(A + 2) (- A. 1 )A. 1 (a) 
qn -1-1 + qn) + - (qn + qn-1 t-

Equation (2), or its special form (3), interconnects 
the distances of three neig~hbouring planets from the Sun 
for every f(q), bE"Cause th·e values Qn- 1, qn and 
qn +-t are proportional to V kn _ 1 , VRn and i Rn + 1• 

Our law, therefore, is ex~pressed in the form of a 
difference equamn of the second degree. The extent 
to w·hich the theoretical relation coin·cides with the 
real one can be checked by means of the equation, 
without solving it. If we su·bstitute the v.alues of VRn 
for three neighbouring planets of one group in equa
tion (2), (take, for examrple, Jupiter, Saturn and Ura
nus) we see clearly that with very different values of A 
we get .quite satisfactory 'results: th·e right member o.f 
th~ equation (fiffers from the left only by a small per· 
centage, by no more than could be expected from a sta
tistical law that does not account for inevitalble fluctu.a
tions in the density of the cloud. Such a comparison of 
t'he planets in threes, t1h·erefore, does not enable us to 
giv•e one single value for t~he mass distri,bution fu.nc
tion f(q). This is ·not to be wondered at since we know 
that different methods of reaching an average, for 
ex81lllple, the arith·metical or the geometrical avera1ge, 
etc., are not widely different in their final results. It is 
important to note that law (2) is a very general law 
which holds ~good for a very extensive class of functions 
of the distri,bution of mass against specifi,c angular mo
mentum. 
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If, .however, we mak,e the natural assumption that the 
n1ass distribution f(q) has no sud,den ju·mps or breaks 
and is to be expressed ·by the sam·e simple function for 
whole groups of planets as for threes (tarking two sep· 
arate groups for the 4 nearer planets and t·he 5 distant 
ones), then the corresponding differ·enoe equation must 
be solv·ed in order to compare our computed figures with 
the real ones. Two arbitrary constants will be used a~nd 
they can be determined from the observed distanc~s, for 
example, of the first nnd last planets of each group. 

The simplest case is th,lt of A= 0, i.e., when f ( q) 
is a constant. Tiht:·u the difference equation (3) b~
comes: 

q11 = Qn f-11 Qn-t , the general solution of which is: 

Qn= A + Bn, where A and B are arbitrary constants. 
Substituting distances for angular mom.enta we may ex
press the law as follows: 

V Rn =a+ bn, (4) 

i.e., "the square roots of the distances of planets from 
t1he Sun ar·e in arithmetical progression." r,his is tlhe 
simplest form of the law of plan·etary ·distances. · 

If we determine the va.Iues· of a and b separately for 
each of the two .groups of planets as outlin·ed above, we 
get the following tabl·e in t·erms of t.he astronomical 
unit, i.e., the mean distance from the Earth to the Sun. 

For the outer group of planets: 
Table 2 

Planets Juptter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto 

VRtheoretical 2.28 3.38 4.28 5.23 628 

VRactual 2.28 3.09 4.38 5.48 6.29 
J 
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and for the i.nner ·group of planets: 

Planets Mercury Venus Earth :Mars 

V Rtheoretical 0.62 0.82 1.02 1.22 

VRactual 0.62 0.85 1.00 1.23 

T·h·e coin~iden"'e is v~ery good for a statistic law and 
is muc'h better t·han that of Bod·e's law. In parti·cular our 
law differs from Bode's law becaus~e Neptune and Pluto 
fit i.n so tlhat their presence could 'hav·e been fore·cast if 
the law had .. b~n known befor·e. 

It is int•eresting to note that the satellites of the ma
jor planets fit into a similar law: this law 1has been 
found empirically by S. Petrov. By means of trials he ar
rived at the square law of di·stances for the satellites of 
the plan•ets using ·different constants for ~ea~ch of t~he 
planets, but t1h·e law is very near to ours in type. 

Whil·e formula ( 4) quit~e satisfa·ctorily gives th·e real 
distances of the ·planets from th'e Sun, the law f(q) = 
const. is not in a·ccord with t·he actual mass~es of the 
pla.nets. If I wanted to look for formal mathematical 
explanations, the formulae (2) and (3) 1giv·e plenty of 
scope for it. WJit1h A = -3, for example, the diff(lrence 
equatio·n (3) is r·ed.uced to a simple form: 

Rn = V Rn-tXRn t-t• 
with the general solution Ra = ABn. In this case there 
ic; a satisfactory a'greem1ent both for the distances and 
for the mass of t.he gi:ant planets. It m·ust, however, be 
remembered that f(q) ·changed durin·g the evol.ution of 
the clou.d, prima.rily be•ca·use of th·e chan1ge in tempera
ture conditions. T1his problem has still not been s·olved. 
But the law of .plan,etary distances and the law of the 
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distribution of plan·et mass must depend not only on 
th·e primordial distribution of mass, but also o.n th·e va
rious transforn1ations of matter in the course of t~he 
cloud's ·evolution. It is, t.herefore, essential to continue 
seeking a theoreti,cal fou,ndation for th·e law of planet 
mass; it will no doubt prove to be closely connected with 
the law of planetary dtstance.s. 

Kuiper .and Fesenkov have recently attempted to evolve 
a law of planetary distances. Kuiper reasons as ·fol
lows: he first of all,cunviPccd himself that gravitation be .. 
tween neighbouring planets could not have .deterr:•ined 
the law of plant:iary distan.ces s.in·ce it is hundreds 
and th01usands of tim'.!S less than the Sun's gravitation. 
After th1s Kuiper d~duced a law of planetary dtstance::, 
us1ng t.he concept of tidal stability. H·e assum•es that the 
condensing protoplanoetary cloud, w·hen it reaches 
"Roche's ·critical density," breaks up 1nto a nun1ber of ~big 
condensations, th·e protopl.anets. When th·e density is 
greater than t~hc "criti·cal,'' the force of ,gravity acting 
inside the ·condensation is so great that it cannot break 
up owing to the difference in the Sun's pull on it~ near
er and 1norc distant 1parts. Ilere Kuiper makes a quite 
artificial assu•m,ption that only on·e protoplan·et is formed 
for each planet. Exa1ntning two neig!1bouring planets 
that have just been formed and taking the distance be
tween their orbits as a , and, for the sake of conven
ience, regar,d.ing t~hem as equal and s•pherical, Kuiper 
assumes t~hat their .radii are ~qual to ll/2. To express 
''Roc:he's critical density" ·he takes the mass of the Sun, 
.i\'1, the avcrag~e distance of the protoplanet from the Sun 
a, and the mass of the protoplanet m, and gets the for
mula: 

(5) 
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If we take m as the mass of the given planet, and u 
the distance between it and the next, then fonnula (5) 
does not agrree wit'h the actual .distance. Greater coin
cidence is obtained if the right memb·er of the equation 
is divided by 1,000. Kuiper, therefor.e, introduoes thre 
assumption that th·e ortginal mass of the protopla,net 
was some hu.ndred times greater than its present mass, 
that is, over 99 per cent of the mass evaporated after 
the protoplanet had \become a separate entity in the proc
ess of its transformation into a planet. Even after this 
arbitrary ohange of ·mass by a hundred or a thousand 
times only a very rou1gh approximation is obtained. Tid
al stability really is of importance to planet cosmogo
ny but its sigffl.fi·cance is not in its direct ·conn·cctio·n 
with the law ·of planetary distances. 

F·esenkov, like Kuiper, .makes •u.se of th·e conc.ept of 
tidal stalbility to deduce a law of planetary distan·ces. 
To get a law that approximates reality, Fesenkov makes 
the arlbitnary hypothesis that tidal inftuenc·e on t.he 
part of a neighbouring planet com,prises some small part 
K of the tidal influence of the Sun, and that K is th~ 
same for all pl.an.ets. T,his, however, is not enough: t.he 
masses of the pla·nets of the Earth ,group ·had to be in
creased 30 tim.es over w.hi·ch was tantamount to aooept
ing different values of K for the two groups of plan·ets 
Furthermore, in or·der to represent the distanc·es of .all 
pla.n·ets simultaneously, the mass curve is Sltllootlhed out, 
with Jupiter given a mas•s only !half its real figu.r·e and 
with an asteroid planet added. 

1Let us look .at trhe physi·cal si·de of Fesenkov's meth
od. T1here can !be no doubt that the tidal force of the 
Sun is considerably greater than that of a neighbouring 
plan,et. This m~eans that if t·he protoplanet is not stable 
as far as the Su,n's tidal action is concerned, its stabili
ty to t·he influence of other planets is of no importan·ce: 
it would break up. If the formation is sta·ble to the Sun's 
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i11flu·enc·e th·e •effect of the nei·grhbourin.g planets can be 
disreganded. Thus, the Wlhole deduction is devoid of a 
basis in physics. He begins by introdu·ci.ng fantastic, 
unfounded suppositions and then applies perfe.ctly good 
mat1bematical maclhin·ery. 

* * * 

Now let us look into the cause of the ax·iai rotation 
of the plan·ets 2nd the formation of satellites. As we 
shall see, these two prL")CCSSJes are closely connected. r.h(l 
rotation of t1he •pliHiets has not been explained ty any 
of the previou\1 cosmogonic hypotheses. We s'hall be 
a·ble to .explain it bfcause in our theory the conv·ersion 
of energy during planetary formation is taken into ac
count. 

It is well known that all planets not only revolve 
around the Sun but also rotate about their own axes. 
All the 1planets except Uranus rotate in the direction of 
their orbital motion ("direct" rotation). The majority of 
the planets hav(' satellites, from one to twelve in num
ber, and most of them revolve around their planets in 
the samp "direct" manner although there are also some 
"retrograde" satellites. 

The axial rotation of the ~planets. of cours(', differs 
from th·eir oflbital rotation around t.he Su.n. Bu·t in both 
cases t.here is ·rotation whdClh enters into the same con· 
sta.nt-t·he total angular momentum of the solar syst.em. 
The amount of axi.al rotation, its mom.entum, was taken, 
therefore, from the original. momentum of the gas-dust 
cloud. How and why did this happen? To approach the 
question of planet rotation correctly we must begin f•ron1 
the fact that the diurnal rotation possesses ener,gy and 
angular momentum .an.d ·must be ~examined together with 
the total balan~ of ·energy and momentum and their 
redistribution du,ring the process of planet fo~mation. 
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When particles accumulate to f.orm a planet ~both 
their energy and their angular momenta should be con .. 
served: the loss of kinetic energy transformed into heat 
energy by t1he collisions must be taken into considera
tion. 'flher•e is an av·eraging of the specHic ·energy and 
the ah.gu,Iar momentum of all parti~cles durin.g the for
mation of the planet. A.s the averaging of the momen
tum follows a different la·w fr·om t•hat of t·h·e en~er.gy it is 
practically irnpossi.ble for a planet to acquir·e an orbit 
on whi·ch orbital motion would Ji}bsorb all the energy 
(less losses from collisions and heat) and all the an,gu-
Iar ·momentum. A surplus or deficiency in the total mo
mentum of the particles forming the planet, as compared 
with t·he or·bita~ momentum of the planet, leads to its 
rotation in one dilfection or the other. Su·ch is the basi'C 
idea we shall now develop in greater detail. 

We have seen that .durin·g the ·evolution of the cloud 
its dust compon·ent has flattened an·d the orbits of the 
particles 'have approached t.hc citf('Ular. Then intermedi
ate ·bodies of asteroidal siz·e are formed from the par
ticles and th·ese bodi,es distu,rb one anotther so that they 
begi•n to move in elliptical orbits. T·h·e a·c·cumulation of 
such bodies a.nd parti·cles in separate regions of the 
clou.d (swarm) leads to the formation of planets. 

As bodies and parti·cl.es approach a planet their 'PO· 
tential energy is r·educed a.n·d their kinetic energy is con .. 
sequently increased by t!h·e same amount (the velocity 
of the bodies increases). From the moment tlhc bodies 
adhere to a plan•et their potential energy is preserved 
for all time, 1but w.here ·does the kinetic ener·gy go? There 
are three manifestations of this en·ergy. Firstly, the or· 
bit of the planet and its orbital energy may chan,ge a·f .. 
ter the adherence of otlher bodies; secondly, the rotation
al en·er.gy of the planet may change and, thirdly, part 
of the kinetic energy changes to h•eat Wlhen collisions 
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oocur. All the&e ch.anges of energy must be a·ocounted 
for in our ~balance. 

Let us compare two states of the system-the initial 
(the multitu.de of pa·rticles from whi·ch t:he planet was 
formed) and the final (the planet). For the time being 
we shall i·gnore the satellites. 

Particle• 

Orbital kinetic energy of the par· 
ttcles. 

Potential energy of th€:' particles 
in the Sun's gravitational field. 
Mutual potential energy of the 
particles. 

Planet 

Orbital kinetic energy of the 
planet. 
Rotational energy of the planet. 
Potential energy of the planet in 
the Sun's gravitational field. 
Potential energy of the planet as 
a sphere. 
Kinetic energy transformed into 
heat during collisions. 

The sum of all forms of energy in the l·eft-hand col
umn shoul~d be equal to the sum of the right (it goes 
without saying that potential an.d kinetic energy must 
be taken with the proper mathematic sign). 

In the same way t.he sum of all the angular mome·n
ta of t~he particles should be equal to th·e o11bital an
gular momentum of the planet plus its rotational 'mo
mentum. 

For simpli·city we Sthall take a •case in which the or
bits of all parti·cles in the region are circular and lie in 
th·e sam·e plane ( rorrf'ctions for ·ellipti·city and in·clina
tion of orbits can easily be made). L·ct p be the radius 
of the orbit of a partir lc and let cp (p) dp be the dis
tribution function of the mass of the particles, then, ap
plying known formulas, t.he mass of all particles in th·e 
region (i.e., the mass of t1he planet) is: 

R! 

dm = rp (p) dp, m = \ f{J (p) dp, 
Rt 

w.here Rt and R2 are the .boundary radii of an angular 
region. The sum of the potential energy of t•h·e particlrs 
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in the Su·n's •gravit.atienal field and their kinetic ener·gy 
is equal to: 

Rs 

k2M f cp (p) dp 
2 p 

• 
Rt 

where' M =the mass of t·he Sun; their momentum is: 

k VM f V pep (p) dp. 
For the form·ed plan.et with a .mass m and an orbital 
radius R th·e energy in the Sun's ·gravitational fiel~d an.d 
the orbital angular momentum are: 

k2Mm v- v-2R and km M R respectively. 

By substitutiiik these expressions in our balance we 
g<'l the ·equ.ations: 

Ra 

_..:;..T~-·-- - = (t·he pot·ential ·energy k9M f m (p) dp k2Mtn 
2 p 2R 

Rt 

of the planet as a sphere) - (the mutual potential 
energy of the particles)- (kinetic energy of rotation) -
(loss of energy), (6) 

Rt 

k VM j V pep(?) dp-km V M V R = (rotational momen· 
Bt 

tum of the planet). (7) 
Let us rconsi.der the loss of kinetic en·ergy 'during plan

et formation. After the fimt stage of the cloud's evolu
tion-the flattening of the dust eomponent and the ap
proach of the orbits of the part!cles to th·e circular-col
lisions do not stop. Durin.g the formation of intermedi· 
ate bodies of asteroidal size the individual 'Pa·rticles 
will continue to ·colHde, losing pa·rt of their kinetic 
·energy in 1heat; after t'he formation of the planet em
bryos hea.t will again be gen·erated Wlhen asteroidal 



bod.ies or particles fall on them. We cannot .deter·mine 
these losses qua·ntitatively but there can be no doubt 
they are very great. The sign in the right member of 
equation (6) depends on the extent of the losses: if 
they are big enough th·e sign will be negativ·e and if 
they are small it will be positiv·e. As losses during bhe 
formation of a planet are considerable, the right member 
of requation (6) is negative. 

It ca·n be proved ·mathematically* that w.hen (6) has 
a negative ri.ght me·m.ber, the ri.ght m·ember of (7) will 
always be positive for any distribution fun.ction cp (p). 
This means that th~ rotational momentum has the same 
sign as the orbital momentum of t~he planet, i.e., the ro
tation of planets mu,;t be direct. 

From our theory it follows that th·e rotational momen
tum of the planet is a small quantity, the difference b·e
tween two great quantities, each of which is some sta
tistic mean. In spite of th·e general tendency to direct 
rotation there is also th·e possibility of retrogra.de rota
tion in some cases. With ·differences in the distribution 
of orbital inclinatioon it is inevitable that t~he r·esultant 
momentum of the planets will not always be exactly par
allel to the main momentun1 of tthe system. Deviation 
from the parallel leads to c~ertain differences in the ori
entation of the planet orbits and in the lateral com
ponents o·f the rotational momentum, whirch, owing to 
the smallness ·of the angular momentum of axial rota
tion itself, l·ea.ds to the rotation ax·es deviatin·g rat,her 
considerably ·from th·e parallel: t·his may go as far as 
it has done with Uranus. Such phenomena actually 
exist and, far from contradicting our theory, are fore
seen by it. It is worthy of note t~hat in Jupiter, t·he plan
et tlhat ca·me into bein1g iby the agglomeration of the 
greatest number of separate bodies, the ftu~ctuations arc 

• See Appendix I. 
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best compensated: t~he equatorial plan.e of the planet is 
almost exactly that of its orbit. 

Are quantitative ·conclusions to be ciraw~n from our 
theory? The very nature of the plbenomenot,, its statis .. 
tical character, makes it impossible to give ac~curate 
quantitative forecasts for individual plan·ets. If, !however, 
we confine ou·rselves to rough estimates, some quantita
tive con~clusions arc .possible. Approximate formulae !or 
the evaluation of the a·mount of rotationa~ mom(:ntu,m 
have been provosed by Alfven and myself and, later, 
by Lebed:insky ar1rl Gurevic1h. A detailed analysis shows 
that t~he type of theoreti·cal formula should depend on 
the for,m of concrf'tization of the law of planetary dis
tan.ces. Without cHing these formulae-they are still 
cru,de dra.fts-wl will confine ourselves to one important 
conclusion to ·b·e drawn ~rorn them: they all show that 
the period of t,he revclution (the lengt1h of the day) 
should be of the sarne order of magnitude for all 
planets. 

This is atctually the case-all the planets have a pe· 
riod of rotation ran·gin,g ·from 9 to 25 hours, with the 
exception, of course, of Merc~ury and Ven·us w~hose rota· 
tio.n is 'partially or fully damped ·by tlhc tidal action oi 
the nearby Sun. At first glan~ce such small differences in 
the periods of rotation are astounding when we re· 
m~em,ber the tremendous difference in mass, .density an,d 
ot~h.er features of the planets. The theory, however, fore
sees qualitatively just this similarity of day len·gt.h. 

Now let us ta~ke the origin oof the satellites. The satel
lites are formed in one single process toget·her with th~ 
planets. During the proc·ess of ·planet formation, when 
particles encountered the bigger pla·net embryos, som·e 
of them lost th·eir velocity to suoh an extent in collisions 
that they were ·captu,red from the swarm an·d began to 
revolve around the planets. In this way a ·con~densation, 
a swarm of particles, was form·ed near the planet ·em-
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bryo and rev·olved a~bout it on elliptical orbits. Thes·e 
particles also ·collided amongst themselves·, t'hus ·chanlg
ing their orbits. In these swarms, processes similar to 
the formation of planets took place on a smaller scale. 
T·he majority of the parti~cles fell on to the planet and 
were absorbed by it, but some of them formed a swarm 
around the planet and aocumulated to for~m independent 
embryos, the future satellites. The ex,ception is t1he ring 
<Jtf Saturn whi,ch consists of small particles that have not 
been able to ag.glotnerate on account of the tidal a~c· 
tion of Saturn in whose immediat,e vi,cinity they are (an 
ttn·formed satellite). As the orbits of the particles form
ing a satellite were averaged, the satellite acquired a 
symmetrical, almost circular orbit in the equatorial 
plane of the planet and could not fall on it. In this way 
satellites app,eared around t~he plan·ets. 

Thus we see that t1he formation of the .satellites was 
a by-produ~ct of the formation of th.e pla.nets. The inves
tigation of the balan·ce of cn·ergy and m·omentum •cited 
above when we examined planet rotation is, therefore, 
also applicable to the satellites. This gives us f,h·e key 
to an u.nderstanding of the different directions in whic·h 
the satellites revolve. If a substantial part of the kin~etic 
energy of particles ·captured by th·e planet is ·converted 
into heat by collisions, then the satellites formed from 
them poss·ess direct revolution. In the vicinity of the 
growin,g plan~et the spatial density of th,e captured par
ti·cles is relatively high and collisions during capture 
are inevitable so that we may ·e~pect great losses re
sulting from the tC'onversion of kinetic en·er.gy into heat. 

For this r~eason the ·rotation of the nearer satellit·es 
shoul·d be dire,ct, whi·ch is a~ctually the case. Even t~he 
satellites of Uranus are direct in r·espect of th~e rotation 
of the planet althou.gh its rotation is unus,ual-its axis 
is in,clin·ed at an angl(' of 98° to the pla.ne of the orbit. 

I have proved, for th·e extreme case \vhen losses of 
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kinetic enengy d·uring capture may be neglected in t1he 
first approximation, that the sat·ellite so ~armed ·should 
have retrograde motion. Tlhe retrograde satellites of Jupi
ter and Saturn satisfy these theoretical conclusions. The 
Neptune system is an anomalous one. Its retrograde sat
ellite 'has a circular orbit an1d t.lh·e recently discovered 
second satellite ha.s di,rect revolution although it is more 
distant from the planet tlhan t·he first. It ·seems t~hat t1he 
second satellit·e was captured by N·ept.un·e r·ea.dy-made 
since it is situated close to t·he pl~ne of the tplanet's or
bit but not in the plane of its equator and the orbit of 
the satellite, furthermore, is greatly elongated. 

• • • 
One of the outstandin.g features of our planet system 

is the division of the planets into two clear-cut groutps: 
the four nearer to the Sun (from Mercury to Mars) 
have small mass but great ·density and t.he distant 
planets, from Ju,piter to Neptune, are mu·Cih bi1gger but 
consist of ~material of lower densit·y (see Ta·ble 3.) The 
atmospheres of thes·e .giant planets contain methane and 
am~monia, compounds that are not typical .for t·he Earth. 
Pluto's mass makes it unlike the other distant pla.n·ets. 
It was ·formed on the outskirts of the system where th·e 
material of t~h.e ·protopla.netary cloud approaohed zero 
density. 

Table 8 

Inner Mass Density Distant C::~;:~·al Density planets (Earth's gr[ema planets Masa=t) asB-=1) gr/oma 

Mercury 0.0545 5.5 Jupiter 318.35 1.34 
Venus 0.816 5.t Saturn 95.33 0.70 
Earth 1.000 5.516 Uranus 14.58 1.4 
Mars 0.107 3.9 Neptune 17.26 2.2 

Pluto ? ';) . 
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It is now generally accepted that the ~small mea,n 
densities of the giant .planets ar·e du·e to the fact that 
they consist of a dens·e core surrounded by a.n envelope 
of incomparably less dense material. Th·er·e is ~no reason 
to 'believe that the c·omposition of the central ~cores dif
fers essentially from that of the Earth, except that their! 
density is higher owing to greater pressure in the depths. 
With regard to the env·elopes-some astronomers 
thought them to be cold and to consist of ice and frozen 
hy.drogen wh·ile others .believ,ed them to be greatly ex
tended atmosp1beres. The low temperatur·e of the outer 
visible boundaries of the atmosph·ere of Jupiter a.nd the 
otther 1giant .planels should not 'be allowed to mislead 
us. There may be hi.gh temperatpres in the d·epths of 
these planets. At the same ti·me we must remember that 
the tremendous gravity on these planets makes press·ure 
much ,high·er in the depths of t·h·e atmosphere. At a depth 
of 100-200 kilom·etres below the visi.ble surface all the 
gases ar·e pressed to a density similar to t·hat of their 
liqui·d or solid state. 

The sharp difference between the two groups of plan
ets is so prominent t1hat it coul·d not have ~been ignored. 
Nevertheless this fact was not eJQplained although 
some attempts have been made. Jeans, for exampl·e, re .. 
fers to his "cigar." He assumed that the great·er part 
of the mass torn away from t•he su.n was concentrated 
in the middle of the "cigar'' and that Jupiter and Sat
urn formed there, while planets of smaller mass formed 
at the ends. This line of reasonin·g could, at ·best, 
explain tlhe gradual decrease in ~mass from Jupiter in 
both directions but it could not explain the sudden jum'P 
from Jupiter to Marrs. 

Partisans of the hypothesis of the "hot" initial state 
of tlle planets formed, in some way or another, from 
sola.r material, explained bhe difference in 'Planet den
sity Ln the following way: if th·e .planets were at first .hot 
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there .m·ust have been a contin·uous escape of matter from 
their outer layers since part of th·e gas .molecules had, 
on account of the •high t·emperature, sufficient velocity 
to ov.ercome the planet's .gravitation. This pro·cess would 
contintle to a lesser de,gree as the planet gradually 'cooled 
down. Different molecules have different velocities 
but, on the average, the lightest mol·ecules hav·e th.e 
highest. The velocity of es·cape, on t'h·e other 1hand, is 
greater, the greater the mass of the planet. For tlhis 
reas·on the more massiv·e planets, .Jupiter, for ·example, 
could retain a greater ·quantity of volatile and light sub
stances than the smaller planets, for example, the 
Eartlh. This would aocou.nt for the differ·en,ce in .density. 

Owing to its Mmplicity t~his viewpoint gained popu
larity. Nevertheless it is erroneou'S. 

A gradual escape of gas fro'm the planet atmospher·e 
is a fact that nobody disputes. It is also true that the es
cap·e is 'greatest from the less massiv·e of the pla1nets. In 
particular: the h~elium that is produced by radioarctiv.e 
decay on the Earth, or th·e hydrogen that is produ·ced in 
small 'quantities by certain geochemi,cal proc·esses, can
not accumulate in the Earth's atm·osphere. For reasons 
mentioned above the Moon could not retain an at·mos
phere. T·he question now to be answered, however, is a dif
ferent one: coul,d such light gases as helium and !hydro
gen have escaped from the Earth if its original compo
sition h·ad been the same as t,hat of t~he Sun, i.e., if !hy
drogen had dominated over all other elements .and helium 
ha·d been secon.d to it in quantity? 

This problem wars cortf·ectly studied th·eoretically by 
Shklovsky. He show.ed that thermal dis'Sipation cannot, 
in a cosmogonically acceptable 1period, 1produce a notice
able decrease in the mass of a gas condrensatio.n that is 
hel,d to,getber by its own forc·e of gravity. T1hermal dissi
pation, therefore, cannot account for t~he present compo
sition of the ter·restrial planets. 
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In this connection it is wortth while rem·embering a 
recently ·discovered fact, the presence of a methane atmos· 
p1h·ere on Titan, Saturn's sat·ellite; Titan is similar tc 
th·e Moon in mass but is si.milar to Saturn itself i.n the 
com·position of its atmnsphere. 

The Earth's 1hy,drogen deficiency is not due to t'h·e gas 
having escap·ed but to th~e simple fact that it never ha,d 
much-t,he Earth was formed from material that frorn 
the very begin.ni.n,g cont3'in·erl verry little hydrogen Now 
we shall explain in gr.eater detail the difference in the 
con.ditions under w1hich the two groups of planets wer1e 
formed. 

According to our cosmogoni·c theory the division of the 
planets into two groups is the result of the Su·n's influ .. 
ence on the surroun.ding gas-dust cloud. A n·umber of 
factors were involved but th·e most important of them was 
the heatin.g of particles to differ·ent degrees by the Sun's 
radiation ·which led to an absen·ce of frozen volatile ·ma
terial in the composition of the particles that were 1heat~ed. 

In 1948 B.Y. Levin noted that the chemica.l ·composi
tion of meteorites that fall to t'he Earth :had creat·ed a 
wrong i~mpression of the composition of sma,ll soli·d par· 
ticl,es existin•g in other regions of the universe-all of 
them are ,ftegarded as being stone or iron. A·ctually the 
most abun,dant chemical elements in a,II parts of the u.ni
verse are hydrogen, helium, ·carbon, oxygen and nitrogen. 
When moleoul,es are formed from atoms the most abu.n
dant compou.111ds to be ·produc·ed are CH4, NH3, H20, 
C02• (Helium is chemicarlly inert.) Solid co·nd.ensations 
of these gases may form separate particles or form part 
of compound parti·cles toget:her with iron an,d stony sub
stances thus rnaki.n'g them like dirty ice. In th.e primary 
clou·d soli·d parti.cles in the regions near the Sun could 
not .have retained ice, methane, ammonia, caJ'Ibon diox
ide, etc., in their composition since these substances 
woulrd al'l have evaporated. The t~emperature set up by 
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solar radiation on Mercury's orbit is about 600°K, on 
the Eart1h's orbit a·bou.t 300°K. The easily f.usible com· 
poun'd's mention.ed abov.e would not have be·en retained 
in a soli.d state at such temperatures and, owing to the 
low ·pressu1re in the clo·ud, they could not have been 
retained as liq.ui.ds. Levin not·ed that the evapora.tion of 
condensations of ammonia, caflbon dioxide and water 
must have taken place somewhere near the boundary 
between the region of the giant .plan·ets and that o·f the 
terrestrial grOUip. • 

The rol,e of th1e flattening and condensation of th·e dust 
cop:~ponent in the division of the planets into two ·groups 
1has 1been shown lby Gurevich and Lebedins•ky. These au
thors noted, amongst other im,portant results of the evolu
tion of t·he cloud, the opacity of the dust disc, beginni.ng 
at some distance froo1 the S·un. Up to this distan·ce, coi.n
ciding approximately with the asteroid belt, th-e Sun's 
·h,eat is a·pprecia,ble ·but beyon·d that boun•dary, in the zon,e 
of qpacity, the tem,perature is close to absolut·e zero. For 
th·is reason gases in the distant regions will contden,se 
and freeze on to dust particl,es a.nd those in the nearer 
will gradu·al1ly move into t·he o·uter regions. The nearer 
regions of the d·ust disc in the protoplan·eta~ry cloud, 
therefore, are constantly bein1g deprived of volatil,e com
pou.nd~s. This creates zonal diffeflen~ces in the composition 
of the cloud due to physicochemical cau's.es. From what 
has been sai·d we can draw an important con.clusion. In 
analyzi·Illg t·he genera,} physical properti~es and composi
tion of the Earth an,d other planets we s·hould not rega·r·d 
the composition of solar gas as being that of the original 
material, but s·hould •start from th.e ·prop·erties of the pro
toplaneta.ry oloud, the composition of its particles at that 
distance from the Su·n at which our planet and oth,ers 
were form·ed. 

A small inner zone n·ear the Sun was ·heated by its 
radiation so that here only particles of non-fusible stony 
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matter and metals with lhigh ·density could exist; these 
wer·e t.h·e materials from which the terrestrial planets 
were formed. In the huge outer zone, shut off from in
fluence of the Sun's rays, the temperatu,re o·f the particles 
was so low that volatile substances froze on to them
water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, an1monia and 
related compounds. In the composition of these planets, 
therefore, the light components predominate and their 
densities are low. 

In the case of the tran\Sipa.rent space a computation of 
the equilibrium t·emper.a:t.ure of a black or grey body at a 
distance of R astronomical units from the Sun give~ the 
formulae 

T _ 2i1°K d T _ 393°K (S) - -VR an 1- v'R 
T·he fir·st fomtula is for small bodies that are heated 
right through (dust particles, for example) and the sec
ond applies to the centre of the illuminated hemisphere 
of bigger bodies (for example, an asteroid or planet with
out atmosph.ere) in which the heat received from the 
Sun does nrot lhave time to penetrate right through the 
body rbut is ~adiated directly from the places on which 
it fails. 

Now let us examine the temperature of th·e clou,d's par
ticles . at those sta1ges of its evolution when space can 
be conside~ed transparent. Applying the first fomtula to 
solid ·particles in the region of the Earth's orbit (R = 1), 
we see that their temperature had to be more than 0°C., 
so that such wid,espread volatile substances as met·hane 
and ammonia could not freeze on to them an·d woul,d be 
in a gaseous stat·e. At Jupiter's distance the temperature 
was -150° C., and the above-mentioned light compounds 
either froze on to solid ,pa.rticles or slowly evaporated, 
accol"ding to their pa.rtial press,ure. At that stage of the 
clou·d's evol·ution when the opaque dust disc fonned in it, 
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tJhe distant parts were screened off f,rom t1h~e Slun by the 
nearer parts a.nd the temperature of parti·oles in th•ese 
zones coul1d be as low as 3° K. At su,ch low temperature 
the light volatile substances were not only retained in the 
compo·sition of the dust particles in the distant pa.rts of 
the c,oud but t1hey froze on to them, forming a frost 
layer. 

The degree of ev31poration (or, on th·e contrary, ~con
gealing) of ice at various distances from the S•un, th•ere
fore, depends on the temperature at any s.pecific distance 
and on t1he transpnren.cy of the dust disc. 

There are deviations from the cosmic distrilbution of 
elem·ents in the cihemi.cal composition of the Earth that 
show ·directly:--.. that the Earth's composition is not 
due to dissipation but to the Earth's formation exclusive
ly from solid matter. The very low nitrogen cont~ent of 
t~hc Earth as compared with the oxygen ·Content cannot 
be explained by dissipation since the two gases hav·e ap
proximately the same atomi·c an·d molec·ular weight. It 
can, however, be •understood when we remem.ber that 
stony matter is formed chiefly from oxi·des of the silicates 
and metals and that chemi~cally pa,ssive nitrogen is al
most complet·ely absent i·n th·em. 

Still less understandable, from t~he stand,point of di·s
sipation, is the tremen,dous deficit of heavy inert gaS'es, 
even su.ch heavy gases as ~enon and krypton. This defi
cit, however, becomes ,perfectly natural when we take in
to account their absolute ·chemical inertness, their ina1bil
ity to enter into the com·position ·of solid bodies. T.he lat
est ,data tell us th,at ~not only h'elium and argon 'but also 
all the other inert ~gases rpresent on ·Ear.th have been 
formed by radioactive processes. 

Formerly artifici·al model·s of the giant planets were 
proposed in which the 'hydrogen content was under
estimated. The work of Ramsey, Fesenkov, Masevich, 
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Kozyrev, Abrikosov and Kozlovskaya had done much to 
clear up this question. 

According to I(ozlovskaya's calculations the hydrogen 
content of J.upiter is between 70% a~nd 90°/0 of its mass, 
that of Saturn between 50°/0 and 70°/0 , while Uranus and 
Neptun·e have between 15°/o and 20%. We can point to 
two ,possible expla.nations of th·e bi.gh hydrogen oontent 
of the ,giant planets: I) as we rhave show,n, the tempera
ture of the particles in the out·er zone may hav·e been so 
low that the freezin·g of ·hydrogen can be admitted; 
2) ·durin.g the last stages· of the growt'h of th·e giant 
·planets an important role might be played by the process 
of capture re.sulting from inelastic collisions in which 
not only dust but also gas was ac·creted. Although therP 
is good re·ason to admit t~hat the growth of the giant 
planets is partially 'du·e to gas, we must deny this per
sistently in reStpect of the terrestrial planets. 

ln 1946 I indicated another factor t·hat lea.ds to the 
parts of the swarm nearer to the Sun becomi.ng defici·ent 
in particles. It i:s known that light pr·ess·ure .gives rise to 
radiative drag (the Poynting .. Robertson effect). It 'Works 
in the following way. During the motion of particles 
about the Sun the aberration of light sends the light 
press·ur·e slightly ahead of the particle instead of along 
the orbital ra.di.us. For this reaso.n its movement is slight
ly checked, the parti.cle gradually loses its angular mo
mentum an1d approaches the Sun in a spiral orbit until it 
eva,porates a,n,d joins th·e S1un's atmosp,here. , 

Apart from tthe parti,cles that fell on the Sun as a re
s·ult of this radiative drag those particles also joined it 
whose orrbits had 1become ISO elongated that in the peri
helion they passed near the S·un. 

When parti·cles fall on the Sun (i:e., merge with its 
atmosp,h·ere) they bring th·eir orbital momentum with 
bhem. As the an,gula.r momentum must be conserved, the 
Surn woul.d acquire rotation a·bout an axis approximately 
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perpeilldic·ular to Laplace's plan~e of the planetary syst·em 
(i·f t·he number of particles falling on the s.un were great 
enou•gh). Actually the equatorial plane of th·e Sun is in
cli·ned to t·he ecli,ptic by only 7°. T·he Sun's present-day 
rotation coul·d be eX!plained by :the above-m•entioned 
caus·e. He.re we must make the proviso that it is possible 
that the Sun could have rotated before the appearance 
of the gas-~dust clou'd around it. We cannot, t1herefore, 
state with certainty that the only cause of th·e Sun's rota 
tion is the transfer of t·h·e momentpm of the particles cap
tu·red from the S\varrn. 

• * • 

The factors described above that led to the divts,ion 
of t·he ·planets into two .gro·ups al.sQ explain th•e ori•gin of 
the belt of asteroids, a ·peculiar phenomenon of our plan
etary S'ystem. 

Asteroids are small l'lanet-like bodies ran.ging in size 
from h·un1dreds of kilometres to a kilometre or l·ess in 
diameter, descending in an uninterrupted sequence to 
bodies of the order of meteorites in mass. 

T'he asteroids move round the Sun on ortbits mostly 
between t1hose of Mars an·d Jupiter (97 per cent of them) 
and are ·usually rega,rded a1s bodies th·at fill in the .gap in 
the Titius-Bode law of 1planetary distances. Olbers' .hy
pothesis that the asteroids were formed by the explo
sion of a unormal" planet that once existed between 
Mars and Jupiter, is still cur~rent today despite its hav
ing no sound foundation. 

Some time ago Fesenkov made an attempt to revive 
the Olbers' hypothesis by suggesting that the planet that 
gave birth to the asteroids had an extremely eccentric 
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orbit and during one of its revolutions passed ·so close 
to Jupiter that the latter's gravitation reduced the pres
sure in the interior of the planet causing a sudden rise 
in temperature followed by an explosion.* 

This modification of the Olbers' hypothesis, however, 
i·s in contradiction to a n'um·ber of fact's. In the fir~t place 
the orbits of tlhe pla.nets are not ,greatly eccentric but 
are 'n·early circular; t·his is q·uite legiti·ma.tely .due to the 
formatio.n of the plan·ets by the accumulation of r,umer· 
ous smaller bodies. In the second place the effret of Ju
piter's gravitation rould not cause an ·explosion si·nce 
th·e adiabatic exp~ul\sion oi planet matter is accompanied 
by a decrea1se and not a.n increase of temperature. An'd 
thirdly, th·e variety of asteroi'd of!bits cannot be explain~d 
by a single explosion. 

T•he endeavour to trace the origin of the nsteroids in 
a singl·e, comparatively bi,g planet coul·d to some ext·ent 
be un·derstood if we recall t:he researches of Roche and 
later of Jeans who s·howed the impossibility of the 
for.mation of small 1bodies from a gas medium. Now 
that it has been explained that the planets were formed 
from a .ga·s-dust medium and it ha·s been .proved that the 
formation of .bodies of asteroidal size out of that medium 
is al•so possi·ble, t·her·e is no reason to insist on t•he hy
pot·h,esis of t1he fo~mation of ast·eroids by means of an 
explosion or disintegration of a n1other planet. 

In the light of our theory of pl.anet origin there is 
no need for a1ny special 'hypotheses of the origin of as
ter.oids sin:c·e their peculiarities arise out of the 1general 
regularities ·establi,shed by the t~heory. 

* V. G. Fesenkov has changed his views recently (cf. Astrono
michesky Zhurnal, Vol. 33, No. 5, 1956). On the basis of a detailed 
study of meteorite data he has come to the conclusion that the 
asteroids were formed simultaneously with the planets ont of the 
same protoplanetary medium.-Ed. 
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T.he oflbits of t•he majority of the asteroids lie in a belt 
at a 1distan.ce of a,bout 2.8 as•tronom1i.c units from the 
Sun. Ac.cording to tlhe first of t·h·e formulae 'cited a:bo:ve 
(8), the t·emperature .of the pa·rticles in trans•parent 
space, is close to -100°C. Where temperatures were 
still lower, as they were at the opaque disc stage, meth
ane a.n·d amm•onia could be solids tn the 1form of ice, 
so t•hat the composition of the solid particl·es in the as
teroid region was similar to that in t•h·e region of the 
giant planets. The second ·formttla, !however, ffi·Uist 'be 
applied to the bi~gger bodies formed ·by the a1g:gregation 
of sma.ll p81rticles. For th·e di.stance R = 2.8 this formu
la 1gives us T1 = -38°~C. This ~means that, althou.gh at 
one time ice p&Tticles could .bav·e existed in the aster
oid zone, when they accumulated to form ·bigger bod
ies they must have begun to evaporate so that t·he 
bodies now in that zone .can only contain substan·c·es 
wit1h a high melting ~point, as is the ca,se with the Earth, 
but with the possible addition of larger .quantiti·es of 
water. From th•e stand1point of t1he formation ·of big 
bodies, the asteroid zone !belongs to the region of inner 
planets that has :become poor i.n solid matter that might 
enter into the composition of such bodies. I.f a sin.gle 
planet ·had been formed there it would hav·e been 
a small one, like t•he Earth or Mars, an·d not like Jupi
ter. 

A si·Illgl·e planet, 'h.owever, could not 1bave formed there. 
The IJ>rocess of planet for.mation in t·hat zone was 
checked at the intermediate stage of smaller bodies. This 
was due to the pr·oxi~mity of massive Jupiter and the 
above-mentioned t·emperature and compositional pecu
liarities of the bodies formed in that zone. 

The formation of planets begins with the appearance 
of numerous .bodies of asteroidal size (pla.net embryos) 
that grow by the accretion of particles and are splin
tered by collisions. The peculiarities of the process of 
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growth, rerflected in the law of planetary distances, do 
not allow the .formation of two lar.ge ~bodies moving 
close to ~each other on ,complana·r orbits. Even in t·he 
early stages of the evolution of the protoplanetary 
swarm, p·erturbation ·cause·d by the growing J.u,piter must 
have been considera·ble an.d 'have influenced the move .. 
ment of 'bodies for,min'" in the asteroid zone. inc..reasin~ 
t~he ecc·entricities and i.n.clinations of th·eir orbits and 
thus preventin.g their accumulation. W·hen bodies are in 
motion alon.g sUght1y elongated and slightly inclined 
o11bits t·heir rate of .growtl-t is greater than their rate of 
loss. But when the eccentricities and inclinations of the 
orbits are incre~Hcd the process of br·eak-up begins to 
predominate. 

T1he 'borderline position of the asteroid belt, owing to 
which t~he ,chan,ges of temperature in the particles ·dur
ing th·eir accumulation into larger bodies are accompa
nied lby c:hangcs in their 'chemical com'position, m.ade it 
easier for Jupiter's perturbations to have their effect. 
T~he evaporation of volatile su.bstan·ces from for·ming bo
dies would either lead to their disintegration or would 
make t!hem more friable so that t1hey wou:ld easily ·brea·k 
utp in collisions. In t·his way ·evaporation s}o.wed down 
the process of the for~rnation of large bodies in the .aster
oi,d belt and Jupiter's perturbations had time to .change 
t·he orbits of the rbodies. 

Th·e total mass of the asteroids today is esti·mated at 
10-3 of the m.ass of the Earth. The splitting of the aster
oids (as a result of collisions with one another and 
with meteoric bodies) and the 'fall of Stmall bodies on 
the Sun (as a res·ult of radiative drag) leads to a con
tinuous decrease of the total mass of all asteroids \Vhich, 
in the past, was greater than it is today. There is, how
ever, every reason to suppose that it was never very 
great. Firstly, massive Jupiter swept up particles flying 
into its zone from neighbouring area's, thus denuding 
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them. Secondly, by disturbing th·e motion of bodies and 
particles travelling in the asteroid zone, Jupiter pre
vented their accumulation so that radiative drag had 
time to make itself felt and shift smaller particles out 
of the asteroid zone toward the Sun. , 

The important role played by tlhese factors in the as-
teroid belt may be judged by the 'fact t'hat even in t1he 
Mars zon·e w~hi,ch is mu·ch farther •from J.upiter, the in
fluence of the matSSive nei·ghboo:r is appreciarble a1nd 
Ma·~s' s·mall size is due to this. • 

The asteroi·ds, therefore, are not th·e result of an ex
plosion or the disintegration of a ·bi1g planet •but are 
bodies whos·e .formation in the preplanetary swarm was 
stopped at t1he mtermediate stage owing to their region 
lying on thre ·boundary of tw·o planet fa·m'ili·es of differ
ent composition and different .ma~s and was then re
versed-splintering an·d ·destr.uction predominated wh·ere 
formerly th·ere had been th·e uniting of particles and 
bodies. 

* * * 

We know t·hat com·ets wer·c, for a long ti·me, the most 
mysterious of the heavenly .bodies. The .gr.eat ·differenrce 
between their motion.s and that of the planets, and thE' 
presence of the luminous tails led people to believe trhat 
they were of quite .different orirgin from the platnets. 
Kant was th·e only sohola.r who linked up all the bodies 
of the solar system in a sit11gle ·process, a.ssumi.ng, in 
particUJlar, t·hat t·he comets were formed at the same 
time as the !plan·ets but on the outskirts of the cloud 
from ·which the entire system was formed. 

T·he elon.gated shape of the comet orbits led Laplac·e 
to postulate the comin1g of the comets from ot,her worlds, 
alien to the solar system. It was also asS'Umed tthat their 
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passage close to the planets might have C'ha.n,ged some 
of their orbits to elliptical. Data obtained by Observa
tion did not provi·de one single indUrbitably hyper~bo,lic 
orbit. 

Another group of hypotheses connects the origin of 
t-he comets wit·h certain later processes within the solar 
system, such as t1he splintering of planets or asteroids. 
The c'hief argument is the t•hesis of t·h·e short life of t·he 
comets. T,hi·s thesis is based on the following olJs·erva
tions: 1) the brightn~~ss of the short-period comets is re
duc·ed when threy mak~ repeated transits through the peri
helion; 2) some rontets have disintegrated, givin~g rise 
to meteori·c strecims. T·hese data are indisputable. We 
rmust not foflget, ho~vever, t~hat those comets are sh·ort
lived whose peri,helia are close to the Sun. A body of 
the same .composition as the comets but w·hose perihe
lion is more t1han two or three astronomical urnits from 
t·he S·un, ·has no tails. It irs absur.d, however, to assert 
t•hat bodies of the 'Comet composition, including those 
wit~h elongated orbits, must pass close to the Sun an.d 
cannot have perihelia that are more t1han three astronom
ical units away. Only those bodies of comet composi
tion are "short-lived" that have ~been .brought on to or
bits ·of short period with peri•h·elia close to the Sun (be· 
cause of planet disturbances or ·for other reasons). Tlhe 
question of t1he nature of t~he comets an·d their origin 
cannot be decided on the ~basis of temporary and local 
conditions alone. 

We know t.hat the brightness of the lheads antd tails 
of comets is due to .gases emitted from the comet nu
cleus when it is 'heated by the Sun. Comet spectra show 
molecules of rC2, CN, Cl-1, OH, CO, N2. They are appar
ently the product of t1he disassociation of the more 
complicated .molecules of C·H4, NHs, H20, C02 and oth
ers. But where do t·h·ese gas·es come .from? It was for
merly 1believed that they were gases that had !been sorbed 
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by the solid, stony or metallic matter of the nuclei. 
Recently, 'however, it has been shown that gases sorbed 
by the nuclei could not be sufficient for repeated ejec
tions of the observed intensity. It has to be admitted 
that ihe volatile su1bstanc·es exist in their frozen form, 
as i.ce particles of various composition, and that they 
constitute a very large part of t~he total mass of the 
co·met. In 1950 Wthipple p.u.blis'hed an ice mo,del of a 
comet nucleus. I.n agreement with an earlier work by 
Dulbyago, this model 'pr·ovides an ~xplanation of the sec
ular decel·eration <ir .acceleration of motion observed in 
some comets. 

In cases where the comet approaches the Sun (peri
hE·lia of less th1fn three a.stronomi.cal units) part of the 
ice evaporates, son1etimes very intensively. Complete 
evaporation is prevented by the non·volatil·e matter con
tai·ned in the nutclei in ad.dition to the ice (dust and 
bigger parti·cles of matter with a high melting point): 
as the i·ce evtaporates a protective ·crust of petrean ~mat
ter remains on th·e surf.ace and ~lows down furth,er eva·p
oration so that the ice is sufficient for a numrber of 
revolutio,n•s. In the end, however, the whole of t~he ice 
evaporates and the ·comet ceases to emit gas. At the 
same time the evaporation deprives the solid particles 
of t1he "cement" that ·hol.ds them together, the nucleus 
of the comet becomes more friarble and it is more liable 
to disintegrate U·nder the impact of shocks from passin.g 
meteorites or by the sudden powerful evaporation of the 
remaining ice causinrg a rocket-like ·emission of gas that 
tears t·he p·arts of the nucleu·s as•under. I.n the end the 
com·et is fractured and ,gradually turns into a ~strea·m of 
meteoric ·bodies with orbits close to ea·ch oth·er. But ,how 
rdid the ice first form? 

We rn.ust get rid of t•he fallacious met'hod of invent
ing a separate cause for ·every separate p1henomenon in
stead of exa·mining all the various phenomena of the 
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solar system a~s a si.ngle process. All similarities and 
.differences shoul.d be due to the natural evolution o·f the 
system. 

As we 'have seen one of the important intermediate 
stages in t·he evolution of the cloud was the formation 
of a swarm of bo·dies small in size. The rcompocsition of 
these bodies depended on the temperature at t·he places 
where they were formed. In the outer zone of the du5t 
and gas cloud they were ice bodtes mixed wit'1 dust. 
These were the "bri,:k'5'' from which the giant planets 
were .gradually bui1t ap. Some of these "bricks" did not 
have time to ent.~r into the composition of the planets 
and remained as separate bodies, 

Which of these bc.dies had the greatest ·Chance of es
capin·g union with the planet and retaining its independ
ence? In the course of the evolution of the .cloud, dur
ing th·e process of the form·ation and growth of su·ch 
bodies, they not only collided inelastically but also ap
proached each other without collision. In such cases, 
bodies that possessed sufficient mass changed their orbits 
under the influen.ce of mutual gravitation. Some of the 
perturbed orbits became huge ellipses with high eccen
tricity and great in·clination. Bodies possessing such or
bits !had the greatest chance of surviving since they 
rarely approa·chcd the .plane of sym.metry of th~e system 
wh·ere density was greater and where the planets were 
for.med; they .had, t.herefore, less chan·ce of merging with 
the planets. 

The orbits of the comets do not remain unchanged, 
and there ar1e many causes bringing about changes. 
Firstly, when a comet passes near a ,planet, especially a 
massive planet such as Jupiter, it is ·certain to ·have its 
orbit affected 1in some way. It 1may happen that a lon~g
period .comet may be transferred to th·e category of 
short-period or vice versa. Ther·e can also be a transi
tion to a 1hyperbolic orbit W·hich would lead to the 
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escape of the comet from the solar system. Secondly, the 
orbits of the so-called ,quasi-parabolic co1nets ·go far be
yon·d the limits of t•he planet orbits an·d some of t·hem 
might come under the gravitational inft•uen,ce of other 
stars;, t1his i.nfiuen·ce may change th.e or'bit somewhat, 
for ex·ample, it may bring the perihelion ,closer to the 
Sun, i.e., make the comet visible. T~hirdly, as t·he comet 
approaches the s.un th.ere is an escape of gas and even 
a partial disintegration of the comet. I,n such a case 
the orbit ohange3. sometimes appreciably. 

Th.e first and seeon1d ca.uses 'have long been known 
and have frequently been used for certain theoretical con
structions and the t·hird was proposed tby lA. 'D .. Du.byago 
(in part it was ~oposerl earlier for the ·com·et Enke). 

T~he comets, therefore, are not some sort of 'specific, 
rare 'bodies but are a form of matter typi·cal for th·e in
termediate stage in the development of the pla.netary 
system. The cornets are living witnesses of that inter
medi·ate stage. T·he ·composition of comet nuclei is a ·di
rect in.di•cation of the existen·ce of solid condensations 
of litght substances of protoplanetary material that con
stituted a considerable part of the soli'd phase. 

• • • 
The two groups of planets that are distinctly differ

ent in their chemical composition had two correspond
in~g groups of smaller ·bodies-the comets formed in th·e 
cold outer zone of the cloud and the asteroids forme.d 
on th·e boundary between the inner and outer zones. 
Tlhe ice nUIClei of the comets hel•p us understan.d the com
position of the embryos of the giant planets an'd their 
satellites. Asteroids are lin·ked in a continuous transition 
with still smaller .meteoric bodies, including the meteor
ites th~at fall on the Earth. Fragments of asteroids, the 
meteorit·es, with their chondritic and someti·mes lbr.ec-
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ciated structure, help us to ·understand those frequent 
splitting and accumulation processes that take place at 
th.e early sta,ge of the evolution of the cloud. 

The solid particles wer.e the building material from 
w•hich the bigger bodies were built several thousan.d 
million years ago, but the solid particles that are now 
present in i1nterpla.netary space are the prodoct of the 
disintegration of some of these bodies. The remains of 
the "•primary" particles of the terrestrial zone h~ave long 
since fallen on to t1he Sun as a :result of the Pcytiting
Robertson etiect. The madority of the presently existing 
interplanetary particles are t~he product of the disinte
gration of sma]l bodies in the solar system in which 
bodies the su·bstances they are composed of have spent 
several thousand m: Ilion years. 

The evaporation of comet ice and the liberation of 
solid particles with a hi~gh fuse point enclosed in it, the 
collision and splitting of asteroids-these are the 
processes that keep solid particles in the interplanetary 
space at the present time, particles that we observe in 
the form of meteors or zodiacal light. Both th·ese 
sources of m·eteoric bodies .have been indicate.d rbefore but 
they were said to be opposed to eaoh other; w~ believe 
that ~both of them exist toget1her. It is theoretically pos
si,ble thtat amongst the meteoric particles some remnants 
of the origitnal cloud may have been retained, although 
they most likely constitute a very small part. 

The minor 'bodies of the solar system lo.st their ability 
to increase t1heir size a comparatively lon,g time a1go. 
A period of predominant splitting has 'come for them 
and it will last for a lon~g time. The maJority of the 
fragm·ents joi.n the Sun. A small portion of them falls to 
t•hP Earth 1and t·he other ~pla,nets, thus, in a way, co~ntinu-
ing t•heir increment. · 

• • • 
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I must stres~s that the theory of the formation of ,plan
ets from the d'ust and gas cloud outlined in this lec
ture .and the explanation of all the fu.ndamental frea
tures of t~he solar system are logically independent of the 
hY'Potheses of the origin of th·e cloud. Once t1here was 
a gas,1an'd dust cloud around the Sun, no matter where 
it came from, its f·urther evolution was determined by 
th·e intrinsic laws of the system-the Sun and the clou.d 
-and 1had inevita,bly to lead to the formation of planets. 

Without having recourse to additional 'hypotheses we 
have ·explain·ed the fundamental ,eatures of the solar 
system on the basi::, of simple ideas on the folimer state 
of matter an.d the proved laws of nature. We ar·e con
vinced that this is a sound way to build 'UP the cosmo
gonic theory. , !'-~ 



L e c t u r e 3. 

THE PROBLEM OF TOE ORIGIN OF THE GAS-DUST CLOUD 

In the 'preceding lectures we have deduced t•hat the 
material from whicl1 the planets were formed existed, 
prior to their formation, in the form of a circun1solar 
cloud of dust and gas: this has been deduced from the 
sim,ple regtUlarities •Jf the 'planetary system-th·e circu
lar complanar orbits and the division of the planets 
into two groups. By the atpplication of the laws of 
physics, ·mechanics and chemistry we reconstructed the 
evolutionary co·urse of the cloud. This ·gave us an evo
lutionary explanation for all the widely known regular
ities of the solar system, except one-the distribution 
of the an1gular momentu·m. The explanation of this last 
regularity is connected with the origin of the circum
solar gas-dust cloud. 

The earlier t'he stage of evolution examined the more 
difficult the research becomes sinoe we have fewer def
inite facts at our disposal. For this reas·on and others 
the •question of ·how the gas-dust cloud formed around 
the Sun and w·here it came from still gives ris·e to dou'bts 
and disputes. 

The question of the ori·gin of the material from whi,ch 
the planets are formed or out of which they arise is one 
that all former theories and hypotheses also ·had to .deal 
with. As a guide to t~he present situation on this ques
tion it will be worth while examining some of them (not 
all, sirnce that is not ·my purpose) in or·der, at least, to 
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es~blish the chief types and classify the preceding 
scientific essays in t1his field. 

All existin·g •hypotheses and th·eories may be divided 
into t•hr·ee classes according to where the material for 
the planets is taken from. One class consists of those 
theories which claim that the Sun and the planets came 
into ·existen,ce at ap,proximately the sa·me time a.nd from 
one sin•gle mass that 1has been .given the somew.hat in
definite na.me of the "nebula." To this class lbelon·g the 
Kant-Laplace theory, many other old hypotheses that 

• I shall not •mentiun lby name and, of t~he m·odern hypoth-
eses, i1:1hose of Weizsacker, Kuiper, Urey, the first and 
thir·d (latest) 1hypotheses of Fesenkov and others. 

In the secQn9;. group may be placed t·hose cos·mogonic 
hypotheses t·hat take the material for t~he 'planets from 
a.n already existing Sun. Of the older 'hytpotheses in this 
class are that of Letbnitz (the vol<..a.nic eruption of mat
ter by the Sun) and that of B·uffon (t1he Sun was str·uck 
by a comet which broke off a piece of matter); the well
known tidal t•heories of Moulton-Chamberlin, Jeans and 
Jeffreys are also of this class althou,gh of more recent 
date-the beginnin1g of this century. Fesenkov's rotation 
·hypothesis may .also be placed here. 

Lastly, there i.s the thir·d group of hypoth·eses that tak(· 
t·he material for the planets from interstellar matter 
after the formation of the S·un. This class includes S·ee's 
hypot·hesis, the Alfven theory, my theory and E·dge
worth's hylpothesis. 

It is clear t·hat no •classification can be exhaustive. It 
coul·d ·be done in other ways. There are also intermedi
ate, compromizing types. Take the hypotheses of Lyttl·e
ton an.d ~Hoyle, for example: t·hese hypotheses say that 
the Sun was originally a component of a ·dou,bl·e or 
triple star and later, runder t~he influence of various 
causes, the !planets were formed out of material .drawn 
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hoth from the Sun and another star; this is obviously a 
<.'ompli.cated ntixturc of a 11 three clll~ses. 

I have m~entioned only those hypotheses t·hat have had 
historic si,gnificanre or ~have 1been proposed during re
cent ye.ars, since I do not intend to go into t·he history 
of cosm·ogony. 

An analysis of the mistakes and deierts of previous 
theorie~s is, naturally, very in~trurtive. I shall not ·rlo this 
in detail. The first criterion is this: a theory cannot be 
a<.'cepted if it 'l"'OTltra diets the fundamental, wcll-estah
lished laws o.f natur('. ~ur~1 as the law ·of the ('onserva· 
tion of energy or th'~ law of the eonscrvation of an2ular 
momrntu·n1. It srt-~ns that a 11 the ~hypotheses tnentionrd 
in ·my first two classes, apart from the'ir individttal 
short.cotnin·gs, rnnnol be n1ade to ronform to the law 
of the const'rvation of angular mon1entum. 

The cli~tribution of the angular niotnPntum in the so
lar syst<.~nl is very s~pecific and differs very greatly _from 
the distribution of •mass. The Sun ·rontains O\"·er 9U per 
c~nt of the 111ass of th(' solar sysie1n but has only 2 per 
cent of the angular n1on1cntum, whil(l the 'Planets con
tain about 1 /700th of the n1ass and 9H per cent of the 
an:gular nlotnrntutn. 

ll·ow could t·his have happened? Obviously. th~ theo
ries of the first cla~s ac('ording to which t'he planets and 
thr Sun were for.nicd from one con1mon mass cannot 
('Xplain this .distri,bution. Ther·e is no ·tneehani~·nl per· 
mittin,g t·he greater part of the Jnass to aggregaie in the 
central body while the gr~atorr p;Irt of the mon1entum 
remains ·con·ccntrated on the periphery. There is no 
sense in inv·cnting now variants of the Laplaco(~ and ana
logical thcori·es unless that theory or hy,pothe~is is able 
to explain t~he distri1bution of motnentum. 

The same applies to the s~ccond group, that is, to the 
hypot~heses which take their mCiterial for the planets front 
the Sun in some way or another. Again, t~here is no moch-
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anism \by means of which the Sun could have given 
Jupiter, to say nothing of Neptune, an an·gular momen
tum that is enormous in view of the tremendous radius 
of the orbit. It is a strange thing that the significance 
of this law of nature, although it had been tested and 
prov·ed r millions of times, seemed to have penetrated 
very slowly into t·he ·dept1hs of astronomy, if I may so 
express it. 

In his book on cosmogonic hypotheses Poincare did 
not even men1:ion thi.s argu.ment against La,place, .at ... .. 
thoug.h it had already !been 1put forward 1by Babinet and 
Fouche in the 19th century and See supported it at the 
beginning of the 20th century. Poincare quoted Fouche's 
calculations but 4\d not draw the necessary conclusions 
from them. 

T,he Jeans theory was wrecked on t·he same question 
of th·e distribution of momentun1 after the work done 
by Russel and Parii,sky in the 30's an,d 40·s of this cen
t,ury. Jeffreys, who hel·d views close to those of Jeans, 
himself l'enounced his theory. Nor ·does l~esenkov's ro
tation t~heory, as the aut,hor hi1mself admitted, .explain 
the distribution of the momentum. Later we shall ·exam
ine the attem,pt made 1by V. A. Kraf and Fesen·kov to 
avoid the angular momentum difficulties. 

The criterion of th·e mom·entum shows .us that we have 
to find the answer in the third class of hypot'hesis, that 
is, we h·ave to reject the isolat·ed study of the solar sys
tem and brin'g into our work the whole of the great sy.s
tem known as the Galaxy, the Mil,ky Way. Once g~alactic 
material is added to the investigation there is no further 
difficulty wit·h t'he momentum since ·both stars and 1gas· 
dust clouds movin·g within the Galaxy have a tremen
dous an·gular momentum in respect of each other and 
in respe.ct of the centre of ·gravity of the Galaxy; in dis
tributing this momentum we do not n·eed to ·stretch a 
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point to ,get the momentum possessed 'by the ·pla·n·ets, 
even ,by those most distant ,from the Sun. 

See realized this at the beginning of t'he 20th ·century. 
According to S~ee the Sun captured the plan~ets from the 
Galaxy where they had existed previously as independ
ent bodies, as da~k sph€res. Such a dark sphere, ap
proaching the Sun with hyperbolic velocity, was checkrd 
by t·he resistin.g medium s·urrounding the Sun and its 
velocity was so reduced that it beca·me elliptic. There 
was, 'however, no material surrounding the Sun that 
could have offered such r~esistance. Apart from that See 
was una:bl~c to explain any of the simplest fa~cts of t·he 
solar syste~n t~hat Lapla.ce had ex~plaincd before him: the 
cir·cuJ,ar orbits, m·otion in one direction and in one 
plane. For this reason See's hyp~othesis did not attract 
any great attention an~d 1had no followers although, as we 
shall see, it contain~ed a valuable and sound element
the idea of usin·g extrasolar, galactic material. 

A ·very valuable idea ·Nas propound~ed by Lindblad in 
1935. I·Ie stressed the gr,eat cosrnogonie significance of 
processes t~hat are ~going on in the diffused m~at,erial 
(gas, smoke, dust) that has a low density but fills in-
terstellar space universally. Lindblad dr~ew attention to 
the signiHcance of processes goin'g on i1n interstellar 
spa·ce, the association of molecules into ·dust ~parti~cles 
and then the particles into bigger bodies. He did not, 
lhow,ever, ~develo,p this profound and valuaible i~dca nor 
did he ~give it concrete form. 

J,n 1944 I proposed my hypothesis on the formation 
of th~e planets from material captured by the Sun out 
of inte~stellar matter. The motions, in respect of each 
other, of the stars and interstellar gas and d·ust clou~ds 
taking part in t~he galactic rotation, gave me the idea 
that the solution to the riddle of the origin of the gas· 
dust rlou'd around th~e Sun was to be found here. If the 
Sun, passing through a cloud, or near it, co·uld "cap-
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tureh part of the material and take it with it, 1he Sun 
woul.d lbe surrounded 'by a cloud out of ·which the planets 
could later be formed. If the cloud originated in this 
way there is n.o 'further difficulty wit1h the distribution 
of the ,angular momentum. This mom,ent~um wo•u.td re .. 
sult f.r·om a redistri,bution of the angular momentu·m of 
i'he Galaxy; ·part of the an1gular momentum possessed 
ori,ginally by the cloud in respect of the passing s~un 
would he retainl"ld by the part of the cloltd ~captured by 
t'he Su·n. • 

For our explanattorn of the origin of the solar system 
we introdu,oe the tnat(\rial and the forces of the Galaxy. 
Is this tCorrect? Would it n·ot be !ID,ore correct 'to eXJplain 
the origin of the solar system by the development of 
the internal forces of the system its(\lf? 

T1h·e concept of the g(\ncral interconnection of all phr
nC'·tnena is one of the basi·c dialectic con~ccpis and is well 
enowgh known to all of us. Th·e prolblem o·f the relation
shirp existin·g lbetwren the internal and extcr~na 1 is 
solved concretely 1by mat·crialist dialocti·cs wher,c ·every .. 
thing associated with the given ph·enomena is taken 
f,nto consideration. Many examples can be quoted when 
limitation to internal factors alone is an unscientific ap
proach. It would not, for example, be correct to explain 
the circulation of trhe Earth's atmosphere without tak .. 
ing int'O ·consideration such an outside f a•ctor as the heat 
of t·he Sum. Any n•umbe.r of similar exa·m'Ples could be 
given. There is no }usti,fication for a theory that limits 
itsel·f to internal forces in a system that is so clo&ely 
bound up with its .environment as the ,sun is with the 
Galaxy. There is no j1u.stification for artificially c•uttin.g 
t·he Su1n off from the Galaxy. On trhe contrary the envi
ronment in which the Sun rotates s~hou.Id be taken into 
account. That which was formerly not cl,ear in the solar 
system may now be explained quite simply if we turn 
to the Galaxy and the motion of the Sun tth.rough it. It 
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is t~his circumstance that makes the "·captur·e" hypothesis 
so tem·pting despite the fa.ct that there 'ar·e some diffi
culties connected with it whi.ch we shall discuss later. 

!Jet us examine the phenomenon of capture more 
closely. A little later we shall give ·exatnples of other 
types of capture but for the time being \Vill confine our
selvt's to a description of the .phenomenon of capture 
under the infl•ucncc of ·gravitation. 

If t·wo bodies are isolat.cd from .all otJher bodies, th~ 
motion of one of then1 relative to the other, under the 
influence of mu.tuaJ gravitation, will follow a oonic se,c
tion. If, at any ttrne, the relative velocity has been hy
pctiboli.c, that motion can n·ever becnn1e elliptical. In the 
case of two bodies .crpture is i.mpossible. In the c.a,ge 
of three bodies a substantially different picture presents 
itse If to the mind. 

Let us s~u.ppos•e that two \bodies had, up to a certain 
niotn.ent, hyp.orboli·c relative velocity. Under the i,nnu
encc of a third body that motion may change T~he rela
tive velocity of thr t'wo bodies may be sufficiently deccl
crate.d for the n1otion to .become elliptical. This would 
be capture. Wh~rn this happens there is a rcdistributiolll, 
h~twe<'n the ·l)()ciies, of encr,gy and angular moment·um, 
their sum total, naf.u,rally, r~.n1aining .un,changed. Tthe 
differ•en.ce in the enengy of the r~elative velocity, ~hyper
boli.r before capture an.d afterwards elliptical, will be 
taken over by the third body whose velocity will change 
accordingly. 

Is capture possible in the tpresenrc o.f three bodies? 
This is one of the bas:c ·questions in the famous prob-
1(\m of three bodies that ~has been intensively studied, 
especially by Poincare and his followers at the end of 
t1he last ~entury. During th.e 19th and 20th cent,uries the 
majority Otf astronomers and mat,hern·aticians grew 
stronger in their conviction that capture was imp·ossible 
in the problem of ·three tbodies. Even those who were ,un-



certain t1hought that capture would be a phenomenon of 
such 11arity t·hat it could have no ·significance in cosmog
ony. 

Astronomers first became interested in the problem of 
capt,ure when dealin·g with the possibility of J·u·piter's 
capturing an astero.id and turning it into a satellite. In 
this case we have the Srun, Jupiter and a third body so 
small in mass t·hat the motion of Jupit~er 'is not appre
ciably pertuf!bed. This •produced a scheme, .given the 
11ame of the restric:-ted ·prOtblem of tbree bodi·es that 1ha~ 
been studied since Jacoby's day. The impossi.bility of 
ca,pture in this sche.me was shown by Zci·pel and 
Hop f. 

What shall we ~et if we reject this artificial constr·uc
tion and examine in a general form the motion of th'e 
three finite masses? In the general !probl,em of three 
bodies the impossibility of ,ra1pture was shown by C1hazy's 
work on the asymptotic r1haracter of motions. In 1929 
he published an investigation of the case when the con
stant of the en·er.gy integral H<O, and in 1932 for the 
case when H>O. Th,e second pa.per did not contain a 
strict 'proof, which remained undetected by scientists. 

T·hese investigations, as well as the fact that students 
in this field a.re accustomed to t.he restri·cted problem 
with its extensive literature, creat~od the imp.ression, as 
we have said, of the impossibility of capture, so that for 
practical purposes capture was exclu·ded from the arse .. 
nal of cosmogonic studies. In Nolke's book, published 
in 1919 and widely known in its time, all possible cos
mogenic schemes are .pedantically outlined, but capture 
is abandoned from the very outset as bein.g impossi·ble. 

Despite this state of affairs my conviction in the phys
ical possi1bility of capture led .me to tbegin work on the 
elalboration of cosmogenic th.eory t·hat asSlllmed t1his 'POS· 

sibility although at that time I had no proof of it. In 
1947, ·however, I succeeded in answering the question 



an.d produced an example of capture in the problem of 
three bodies. The equations of the motion of the three 
bo.dies with predetermined initial data were integrated 
by numerical methods. 

It is, of course, very di.fficult to ohoose initial condi
tions i·n such a way th•a t motion is certain to lead to 
capture. H·ere I was helped by a simple consideration 
that surprisingly en·ough had not 1pr.ev!ously been used. 
The equations of celestial mechanics are such that the·y 
per.mit a change in the direction of time. The mathe· 
matical investigation of moiion leading to capture, there
fore, is the same as that of the disruption of a system 
of two 1bodies under the influ·ence of a third. It is, 1how
ever, mruCJh ·easier to croose initial data for the latter. 

I went to work in this .mann.er. I examined the motion 
of three bo·dies of equal mass moving in one plane. The 
initial dat,a were selected to make the case a typical 
one for binary stars both in their relative orbits and 
their v·elocity. The initial data for t = 0 are: the ·undis
turlbed orbit of Pt under the gravitational influence of 
Po was an ellitpse with a major half-axis equal to 200 
astrono·mical units (a period of 2,000 years) and its 
eccentricity 1/2, while th·e u•n.dist·urbed orbit of P2 is 
hyper!bolic. Usin.g th,ese initial data computations were 
made both backwards and forwards in time.* 

Fig. 1 (See p. 88.) shows ,the trajectories of ibodies Pt 
and P2. As can be seen from the diagram, one of the bod
ies, describing an elliptical orbit, makes a sharp change 
of the direction of its motion when a third ~body passes 
close to it-al·most a break-after whic·h the second body 
recedes into il11finity. If we ~exa.mine the motion in the 
reverse direction then th·e interaction of the two bodi~ 
approach,ing eaoh other from infinity is such t:hat one of 
them continues into infi,nity whil·e the other enters an 

• See Appendix 11. 
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ellipti~eal orbit about bndy Po, that is, there 1has been 
captur.e. Altho·ugh tht~ is a singl~ exam·pl(\ it has deri
sive importance hke every example that refutes a falla
cious ~en·eral statem~nt. 

From th·e astronomical point of view, "'·hrn stu,dying 
the phenomenon of raptrttrl\ ther.e is no need to folloiW 
the ·movement of the hodirs to infinity. Under real ~con
ditions the isolation of three bodies from t·he Galaxy is 
a11 abstraction that is permissible as long as those three 
bodies have not separ•atcd to distances comparable with 
average stPllar distance. As soon as th·ey hav·e separat
ed sufficiently for their interaction with other bodies of 
the Galaxy to become noti~ceable our abstraction loses 
its value. It is important for the astronomer to know 
only whet•her a sta.ble capture without ruptn.Jre is cer
tain before t'hat distance is reach·ed .by the third body. 
Under these circumstances the example we have com
pl1ted is ample. From a pu.rely mathematical point of 
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viEw it is desirable to solve the general problem, study
i.n,g motion throughout the time axis. 

A·n estimate of the measure of t1he set of phase--space 
points, the startin,g ·points for mov.ements leaddntg to 
captures, is of decisive im'Jortance: this will be an esti
mate of the probability oi ca,ptu.re. So far we are not 
interested in quantitativ~ estimate of thi1s proba1bility, 
but ,in finding ou.t wh,ether or not the capture will result 
from thr initial data that constitute a set of zero meas-
ure. If the initial data leading to the capture fill a 
w·hole s~ction of phase ~pace, the measure will be posi
tiv·e. 

It follows from t1h~ faLt of the •exist·ence of at least 
one exam.ple of ~aptur ~ '>n the final time interval, and 
from the ge.neral properties of solutions of differential 
equations, that CJ set of initial data leading to capture 
on the satne time interval has a positive measure and 
not a zero measure. It is impossible to deci·de by such an 
inductive method whether this ·will be true ,for the gen
f'ral rase with an infinite time interval. \Ve are, there
fore, faced with the n1athemati·ral problem of proi\lliiltg, 
for the genera 1 1r.ase, that the ca.pture is effected with 
a positive and ~not a zero measure. This big problem 
was solved by G. F. Hilmy. * 

Hilmy and I, therefor~, have shown the possibility of 
rapture in the problen1 of three bodies and the positive 
probability of capture. This is a result that is of great 
importance in cosmogony and is also of interest to ce
lrstidl mechanics. 

In the example I constructed, three bodies of solar 
ntass jJarticipated: Thi5 was done to simplify the cal
culation. Bodies of any size may be captured, from dust 
particles to stars. The result-the possibility and posi
tive probability of capture-is tr·ue, in prin·ci,ple, for all 

• See Appendix Ill. 



masses an.d for all mass relations. T·he mutual 'Captu.re 
of two stars is, I believe, a possible cause of the forma
tion of binary stars. 

The first numertical example for cases of th•e captu.re 
of a stpall mass-a dust !particle-by a massive body 
was comput.ed by 0. A. Sizov.a ( 1952). If, f.or cxam\Ple, 
the S·un has entered a dust and gas cloud simultane
ously with another star and if certain conditions of mu
tual distance and velocity are fulfilled, part of the cloud 
will be captured by the Sun. • 

Investigations ini0 the possibility of capture in the 
problem of t·hree bodies were continued by G. A. M·er
man (1953-1956) and K. A. Sitnikov (1953). ·Merman 
used th•e mathematical met1hod proposed by Hilmy an.d 
produced some interesting and more perfected crit~eria 
of hyperbolic and 'hyperbolo-elliptic movements of three 
gravitating bodies. Sitnikov elaborated an exatnple of 
capture using the analytical method, i.e., without use 
of a numerical integration of the equation of motion. 

The phenomenon of capture in the problem of three 
bodies gives us a simple example of the way two bodies 
form a stable, long-Eved systrm due to the gravitation .. 
al interaction of three approac,hing, independently 
moving 'bodies. Such ph·enomena, however, are possible 
with any number of bodies and for some aspects of our 
theory cases of large n·un1bers of such bodies are of in
terest. Hilmy, generalizing the theory of capture, stud .. 
ied the general laws in su·ch processes. We shall not in
troduce Hil.my'.s somewhat intricate formul:ae a.n·d theo
rems, ibut will look at his conclusions. 

When bodies are approaching eac~h other from i·nfindty 
the system ,possesses an excess of energy which prev·ents 
the gravitational association of the bodies. If, h~owever, 
the exohan·ge of energy due to gravitational interaction 
is such that some bodies whos~ kfnertfc t'n~rJzy consti
tutes a lar(le part of the energy of the w·hole system, move 



away from t·he ot,hers, then the remaining bodies, under 
certain oiroumstances, may form a non-dissi,pating sub
system. The association of one grou.p of bodies in a 
stable su.b-system should be accompanied by the tr,ans .. 
fer of excess ene.r•gy to the other bodies that are ra!pidly 
leaving the system .and, vice versa, t1he presence of 
bodies that are rapidly moving away from the system may 
cause the formation of a stable nucleus in the system. 
Hilmy s'ltmmarizes these relations in ~he followin'g way: 
"association and dissipatio.n in gravitating systems are 
differ.ent sides of the same phenomena of the gravita
tional interaction of ·matter." 

Such is the picture of a purely mechanical case, i.e., 
when the process is d··1e to gravitation alan{\. Neverthe· 
less th'e results so obtained give general indications for 
t!tose cases when, as often happens in cosmogo·nic prob
lems, the i.nteraction is not purely ·merhani·cal. lf, in· 
deed, part of th·e system is not dissipated, then, at the 
time of the closest apprnach of th·e bodies, some physi
cal pr·oces~ must arise to absorb the surpl•us of mech.an
iral energy preventing associat:on and convert it into 
non-mechanical energy, that is, there m•ust be d~issi.pa
tion of (\tlergy. In such cases there is the gravitational
physical association o•f material in which the "outflow" 
of surplus mechanical en('rgy is brought about by phys
ical processes and not through the dissi•pation of t·he 
system. 

The gr·avitational-physical association of matter pro
duces a nrn.m.ber of cosmatgonic regularities th·at are in
explica,bl·e within the narrow framework of mechanical 
laws. A la·rk of understanding of the limits of mechanics 
was, in our opinion, the source of a number of the insur
mountaible dif.ficulties t1hat we find in ,many of the clas
sical hy!potheses of planet origin that depended too much 
on mechanics. 
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Our work on ca1pture in th·e problem of thr·ee bodies 
has drawn the attention of ot·her investigato·~s to the 
prdblem of ca1pt·u.re and new forms have ·been n·oted that 
are not pur·ely mech·anical. T. A. Agekyan st·udied the· 
dynamics of the passa.gc of stars through clouds of 
dust ma.terial alnd showed that in this case there coul.d 
be CBtpture ~because particles lose speed in collisions. 
Particles passing ncar the S·un would be attracted by it 
and would move about it in a hyperbolic onbit so that 
t·here would be a r~gion of higher deJJsity behind t'he Sun. 
Agekya.n's cal~ul.at:uns showed that, with quite r~ason
able initial velo·ritic'; and densities, the area formed 
be~hin·d the Sun would he of such density that collisions 
b(tween partirlcs-.~ould be certain. The collision'S would 
l·ead to decr•eas·rd velocities which would change fron1 
hyper.boli,c to ellipti·c in res:pect of the Sun: this is cap
ture. ,Here we hav'c a ·casP 111 \vhil .. h the surplus kinetic 
eneftgy is not carried away by a third body but is trans
formed i.nto heat. 

An·other fonn of ca,ptur.e based on light pr('ssure ha" 
been doo1on•strated by V. N'. Radzievsky. It is known 
that light p.r·esstn;e docre.ases t1hc gravitaUonal attract,ion 
of th·e Su·n. Particles of a definite range of sizes exist 
in which ~pressure predominates-particles whose radius 
is of the order of 10--5 ·em. If th,e particles arc small
er or larger, light pressure will have its effect 1but grav
itation \Vill predotninate. It is interesting to note that 
with a radi·us o•f 0.5 X 10-5 ·ran. t1hc particles ar(' neu
tral, that is r~pu.lsion and attr.action ar{\ equa 1. 

Radzievsky showed t·hat for parti·cles of su.ch m.inute 
size the third body is ~ot necessary if there is light pr('IS· 
sure. The basic i.dea is th·e following. If partirl·cs of the 
neutral size approach the S·un and come u.nder the in
flllence of different physical influ·ences, t1hey may disin
tegrate into still smaller particles. The smaller p·articles, 
however, are no longer neut·ral, grarvitatio·n now predom-



inates. It may happen that the original particles ap
proached the Sun in a hypcr~olic orbit, i.e., with a posi
tive tot·al energy, while the smaller particles ·produced 
by disintegration and attracte·d by the Sun will poss·ess 
negative tot a 1 energy, i.·e., th·ey will be in elliptical or
bits. An instant.ancous capture would then take place. 

Thus we see t·hat there are various types of carpture. 
Th~ possibility of thesr v.ar:ous typ·es n1akes the phenom
enon n1ore probable. 

On·e of the results of capture is that th·e cloud h.as 
a total an.gular tnvmentun1 differing from zero. This is 
due to t·he following cause. If as a result of capture it 
would be e.qually possible for str.eams of gas and dust 
material to rotate abo..tt the Su·n in op·posite directions, 
the total momeniun1 would be 'l'lose to zero, but in such 
a cas~ 1planets could not be formed sin·re the ·collisions 
br.t\vet'll opposing streams \vould lead to a loss of veloc
ity an.d th·e grad·ual fall of the 'tnaterial on the Sun. 
Such a symmt'trir rarpb1re is not really to be expected, 
save as a r.arc ~x~ception. In tJ}e ras't~ of gravitational 
capturl~ \Vtth the partir1pation of a s<.'cond star, the pres
t~nrcr {l•f the latter alrt\ady creates assymnH~try in re
sp{~'l'·t o•f the Sun. as far as other c.apt·ures are con·rcrned 
(without a s·CL'ond star) we ·In•ust take into considera 
tion the irregular, fleecy nature of the interstellar clo·uds 
fam,iliar to HIS fron1 observation. It is sufficient for the 
Sun to ·pass throu.gh an area with irregularly distri,but
ed density, to one side of t·he rcntrc of a local conden
sation, for example, for it to rapt,ure more particles fro'm 
on•e side than from the other and cause the ca1ptured 
cloud to rotate in a dominant direction, i.e .• to h,av(' 
arn,gular momt£~nitt1lll th·at differs from zero and, in th'e 
general case, is ·considerable. 

Th(' inevitable question arises-how often ran r.aptur•e 
tak·e place. in other wor.ds, what is t·he probability of 
cltptur·e? The passage of a star through a cloud is not 
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a rare phenomenon: it bas been esti.mat.ed that the Sun 
passes through clouds on about a thirtieth of its way 
through the Galaxy. For capture in its cla,ssic form, 
however, the stmultaneous passage of a second star in 
close proximity is essential (for oth·er forms of capture 
t'his is not essential). The 'passage of two stars in close 
proximity is a much rarer phenomenon. It must not be 
thought that they have to be very close for ca'Pture to 
be effected. According to the Jeans ·hypothesis, for 
example, the passage must be quM:e close to the Sun 
(a d~istance of a few solar radii). For the aoquisiti.on or 
dust and gas materials such as the planets are .made 
of, distan·oes 10,000 times gr·eat·er may be effective and 
this increases th~ possi,biUty of stars encounterin1g one 
another by 1012 times. T.he phen·omenon, however, is still 
a rare one, especially in view of th·e fact that capture 
requires certain velocity restrictions.* 

The capture of material may be eff.ected at any stage 
of the Sun's evolution. Its probability d·epe,nds to the 
greatest degree on the state of the Sun's environm,ent 
at the t~ime of the capt•ure. Under conditions obtaining 
at present in the Gala·ctic environment of th·e Sun the 
ptdba·bility of capture is very remote. On its way through 
the Galaxy, .bowev~r, the Sun h.as passed through ·great-
ly different conditions, amongst them being the pas
sage through clouds of greater density; at earlier stages 
of its evo·lJUtion th·e Sun had gr·eater opportunities of en
counterin·g s·uch an environment. 

r~he effectiv·eness of the captu~re, i.e., th·e quantity of 
captured material, depends on the density of t1he dust 
mediu~m in the given area. Obviously t'h·e d·enser the 

* This paragraph has been taken from one of the author's 
rnanuscripts based on his unpublished investigation of the effec
tiveness of gravitational capture ( 1951). During the last years of 
his .Ufe Otto J. Schmidt considered the mechanism of capture 
connected with inelastic collisions of the particles to be the most 
eflective.-Ed. 
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cloud the more effective will be the capture. The prob
ability of capture in its classical fot m depends on stel
lar density and, more particularly, o'n the distri.bution 
of the relatiVie velocities of the stars: the smaller the 
relative velocity of the stars, the more frequent the cap
ture. I.n galactic star clusters we have relative velocities 
of the order of 1 km. per second and even less, as com
pared with 20-30 km. per second in the present environ
ment of the Sun. Capture in clusters of stars may occur 
rnore often (by several order~ of magnitude) than out
side them. 

In addition to a variety of conditions in different 
parts of the Galaxy, variety in time is also poss•i·ble. If 
the Sun was formed fron1 dispersed material In a me
dium W·ith greater de.nsity and low relative velocities, 
the chances of th·e capture of a sufficient mass for a 
protoplanetary cloud were relatively greater when the 
Sun had not yet left the mediun1 of its origin. If under 
these circumsta•nces stars formed in groups the chances 
of capture within that sante cloud would be greatly in
creased. 

Further investigation of the condition·s for capture and 
its 'probability arc however ne·cessary. 

* * * 

Even though \\,.C have tproved t·he theoretical possi
bility and positive probability of capture as the mecha
n,ism produoing the protoplanetary cloud, there is still 
a .po.ss'i,bility that .at the time the stars were formed there 
existe.d conditions favouring oth,er ways of formi~n~g a 
clo·ud in addition to ca.pture. This c·annot be denied in 
advance. A•bove we have shown that conditions exist in 
nature which would permit the formation, by capture, 
of a clOil.ld from which pla,nets would later form natu
rally. This, however, only proves that some of t•he plan-
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etary systems existing in nature were formed from 
material acquired by •capture ibut it has .not been proved 
-and we do n·ot claim that it has-that capture, par
tdC'ularly gravitational captur·e, is the only means by 
whic·h stars aacquir·e materi·al for p},a.netary systeJns. To
day we still do not .possess SU1fficient data to say whether 
our own pl.anetary system had its origin in a cloud that 
was lfor•med .by ra·pture of •by somp other unknown 'means. 
It has ·only been proved that it could ha.ve originat
ed through the ca·pture of a cloud and its further evolu-
tion. This, of course, is no small ste.p forward i.n tlu~ 
dcv,elopment of science. The final a·nswer will be given 
only when we know th·e origin of the Sun and all the 
circtlll11·stances tl}tt attended its inceptio,n. 

Does it not follow from this that a book devoted to 
planet cos·mogo•ny should end on t•his note and sho1.tld 
wait and see what the astronomers have to say in f{'

spect of the origin of the S1un? This, in our opin1on, would 
be an incorrect attitude. The problem of the orbgin of 
stars, of course, is q·uite another problem that does not 
enter into t·he subject tbeing handled by this book. Be
tween the two problems, however, there is an inter
mediate area in which we, workers in the field of planet 
cosanorgony, should hav,c a word to say that is based on 
our pl.anetary studi.es. We will leave aside the gen·eral 
question of the ways (pnssibly various ways) in whi·ch 
stars are formed in nature; we are spe.cially interesttCd 
to know whether there are any ways by which planets 
could have been form·cd sintultaneously with th·cir stars. 
To be more prec1.se: during the process of the formation 
of our Sun could our planetary system ·h.ave come into 
being by any other m.eans than by the capture of the 
protoplanetary cloud? 
, The examination of this question is of sig.n'ific,ance for 
plantet OOISIIUOtgpny and is not without inter·eSit for t1he 
stellar cosmogony. 
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1 here are teatures in our planetary system that throw 
some light on the origin of the Sun. These features may 
be incompatilble with certain hypotheses on th·e origin 
of the stars. This incompatibility docs not indicate that 
stars could not have been formed in t·he way proposed 
by the hYipotheses, but it would mean either that our 
Sun was fornned in a different way or that it became 
surrounded with planet material after its own inception. 
For example, as B. Y. Levin thas shown, the hypothesis 
that the s~un was for.med as a very bright star with a 
mass 5 t~o 10 tim·es its present mass and then evolved 
along the main sequ.ence, is only compatible wit·h our 
theory of planet forJnation, as outlined in Lecture 2, if 
the rprotoplanetary clot,d was captured by the Sun after 
its :-::!1ss had been reduced to two or three times its 
present value. 

* * * 
There are several hypot·heses of how t·he gas and dust 

cloud around the Sun came into being but ·none of then1 
have been elaborated sufficiently to be generally accept .. 
ed. Apart from the 'Capture !hypothesis, the other chief 
hypotheses arc t.J1e expulsion of material fro·m the Sun 
itself and the idca of the parallel for.mation of the Sun 
and th·c protoplan·etary cloud. 

Some scientists counteract the idea of capture with 
the idea of the simultaNeous formation of stars and 
planets. They iassu1me that wh,en a star, for example th·e 
Sun, was condensed out of diffused material, part of the 
material beside it could have condensed into smaller 
bodies t~hat ·would begin to rotate around t1he ·bigger 
body. The difficulty begins here-why did t1hey begin to 
rotate? Where did they 1get their an·gular •momentu~m 
from? There is, indeed, ~no avoidin·g capture in this con
cept, €ither, tb,e only thing being t1hat it must be ap
plied to a hypothetical and still q111,ite 1\.lnknown initial 
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stat•e. If a condensation is isolated from the diffused 
galactic material as a result of gravitation an·d the dif
ference in the galacti·c angular momentu·m of its ,parts 
becomes a rotational momentum about the centre of the 
mass, this is the same phenomenon of capture. It seem•s, , 
thereJfore, that in the case of "common formation" the 
appearance of the protoplanetary material is a question 
of the tim·e and not of the chara·cter of the process or 
its cau.se. Our theory is broa.der, it do·es ·not offer any 
rf"strict·ions to the time of the capture. The capt•ure of 
mat•erial and angular mom•entum for the planet.s could 
have taken place in the early period of the fornnation of 
some of t·he stars or at any later sta.ge, and may even 
take place in tllt}. present or f,uture. In all cases th~e for
mation of th·e planets tHkes place in an ext·endcd cloud 
oi diffused ~ma.terial with a big angular momentum. 

Let us also examine the separation of the protoplan
etary cloud from the Sun. If this separation took place 
in the early stages it is nothing more than cornmo.n 
ori·gin, ~but if it took place at a later stage then the para
dox of the distributio•n of angular momentum between 
the s~un and the planets is inexplicable. 

In o~der to avoi~d t~his difficulty, first V. A. Krat and 
then V. G. Fesenkov postulated that the Sun was at 
first muoh more massive and rotated much faster than 
at present, so that it woul,d hav.e pos·s·essed the very 
big rotat.ional momentum that is needed. The greater 
part of its mass wa·s then lost by the so-called "corptts
cular radiation,'' i.e., the ejection of cha~rgcd atoms out 
of th·e stars. As the ejection ta~es ~place from t·h·e su,r ... 
face, where the specific angular momentum is greatest, 
the total angular momentum is reduced more ra/l)idly 
tthan the mass. 

A simil,ar idea was put forward by Tsiolkovsky in 
1924. He did not have r.ecours·e to co11puscular radiation 
(it was still not ~known at that time) but esti.mated the 
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decrease in mass and angular momentum t:hat would 
be due to losses caused by normal light radiation 
(it will be remembered t•hat light possesses mass). 
Tsiolkovsky took Lapla,ce's scheme as his starting point 
and computed that a period of time of the order of 1031 

years would be necessary to bring the hypothetical pri
mordial solar system to its present state! Such a period 
oi existence for the solar system is not feasibl~e in view 
of the data of modern astt ophysics so that Tsiolkovsky's 
hypothesis could not be accepted and recourse was 
made to another for~m of radiation, corpuscular radia
tion. V. A. Krat expressed only the general idea, \Vithout 
discussing a concrete .proc·ess and Fesenkov believed 
that the Sun, losing ,part of its mass, evolved along 
the so-called "main sequence." The rate of evolution 
adopted ·by Fesenkov required a loss of mass through 
co11puscular radiation a thousand times greater than 
through light radiation, although modern data show 
that it is a thousand times less. V. S. Safronov com
puted t•hat in the case of the Sun's evolution along the 
main sequence its original mass v..·ould have had to 
be 150 times greater than its present mass for it to 
have a specific angular tnon1cntum on the equator 
equal to that of Neptune. But \Ve do not know of the 
existence of any stars of this size. We have to go far
ther back, therefore, to the time when the Sun was not 
a main sequence star. We are then faced with new dif
ficulti·es, the greatest of which ts the complete absence 
of real facts. The distr.ibulion of angular momentum, 
t~herefore, is not explained but is relegated to t~}e dis· 
tant past. 

Corpuscular radiatio·n is an interesting subject for 
research. It is quite possi.ble that it may have sotne sig
nificance for the cosmogony of the solar systen1 as an 
additional evolutionary factor. The importance of this 
factor, however, must not be exaggerated. Corpu~cular 
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radiation cannot explain the distribution of angular 
n1omentum in the solar system. 

, 
As we have already said, the results of the evolution 

of t·he protoplan·etary cloud outlin,ed in Lecture 2, arc 
logically independent o,f the origin of t1hat cloud. I be
liev·e it to 'be my d·uty to point tl1is out, althou~gh, at 
the same time, I a1n firmly convinced t·hat only the cap .. 
ture of galactic material could have ·given the Sun a 
protqplaneta~ry clott.d of su·ch gr·eat extent and such a 
hu·ge angular mQplentum. 
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L () c t rt r e 4. 

THE PLANET EARTII 

The subject of this last lecture is our own planet, the 
Earth. It is a s·u1bject that inclrudes proble,ms outside 
the field of cosmogony proper, problems that belong to 
the srpherc of geophy~ics a·nd geology, and which sho11ld, 
therefore, be d~alt with by worker's in those fields. For 
th:is reason our cosmo~;onic theory will not, in a nu,m
ber of cases, offer rea.dy-,made solutions but will confine 
ii~rlf to formulatin.g questions and cnmmunicating rn·ew 
points of view and ·certain conclusions arising out of 
thr theory which may prove useful in treating problems 
connoctcd with the Earth. 

A ·cosmogoni(~ th.eory should n~t only s1how the pro.: .. 
ess of the Eartrh's formation but should also follow up 
it~ further (\volut·ion to connect astronomical with geo
logical 'history. This historical analysis of the problem 
of our planet's origin is the only one that can reveal 
thC' forces that arc active in the Earth and give geolo· 
gi~ts, g-eophysitCists and geochemists a new .a,pproach to 
the problems confronting· them, a ba.sis for the construc
tion of n<-'w thtE.~orio('s. The cosmogonic theory, in itself 
apparently without any practical significance for pro· 
ducti·o,n, may actually aid the practical workers to build 
up a .correct geologi,cal t·heory on which to develop 
practical geological survey up to and including prospect
ing for ·minerals. The extent to which t1he s·ciences deal
ing with th-e Ea1rth can take advantage of planet cos
motgony depends on t1he extent to which th·e latter is 
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able to reveal those features in the constitution of the 
Eart·h in its pri.mordial state that conditioned its sUJbse
quent d~evelo,pm,ent. 

~Conceptions of the early sta,ges in the Earth's history 
were a~ways connected with the cosmogonic ideas of 
th~e time. CoSIIllogony has had a very strong infiuen~ce 

on t1he dev·elopment of the sciences dealing with the 
Earth. T~he revers~e relationshi,p, i.e., the checking o,f cos
mogonic con·ceptions by applying the .data provided by 
the s~ciences studying the Earth, 1has so far been insuffi
cient. This situation is not due to the level of develop
ment reach~ed by those scien·ces but to t'he restricted na
ture of planet cq~mogony. The problem of the Eart,h's 
origi,n is a com"plex on~, common to both astronomy 
ar1d ·geophysics and its solutio'n requires th~e rea,lization 
of a bi,g research programme. 

Lapla·ce, one of the founders o·f ~materialist cosmogony, 
was w~e11 aware of its signifi,cancc for the exploita
tion of ·geological problems: "The pri~mary gaseous or 
liquid state that w~e get to in examin'ing astronomic 
phenomena,'' he wrote, "shoul.d naturally b·e manifested 
in other natural phenomena. In order to reveal it, llow
e·\rer, it is necessary to take into consideration the gr·eat 
variety of ·Compounds formed by all the Earth's sub· 
stan.ces t1hat were in the gaseous mixture when the de
crease in tetnperature made it possible for them to enter 
into compounds; attention must also ~be paid to the ex
traordinary changes that resulted from this decrease in 
temp.erature inside the Earth and on its surface-i1n all 
its parts, in the structure and pressure of the attnos
phere, in the ocean and in all bodies that it,contained in 
solution. The abru'Pt chan,ges, such as great vol,canic 
eruptions, must also be considered; at certain epochs 
thes·e must h·ave disturb,ed the re~gularity of the changes. 
Geology, studied from a point of view that brings it 
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closer to astronomy, may gain in ,precision and reliabil
ity in many questions." 

The su,bsequent development of science showed that 
t·his wa.s an histor·ical predi~ction. Laplace's hypothesis 
a.ppear·ed towards th~e end of the 18th century and in 
the thirties of the 19th century the first s.cientific geolog
ical hypothesig .app·eared-the so-called contraction 
hypothes·is. In essence it was directly engendered by 
Laplace's con·ceptions. With this conception, too, are 
cC\nnected the later geochemical concepts of the zonal 
distri·bution of the chemical elements in the Earth. 

Many 19th-century geologists strJCssed the connection 
between geological nnd cosmogonir con·cepts. The ·geol
ogists of the 20th century, leaving aside all cosmogonic 
concepts, sim·ply started out from the idea that the 
Earth was at one time a molten, fi .. ery body. 

It is, of course, impossitble to build up a theory of the 
Eartrh's development without some sort of view·poi~nt re
gardin'g its origin. It is natural that the view taken by 
geologists on the ori,gin of the Earth should be formed 
und~cr the influence of the theories dominant in astrono
my. But it is a bad thing that this process of mutual 
relationship often has a ti,me lag. In astronomy tthe Lap
lace hypothesis ha~d been proved incorrect by the be
ginning of t·he present century, but its influence re
mained in geology for a lon~g time and is to be seen in 
the woflks of some writers today. 

On t~he basis of the theory of the Earth's origin as 
expou·nded in the preceding lectures, we s'hall quote a 
num:ber of deductions concerning processes taking place 
in the Earth, the character af its evolution, the rate of 
evolution and the forces fun·ctionin,g in the Earth. We 
shall not regard the Earth as a body whose evolution 
is completed but as a livi1n'g body whose development 
rontinu·es. 
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In t1his lecture we shall examine the followin,g ques
tions in sequence: the len,gth of time taken for the for
mation of the Earth, the teiiljpera.ture conditions under 
whi,ch the process took place and t·he role of heat pro
duced by radioactivity in th~e further history of the Earth, 
the chem·ical composition of the Earth and its compari
son with th·e other planets an.d the Moon, qu,estions of 
density and press,ure, the origin of the seas and the at
mosphere, the stratification of ~matter in the Eart·h, the 
f·urther evolution of the interior of th·e Earth at the geo
logical and modern epoohs and the 'for·ces a·cting with
in the Earth; Vle shall also touch on the application 
of the above-mentio,ned to t1he question or deep-f,ocus 
carth,quakes and ~c qu.estion of the cause of the forma
tion of mountains. 

l'he Earth, like all other planets, was form~ed by th·e 
collccti,on of sep·arate small bodies and tiny parti·clcs. 
This ,process w.as at first stor.niy and intense but it Slpeedi
ly grew w·eak.c~r as material in the .protoplanetary cloud 
became exhauste,d. In th·e period of geological history it 
bas almost ceased. We say al,most, because the penetra
tion of meteorites into th,e Earth's atmosphere and their 
falling on the surface of the Earth is, actual I y, a proc
ess of growth, although an extremely slow one that 
has been some\vhat changed by the subsequent evolu
tion of the cloud. During the past two thousand million 
years a layer only a few centimetres thick ha's fallen 
so that it is no wonder if we can'not giv·e direct ,proof of 
the fortmation of the Earth from meteoric matter. 

In 1945 I )pttblish·e.d a paper containing a mathemati
cal analysis of the rate of .accretion of the Earth's ·mass. 
For convenience of mathematical treatment some sim
plifying suppositions were introduced; in .parti,cular we 
neglected, in our first 31pproximation, the dynamic i·nflu
ence of the Earth's mass a~n·d con'i1ned ours·elves to cal
culating the intersections of the paths of t·he meteorites 
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and the Earth. \\'ith these assumptions the followirng 
equation wa'S evolved: 

2r2 dt 
dm=-" R~-R~ (Q-m)p 

where: m an,d r are the mass and radius of the Earth at 
the given moment; Q is the mass of the material in that 
"ring" (annulus) of the protoplanetary swarm that went 
to form the Earth as 1has been e~plained in Lecture 2, 
R1 and R2 are the distances of the boundaries of that 
ring from the Sun; P is the period of the Earth'·s rota
tion (th,e year). A solution of the equation gives 1\tS t1he 
following: 

AT=--=-_!_ln.- 4 +-1~1n3+ _!__~ 
3 3A Ill T 2 \ '3 6 

wh·ere T is the age of the Earth, i.e., the ti,me elapsing 
from the beginning of growth to the present day; m is 
the present mas.s of the Earth, A, a constant depending 
o~n th·c present radius of the Earth and former constants, 
and a , t1he mass of meteoric matt,er falling on the Earth 
p·cr a~nnum at the ·present time. 

The above ~quation shows that the ·process was at 
first a very rapid one. Half the mass of the Earth had 
forme~d in less that 1,000 million years. T·hen the proc .. 
ess slowed down until today there ean remain only 
tiny remnants of t'he matter in t·he Earth's "ring." Tiny 
particles from the region of the Earth have been long 
sin·ce decelerat,cd thrrough radiation pressure and have 
fallen on to the Sun. Their place has been taken by par
ticles that formerly revolved farther from the Sun and 
are now approaching t·he Earth but for the same 
r·eason they 'Will gradually disapp,ear from our vicinity. 
At the same tim·e bigger bodies, on a,ccount of the 
perturbation of their orbits, will tl·y into "forei·gn'' re .. 
gions. For this r~eason t1hose meteoric bodies that 
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now fall on the Earth are n·ot n·e·cessarily rem.nants of 
that 51pecffic ring that ,provided ·material for the forma
tion of the Earth. 

By S'Uibstituting numerical values I obtained, in 1945, 
the figure 7,600 million y.ears as the age of the Earth. 
In my calculation I to.c~k ll to 'be a ton a day. Later es
timates show that this mass must ·be increased to 100 
tons w,hich gives us the age of 6,300 million years. 

In vi·ew of the simplification Wlhich we permitted in 
the solu.tion of th~ problem we, n1ltt1rally, do not in
sist on any definite figure for the age of the Earth but 
it is important t·hat we get a fi,gure that is of the same 
order of ma,gnitude as the a:ge of the Earth's crust de
termined by an ai1alysis of the produ·cts of the disinte
gration of radioactiv·e clem·e.nts. 

1-Iere it must be strrsscd that the c1eaning of the ages 
obtained by radioactive methods depends on cosmo
gon:c conceptions. From t·he standpoint of the hypoth
esis of the originally molten Earth, the process of 
the formation of Earth's crust was of such short dura
tion that the age of the Earth practically coincided with 
the age of the crust. If, however, we consider the 
picture of the long-term formation of the crust that we 
get from the cold beginning of the Earth (we shall 
have more to say about this below), then not only does 
it become impossible to speak of the ages of the Earth 
and its crust coinciding, but the very conception of the 
age of the crust becomes very indefinite. 

* * * 

Now let us look at the temperature conditions, in 
other words, at the thermal history of the Earth. The 
majority of cosmogonic theories suggest a molten or 
even a gaseous state for the Earth after its formation. 
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This is undoubtedly a remnant of the former concept 
of the origin of volcanoes, a remnant of the concept of 
the Earth as a molten body with a thin crust through 
which molten matter from the interior is sometimes 
erupted. Geophysical data, however, especially the 
study of the propa.gation of seismic waves, have long 
since proved that the deep interior regions of the Earth 
cannot be in a completely molten state. The discovery 
of radioactive disintegration and a calculation of the 
heat which it gives off into the Earth showed, already 
at the beginning of the century, that it is sufficient to 
heat up the interior of the Earth and, in some places 
under the crust, to 1nelt the rocks, so that there is no 
need for the molten state of the primary Earth to 
account for the streams of lava. Nevertheless, belief in 
a formerly molten Earth still holds its own for people 
are used to it and it is difficult to get rid of it. It would 
seem that the discovery of radioactivity should have 
immediately reversed the thermal history of the Earth. 
But the concept of the gradual cooling of the Earth 
from an original molten state had become so deep
rooted in science that, in order to retain it scientists 
agreed to accept an extremely artificial assumption that 
the radioactive elements are present only in the Earth's 
crust and are completely absent in the Earth's interior. 

In view of this it is important to note that some of 
the leading representatives of Russian science, such as 
F. A. Bredikhin and V. I. Vernadsky raised objections 
to the predominant views. Bredikhin believed that it 
would be more correct to explain volcanism and other 
thermal phenomena in the Earth's crust as local proc .. 
esses-"electro-chemi,cal," as .he called thern-and not 
as vestigial manifestations of primary heat. In the 
seventies of the last century there was nothing more to 
be said so that this was the foresight of a genius who 
realized that a new source of heat would be found, 
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foresight that was justified by the discovery of the 
radioactive heating of the Earth. 

Vernadsky dealt with this question on several occa
sions. In his Notes on Geochemistry, for example, he 
wrote: ';All concepts of the formerly existing liquid-fire 
or molten state of the planet that have been or are 
being propounded have been introduced into science in 
connection with theolo.gical, philosophical or cosmo
gonic conceptions of the world that are alien to science 
and are not supported by the scientific facts now 
known. All these conceptions must now be rejected 
when considering the interior of the Earth.'' 

For almost 40 years Vernadsky fought against the 
concept of the 'White-hot origin of the Earth and in 
favour of the acceptance of the radioactive origin of the 
heat in the interior of the E.arth today. llis strruggle 
was unsuccessful because his views ran contrary to 
cosmogonic hypotheses that dominated. science. Only 
after the refutation of the Jeans hypothesis did Vernad
sky's views find acceptance. 

We hope that the theory of the origin of planets 
developed in the preceding lectures will be of value for 
the further development of geophysics and geotectonics 
on the lines indicated by Bredikhin and Vcrnadsky. 

What has the new cosmogonic theory to say with 
regard to the thermal history of the Earth? An abso
lutely .bla·ck body at th·e Eart:h's distan,~c from the Sun 
would, as a result of balance between the absorption of 
solar h·eat and its reradiation into S'pace, have a tem,per
ature about 277° K., or a1bout 4°C. Meteorites ap!par
ently come to us at about this temperature. The very 
process of the formation of the Earth, however, must 
inevitably have led to son1e degree of heating in the 
material from which it was formed. When particles and 
Iar.ger bodies fell on to the embryonic Earth part of 
their kinetic energy was converted into heat. This heat 
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E;\nergy was genet a ted on the surface of the forming 
planet and was quickly radiated into space. It could 
not, therefore, have led to the heating or melting of 
the Earth. The authors of some computations have come 
to opposite conclu~ions but they used a quite incorrect 
law of the increase of mass with time, ignoring the 
continuous exhaustio.n of material from th·e protoplan
etary cloud tfrom w·hich the 1planets wer·e ,formed. The 
inevitable con1pression of the interior, owing to the 
gradual increase in the volume of the Earth, was also a 
source of heating. The processes have been studied by 
Safronov and Lyubimova, who showed that the original 
heating of matt~r in the interior of the Earth did not 
exceed a few hundred degrees. 

The deciding factor in the thermal ·history of th·e 
Earth is the radioactive disintegration of uranium, 
actina-uranium, thorium and potassium. It must not be 
forgotten that several thousand million years ago there 
were considerably n1ore radioactive substances in the 
Earth than there arc today (especially potassium and 
actino-uranitttTl) as a large part of them has already 
disintegrated. 

The Earth is a poor heat conductor and the flow of 
heat from the interior to the surface is extrentely slow. 
As soon as the Earth had .gro\vn big enough the heat 
generated by radioactive disintegration began to accu
mulate inside it. The process of heating the Earth by 
the radioactive generation of heat lasted thousands of 
millions of years and in the innermost part may, as cal
culations show, still continue. 

A correct picture of the thermal history of the Earth 
is of great importance to geophysics and geology. It is 
not only important to know the temperature of the 
interior of the Earth at various stages of development 
but also the distribution of the temperature along the 
radius. The gravitational differentiation of matter, for 
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example, is only possible above the specific temperature 
level (different at different depths) that provides suf
ficient plasticity of the medium. 

A. P. Sokolov, in 1922, was one of the first to study 
the thermal history of the Earth with attention paid 
to the reduction in the quantity of radioactive elements 
due to their decay. In 1937 A. N. Tikhonov published 
very important papers on the mathematical study of 
the thermal history taking into account the internal 
sources of heat and radiation from jhe surface. A num
ber of papers on this subject have appeared abroad 
during recent years. 

Between 1951 and 1955, in the Geophysical Institute 
of the Academy ~ Sciences of the U.S.S.R., E. A. Lyu
bimova computed by strtct mathematical methods the 
,heat regime of the Earth as a Wlhole, taking into consi·d
eration its prop~erties and str.atificat1on. She studied a 
somewhat simplified model, but one that partially re
flected the real Earth as it is heated and is stratified in 
the process of heating. The age of the Earth was taken 
as being 5,000 million years. To simplify the problem it 
was assumed that in the first 2,000 million years radio-
active substances were evenly distributed, then came 
the instantaneous formation of the crust accompanied 
by the transfer of part of the radioactive substances to 
the outer layers. A study of this model of the Earth 
showed that the temperature gradient near the surface 
reached its maxin1um between 2,000 and 3,000 million 
years a.go, after which it dropped gradually. The maxi
mum value obtained was from 2 to 3 times the present 
value. From this it follows that the temperature in the 
Earth's crust could have been somewhat higher than it 
is today, which agrees with the suggestion that tectonic 
activity in the Earth was greater in the past than 
today. 

• • * 
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I shall now deal with the chemical composition of the 
Earth. 

Older cosmogonic hypotheses assumed that the Earth 
and the planets were formed from heated gas conden
sations in some way or another parted from the Sun, 
which led th.em to t~he ·conclusion that originally the 
planets all had the same composition. The actrual differ
ences in the composition of the planets and the divi
sion of the pla.nets into two groups w.ere explained by 
the difference in mass. It was explained that the mas
sive giant planets, with their huge force of gravity on 
the surface, were able to retain light gases and prevent 
ih·eir dissipation. Th(\ small planets of the terrestrial 
group whose surface gravity is much weaker, and that 
were supposed to be in a molten state, could not retain 
light and volatile atoms, especially those of hydrogen 
and helium, so t~hat these elements ·could not be retained 
in their composition. As we have already said, th·ere 
are facts now kno\vn that contradict this point of view 
(for example, the methane atmosphere of Titan, Sa
turn's satellite); it has also been established that its 
theoretical basis is erroneous (Shklovsky's research). 

In Lecture 2 we explained the division of the planets 
into two groups. It was shown that in the parts of the 
cloud nearer to the Sun only particles of stony matter 
with a high melti111g point could exist, so that the plan
ets of th·e inn·er group, including the Eart,h, consist 
mainly of silicates and metals. It is, however, impor
tant to stress that bodies from the outer regions con
taining ice particles of lighter materials occasionally 
entered the regions closer to the Sun. 

Until today we have no precise data on the composi
tion of the Earth. It is known that the Earth consists of 
several envelopes of various thicknesses-the crust, the 
intermediate mantle of silicates and the dense core, 
usually considered to be iron. The mass of the core is 
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about one third of the total mass of the Earth. It was, 
therefore, assumed that one third of the Earth consists 
of nickelous iron. 

During recent years a new solution of the problem of 
Earth's core has been suggested. It appears that the 
great density is to be explained merely by pressure and 
not by a concentration of iron. As early as 1939 V. N. 
Lodochnikov expressed the view that the mantle and 
the core differ only in their physical state and not in 
their composition. In 1948 Ramse~ elaborated the idea 
that the outer electron envelopes of atoms, under a cer
tain pressure, are, so to say, crushed and the atoms are 
packed more tightly together; the outer electrons in 
such cases acqujre mobility similar to that of the elec
trons of metals so that non-metallic substances pass 
into a '·metallic phase." After Ramsey's paper ti1e ex
istence of the cor~ was explained by the phase transi
tion of silicates into a metallic state due to high pres
sure. The shat~ply defined lboundary of t·he core, p·ercep
tiblc through the passage of seismic waves, shows, in 
my opinion, that some process that begins to act at a 
certain critical pressure is operating there (gradual differ
entiation wo.uld not produ·oe StUch a sharp-out ·boundary). 
Such a process is quite probable but it would be incor
rect to draw from this the conclusion that the average 
chemical composition of the core does not differ from the 
composition of the r·est of t1he Ea.rth. T1he gradual differ-
entiation of the mantle could, of course, lead to a 
certain concentration of iron in the core. 

The Lodochnikov-Ramsey idea may be supported by 
a comparison of the composition of the terrestrial 
planets an.d the Moon, .all of which were formed in the 
same zone of the circumsolar cloud. As we know, the 
average densities of these bodies differ very consider
atbly. T~he Moon a.nd Mars, for example, ·have a lower 
average density than the Earth. In place of the old, 
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rather fantastic, explanation of this phenomenon-the 
difference in the atomic composition of the planets-a 
number of researches have been published showing that 
the difference in mean density may be entirely due to 
differences in pressure, i.e., in the extent to which the 
inner layers, having the same chemical content, are 
con1pressed. This viewpoint is shared in the latest 
papers of a number of scientists. As the planets differ 
in mass the pressure in their central parts will also 
differ so that the compressed part of the whole mass 
'Yill be greater or less. The computations of the internal 
constitution of the tl~rrestrial ,planets and the Moon 
n1adc by Ran1say, Bullen and l(ozlovskaya, on the 
assumption that the cotnposition of thl' mantle and core 
of the Earth arc, in the tnain, alil<e, showed that all 
these bodies, with the exception of Mercury, have the 
san1e composition. 

* * * 
Our satellite, the Moon, is naturally of interest to 

geologists as \\7ell clS astronomers. We cannot ignore 
the fact that son1e authors of manuals of astronomy 
and geology, as \veil as authors of popular outlines, 
still cot1tinuc to support Darwin's theory of the Moon's 
origin although it has long since been refuted. Accord
ing to Darwin the Moon was separated frotn the Earth. 
It was assumed that the Earth once rotated at a much 
greater velocity tha11 now. If the period of its free 
oscillation coincided with a half-period of its rotation, 
the tidal wave caused by the Sun could, said Darwin, 
be of such tnagnitude on account of the resonance, that 
a considerable part of the Earth would be separated 
and form a satellite, the Moon. This hypothesis was 
propounded at thC' end of the last century and became 
ntost popular \vhcn Jeffreys in his book The Earth (2nd 
Edition, 1929) supported it with mathen1atical calcula"* 
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tions and geophysical considerations. A year later Jeff· 
reys published a mor.e dct.ailed calculation that fully 
refuted the hypothesis. It was shown that the tidal 
wave would be damped by friction and could not lead 
to partition. This research was most convincing and 
was never disputed. 

A few words about the character of the Moon's sur
face. The well-known Wegener theory explained the 
lunar craters as being due to the fall of meteorites by 
analogy with the famous meteorite crater in Arizona. 
Similar, but smaller craters are to be found in the 
U.S.S.R. on the Island of Saarrtna. As there is practi-
cally no atmosphere on the Moon such craters should 
be preserved for~a long time. There is, however, no 
reason why all lunar craters should be attributed to 
the fall of meteorites. As the Earth and the Moon are 
of similar .composition (radioactive substances includ
ed) the depths of t~he Moon should also be heated with 
the resultant volcano~s, lava ~trcan1s and crat~r forma
tions. 

* :f" * 
The meteorites in our collection are not indicative 

of the average composition of solid particles in the 
entire solar system because that composition depends 
on distance from the Sun. Meteoric bodies may be dif
ferent in cotnposition and to a greater or lesser degree 
similar either to comets (or rather to the nuclei of 
comets) or to asteroids. As B. Y. Levin pointed out, the 
meteorites do not show precisely the chemical compo
sition of even those meteoric bodies that move within 
the region of the Earth's orbit; friable bodies would 
disintegrate in the atmosphere and would not reach the 
surface of the Earth. Nevert·helcss the stttdy o[ m·eteor
ites provides many valuable data. 
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We may now say that it has been fully established 
that the Earth and the meteorites are of similar com
position; I emphasize that I speak in terms of their 
atomic and not their mineral composition. The present
day surface of the Earth does not contain primary mat
ter but igneous rocks and the sedimentary deposits that 
come from them by erosion and weathering. On the sur· 
face, therefore, we have the results of the further evolu
tion of the Earth. For this reason meteorites n1ay differ 
in some way or another .mineralogically fron1 the min
erals of the Eart'h. The atomic •romposition of the whole 
Earth and of the n1eteorites is, in general, the same. 
This is only one of the particular cases, a particular 
manifestation of the co1nmon contposition of tnattcr in 
the un·iverse, a fa·ct that is year hy year becon1ing more 
certain as it is confirmed by observational data. In 
particular, ob~t\rvations point, on the one hand, to the 
similar con1position of the planets and the Sun (as far 
as the heavy elements are concerned) and, on the other 
hand, to the similarity in composition of the Sun and 
the other stars. The developn1et1t of spectroscopic r·c
sear·ch gives ~us still more evidence of this un·ity of matter 
in the universe. As far as the Earth and the meteorites 
are concerned this similarity docs not include the 
lightt\r cl(:ln1ents, such as hydrogen and heliutn, which 
are abundant in the Sun and deficient on Earth, since 
they could not reach the latter in any great quantities 
and be retained there. 

Different, often contradictory, conclusions have bct'n 
drawn from this similarity in the composition of the 
Sun, the Earth and the meteorites. There are some peo
ple who regard this as proof that the Earth was sepa
r3ted from the Sun. At the same time the similarity 
of con1position between the Earth and the meteorites 
is just as good an argument for a connection between 
then1 anrl not with the Sun. Many mineralogists who 
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have studied the composition of meteorites explain the 
sintilarity of their composition with that of the Earth 
by ascribin.g their origin to a disintegration or explo
sion of a formerly existing planet similar to the Earth. 
This argttment works just as well in reverse-the Earth 
is composed of meteorites. 

Champions of the explosion hypothesis laid particu
lar stress on the division of meteorites into stone and 
iron bodies which \vould correspond to the stone mantle 

• 
of a planet and its iron core. As we have seen, how-
ever, 1belief in th·e iron core of the Earth 1has been 
shaken. At the same time:' no probable causes leading to 
the explosion of q..Jormcrly existing parent planet have 
ever been 1proposed. We know quite .a lot a.bout the 
forces acting within the Earth 1but amongst them there is 
none that threatens io blow up ihc planet. The explosion 
hypothesis is an artificial construction not found(\d on 
the proved laws of nature. w.e criticized this hypothesis 
when we spoke otf the origin of the asteroids. l")crsonally 
I think it highly improbable that pl.anets should ever 
have exploded or disintegr~aicd but the collision and 
splintering of ast·eroid~ undoubtedly oc·curred 11nany 
titnes as did also their rc-fonnation from smaller part·i
cles. T'he stru'Ct.ure of meteorites, wh.ich includes different 
particles, from chondri up to the biggest fragments, i·clls 
us tba,t rt:hey have passed through a lengthy and intricate 
development during which the processes of association 
and dissociation alternated on nrumerous occasions. 

Meteorites result from the collision and splintering of 
asteroids, i.e., bodies fof'm·ed in the same zone as t~hc 

terrestrial plan€ts. This explains the similarity of their 
composition and that of the E,arth. 

We have noted that t~hc chctni,ral cornposition of the 
Earth and t'hc meteorites is similar to that of the Sun 
and interstellar material (with the exception of light 
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elements). There art! also some differences that are ex· 
plained naturally by the cosmogonic theory; namely, by 
the fact that the Earth was fortned from solid ~matter 
a.nd, therefor~e, consists 'mainly of those substances, of 
t1hose chemical elements, that could enter into the com· 
pos,ition of 1parti~cles .at temperatures existing in the ter
restrial zone of the circumsolar cloud. Oxygen, for exam
ple, forms more than a quarter of the Earth's mass. As 
it is chemically active it easily forms compounds, oxides 
of the silicates and metals that constitute the basis of 
rocky substan~ces. At the san1c tilnc chen1ically inert ni
trogen is present in the Earth only in small quantitie~. 

T1he in~crt gases are almost absent in the Earth's at
tnosphere-there is little neon (abundant in interstellar 
n1aterial) and little, even, of such heavy gases as cryp· 
ton and xenon-being inert they naturally do not enter 
into compounds. Argon, whioh is extrem·ely rare in in
terstellar mat·erial is, however, abundant on Earth. This 
is because it is a product of the decay of a radioactive 
isotope of potassium, Ke~o. The rapid decay of K4o as well 
as evidence of its abtun·dan~ce on Earth explain the pres
ence of I.arge quantities o•f the gas in the Earth's at
ntusphere. 

We shall now discuss briefly the forn1ation of t.hc seas 
and t~he atmosphere which is also part of the problem 
of the Eart,h's origin and evolution. 

We have shown that the Earth was built up mainly 
from .part·icles with a ,hi1gh melting ,point and bodies 
formed from th·em. Further research should show·preoisely 
whether the tetnperature conditions in the Earth zone oi 
the circumsolar cloud were such that a sufficient quan
tity of water vapour could freeze on to or be sorbed by 
the particles or Wlhether the water was brought by icy 
bodies flyin,g into the Earth zone from distant regions, 
and containing volatile substances in condensed form. 
On Earth they naturally melted and evaporated, if they 
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remained on the surface, but would be partly retained 
if they were quickly covered by th~e next layer of par
ticles. In this way the Earth had water on its surface 
and an atmosphere from the very beginning. In the 
depths of the Earth there were also sonic water, meth
ane and other substances which were later squeezed 
to the surface and came up through cracks, on their 
way often going through a number of chen1ical proc
esses of synthesis and sep·aration. These conclusions of 
ours that water and atmosphere existed from the very 

• beginning may be {lf interest to g~ochen1ists and Inin-
cr alogis·ts. 

More recently geophysicists and geochemists have 
come to the conclusion that the Earth's atmosphere is 
of secondary orig~h. Front our point of view this is un
dol.lbtedly so-the attnosphPres of all t~he planets nearer 
the Sun were for.med as a result of tte Ion,g-term escape 
of gas from their interiors This ·process still continues. 
The present com1position of t1he Earth's at~mosphere is, 
as Vernadsky has s1hown, to .a considera,ble extent due 
to the activities of living organisn1s. 

We must say a few words about the origin of life on 
Earth, in conn-ection with Oparin's theory. It will be re
membered that this theory contains the following state
ment: living matter arose out of such sitnpl·e organic 
compounds as met.hane and for,maldehyde, 'present in so
lution in the waters of the ocean, by means of the grad
ual compl·ication of their composition. 

How did methane and other compounds find t~heir wa.y 
to the Earth's surface and into aqueous solutions? This 
is a question for cosmogony. 

Oparin was compelled to take into consideration the 
most widespread cosmogonic view of the time, the view 
that the Earth first consisted of hot gas ~which th·en tturned 
liq.uid as it cooled and out of which the solid phase 
gradually formed. In his search ,for ways in whi·ch meth-
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ane might appear Oparin examined the followin'g se
quence: when the cooling took place.caJibid·es (co1npounds 
of carbon 1and the metals) were formed. Water vapour, 
Hlso formed during 1he cooling, came into contact with 
the carbides at high temperatures, and the reaction 
("hown by Mendeleyev) produced methane. Methane 
rose, together with vapour, t1hrough cracks in the cooling 
surface of t·hc Earth and thus appeared in an aqueous 
solution. 

It must be stressed that Oparin needed the high tern· 
perature sole1y for the formation of methane, the further 
proccs~ leadirtg to the appearance of life took place in 
\Vater. i.e, at temperatures not higher than 100°C. 

As \Ve have said above, methane, car,bonic acid, am
Inonia and cyanogen exi3ted on Earth from the very be
ginning and at the earliest stage were to be found on 
l~arth's gurface in aqueo·us solutions. Th·ere is, therefore, 
110 need for any special conditions for the formation of 
tnethane-it existed already. The shallow basins of the 
yo.ung Earth were warmed by the Sun which could 
provide a high enough temperature in some of them for 
life to ·be born on Earth. 

The conclusions to be drawn from our cosmogonic 
theorv, therefore, show t·hat conditions existed on Earth, . 
from the very beginning, such as were necessary for life 
to appear. 

• • • 
The stratification of the Earth into several envelopes 

of varying density is a fact of great im'portance for geo· 
physics. 

Earlier geophysical conceptions, based on the original 
tnollen state of the Earth, stated that the ·stratification 
of matter by density took place in the early sta,ges of the 
Earth's existence. According to this point of view the 
main redistribution of matter inside the Earth was com· 
pleted before the planet's geological ·history began and 
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that since then only secondary ~processes have taken 
place. 

According to our c~osmogonic theory, the bodies from 
whi~ch the Earth wa1s formed were of different sizes
from dt~st particles up to bodif"S of ~asteroidal size-and 
had developed in different waY's. The Earth formed from 
such material, could not be uniform throughout. Differ
ent parts of the interior of the Eart)h differerl in their 
physical properti£:~, in the details of their chemical com
position, in the ~conrentration of rac1ioactive substances, 
etc. The assertions that \Ve meet with in geologica 1 lit
erature that our theory postulates a uniform structure 
for the primordial Earth that is chan~ed only by pres
sure, are true ont1 if ~huge volumes are considered. De
viations from uniformity that occurred in the past have 
been preserved in varying degrees up to the present day. 

For some time the original distribution of substances 
was retained in the Earth, in~cluding some big local 
cases of heterogen~·ity. It was only after t:he Earth her(~(lme 
suffici~ently plastic as a result of heating processes that 
gravitational differentiation began, the sinking of huge 
heavy regions and the rise of the lighter. These dis
placements began sev~ral thousanrl million years a·go, 
t~hey still continue today and are far from 'being finish.en. 

At the early stages of theory \Ve explained th(• forma
tion of th·e iron co·re of the Earth by gravitation a 1 differ
entiation. The viscosity of the interior of the Earth, de· 
spite its h~eated ~condition, is so gre~at that, as E. N. Lyus
tiklh has shown, this proces~s took place at an extremely 
slow rate so th·at during the past thousands of m~iltions 
of years there could have been only a s~mall concentra
tion of heavy substances (but not heavy elements) in the 
central parts of th~e Eart1h. A comparative analysis of the 
internal constitution and composition of the terrestri,al 
pl,anets and the Mioon has been carried out hy I<ozlov .. 
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skaya; she also showed that gr.avitational differentiation 
has made very insignificant progress. 

The Earth's crust was formerly regarded as a slag 
layer that came to the surface during the original strat
ification of the Earth. The solidification of the crust was 
the end of the molten, fiery stage. 

From the standpoint of our theory, the upper layer of 
the EarH1, th(\ layer that is available for direct observa
tion, came into being during the radioactive heating of 
the interior, the lighter, less viscous molten substances 
having floated or been squeezed to the surface. It must be 
borne in mind that the proces'S o.f the formation of the 
c.rust rould have heen different in different parts of the 
globe 

T·hus we see that the process of the formation of t.he 
Earth's ernst is not due to the rapid cooling of the sur
face but to the lengthy interaction of the external and in
terior zones of the Earth that, apparently, continues to 
the present day. 

Wit,hout touching on other problems connected with 
stratification-that is the business of the geochemists--
1 want to say a few words about the distribution of ra
dioactive substances. The difficulty that arose shortly aft .. 
cr the physics and chemistry of radioactive substances 
were .applied to the Earth is well enough known. If we 
assume t·hat the radioactive content throughout t~he in
terior of the Earth is the same as, say, that of granite, 
then the'fe would be a greater heat flow than is observed 
on the surface. It was, ther('fore, thought that radioactive 
substances were in some way concentrated in the crust. 
and even in a very thin layer. 

We must say that we differ from some investigators 
in that we never believed that radioactive substances 
were all concentrated in the upper layers of the Earth. 
T1here is undoubtedly a h.igher concentration in the 
Earth's orust, but a considerable part of the radioactive 
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substances may remain in the depth·s of t~he Earth. This 
point of view is now held by many scientists. 

The displacements that we spoke of in connection with 
the gravitational differentiation of the Earth did not al
ways take place smoothly, ·most frequently they were 
sudden ~hifts during which accumulated stress was dis
charged. This process also continues in our days. Is not 
this process the cause of deep-focus earthquakes? I 
must limit myself to posing the question. 

The intensity of tectonic and geological processes is 
to a great extent dependent both on the temperature it· 
self and on its gradient. Lyubimova's calculation, show
ing that t.he heating of the Earth near its surface has al
ready most likely :9assed the maximum, may mean that 
the total intensity of processes in the Earth's crust was 
at one time (possibly in the Ar·chean) :higher than now 
and has, in general, been gradually decreasing since 
then. Does this not explain t'he .presence of extensive mo· 
bile zones (geosynclines) in the distant past and their 
gradual replacement by less mobile geological platforms' 
T~his offers certain new possibilities for the development 
of ·geotectonic theories. 

The main problem in geotectonics is, of course, the 
causes that led to the formation of mountains. There are 
many books on this subject and numerous hypotheses 
have been propounded. The most widespread until re
cently was the contraction hypothesis that explained the 
formation of mounta.ins by the contraction of the E·arth's 
crust as a result of the cooling of the globe. Numerous 
contra·dictions and faults were gradually exposed in the 
hypothesis but its main fault (and also of other existing 
hypotheses) is the a1bsence of a properly elaborated ·plhys
ical t·heory of contraction and its results and the ab
sence of a quantitative ~a~ppreciation of the possible effects 
of the postulated causes. Academician L. S. L~eibenson 
subjected the problem to a quantitative analysis using 
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the methods of the theory of elasticity and came to the 
conclusion that the contraction of the crust, if it occurred 
at all, could produce only small folds about a metre high 
and nothing more. 

When the role of radioactivity in the Earth was under
stood it became difficult to retain the old views on the 
cooling of an originally hot Earth. There are still at
tempts, ~however, being made to explain tectonic move
ments by contraction and cooling, caused by the decrease 
()f radioactivity as time goes on. Two quite different con· 
cepts are confused here: the decrease in heat generation 
and the decrease of temperature. There is no doubt th·3t 
radioactive substances are gradually becoming exhaust
ed so that the amount of heat generated in each succeed
ing thousand million years is less, but this does not 
mean that the temperature in the interior of the Earth 
decrease~. On account of the low he.at conductivity of the 
Earth only a small part of the accumulated heat finds its 
\Vay out, so that even stnall regular additions of heat 
continue to raise the ten1perature. Equilibrium will be 
established only at a later stage and th~n the slo\v de
crease in ten1perature will begin. (:onscqucntly, the new 
variants of the contraction hypothesis also lack a phys
ical basis, i.e., the necessary cooling effect. 

In rC'rent decades a number of different pulsation hy
potheses have ~bern put forward together with the con
traction hypothesis. Instead of t~he one-sided develop
tn en t, eon t r <H .. ti on. t h P p ul ~ cl t i on hypothesis :t d n 1 its a 1 t (\ r
natP contraction and expansion. The physical character 
of the n1otive forces and the causes of the changes have 
not been explained. 'frhere ·have been attempts to connect 
the concept of an originally cold Earth \Vith the con
traction hypothesis, giving the gradual increase in the 
density of the Earth as the cause of contraction instead 
of the cooling of a one~ hot globe. I am not the o·ne to 
judge the geol<>gical aspect of these researches but they 
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prove that a change in cosmogenic ideas opens the way 
for creative thinking in the field of geolo~gy. 

The rapprochement between cosmogony and the 
sciences studyin·g the Earth is something that has al
ready begun and will, no doubt, continue. 

• * * 
In these lectures on the theory of the origin of planets 

we have established the state of the tnaterial as it was 
before the ·process oi planet formation4 bcgan. It has been 
shown that the protoplanctary material could only have 
been a dust and gas cloud rotating abo·ut the Sun. The 
evolution of that cloud led to the form~ation of a swarm 
of bodies of asterohtal size and smaller particles tnoving 
in various elliptical orbits. Ou the basis of this state of 
t1he protoplanetary material and the laws of nature w·c 
ex,plained the basic properties of the sol.ar system. Exain· 
ining the connection ·between the Sun and th·e Galaxy 
we ex.pounded a hypothesis of the origin of the gas-dust 
protoplanetary cloud through its capture by the Sun from 
galactic material. We gave a theoretical basis for the 
capture and its probability. Lastly, we saw that the new 
cosmogonic theory does not contradict geophysical, geo
chemical and geological evidence and may provide those 
sciences with valuable material with which substantiate 
their ideas. The extensive and profound development of 
the theory proved its viability and gives us reason to be
lieve that we ,are on the right .path, t·hat the theory re
flects a substantial part of objective reality. I do not 
think that the theory is complete. It must and will bl~ 
further developed, enriched with new content and, when 
necessary, will change. As the theory is a regular linl< in 
the ch·ain of scientific development, the greater the ex
tent to w1hioh it becomes the common property of a large 
community of scientists, the quicker will it achieve its 
objective. 
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Appendix I 

We shall investigate a case of formula (6) (see 
page 56) when the right member ~ 0, i.e., 

from w.hich we get 

R~ m_ 
s'f (p~-~p 

Substituting this into formula (7), we get: The rota

tional momentum of the planet:::::> k VM J VP cp (p) dp-

.!_yM · m3/a 

-.1st(~ dp 

R• 

With the value of m = S cp (p) dp, we get: 

Rt u <p(p)dp ]at. 
-1-~ (rot.momentum)~JvP-C?(P)dp-- ----·(A) 
kVM y J'<p~dp 

The limits of the integration are always the same, i.e., 
R1 and R2 • We shall prove that the right member of (A) 
is always positive w·hatever the distribution function 
Cf (p). The sign is the same as the sign of the differ
ence of the squares of two members of (A), i.e., the sign 
of the expression: 

S rp <P) dp [J . 1- 12 [ r ]3 
-p- -- . v p f{J (p) dp - J r.p (p) dp (B) 
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We now introduce the independent variable x = V"P, so 
that dp = 2 xdx and designate cp (p) = y (x). Then (B) 
becomes the following (after being divided by 8): 

, 

with positive integration limits ex and ~ and positive 
values for y (x). 

We substitute the integrals by sums, dividing them 
into equal intervals ax~ assuming that the func
ti·on y (x) is to be int~grated in this way (the only 
restriction). Then, dropping the factor ( ax) 3 we get: 

(C) 

After removing the brackets in (C) th·e members contain
ing y: disa·ppear and there will be two types of members 
left: 

We can show that in both expressions the coefficients are 
positive. 

In the first expression this is obvious since the coeffi
cient is identical to 

x, 
x; (x, -Xt)1 (x, + 2 Xi). 

Let us take the second coefficient which is equal to 

6 ( xf X~ + X~ xf + x2 xr 2 2 2) 
-- 3 - Xi XJ& Xl • 
x, x" x1 
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In brackets we have the difference lbetween the arith
metic and geometric means of three positive numbers 
~ 3 3 3 3 3 • th 1 . 1 •t• , Xi, x, x,, Xi x, ,t.e., e va ue 1s a ways post tve. 

Thus we have shown that the expression (C) and, 
therefore, (B) and the right-hand part of (A) are always 
positive for any distribution function cp (p). It follows 
that, under the conditions assumed, the rotational angu
lar momentum of the planets is always positive and has 
the same mathematical sign as the angular momentum 
of orbital revolution, i.e., the rotation of the planets 
should be direct. 



Appendix II , 
In making our calculations the astronomical unit was 

used as the unit of distance and the year, divided by 21t, 
as the unit of time. We examined the motion of three 
bodies of equal mass and equal to that of the Sun (the 
latter ta·ken as unity) moving in one- place. Under these 
conditions the constant of gravitation is equal to 1, 
which simplifies the calculation. Movement was studied 
in respect of one of the bodies with which we connected 
the reference poinh of the system of coordinates (point 
0). The equations of the relative motion of the bodies 
l.rith coordinates of x~, y~, and x2, Y2 are the following. 

II - 2x1 .%1 X1 .%1 

Xt = 3 -,--+3-3, 
'to 112 '12 '2o 

II 2y1 1/( + u~ IJJ 
Y• =- - --

'~o '~2 rf2 ~o 
with a similar pair of equations for x" and y" •· Here 
"1JG == the distance between the bodies P , and p~&. 

Precise and detailed computations were made at the 
Geophysical Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the 
U.S.S.R. under the direction of N. N. Pariisky. The initial 
position and velocities of the bodies P1 and P2 and the po
sitions and velocities for the extreme time limits are -given in the table: 

c I rl1 ,1 I 111 I ,.1 r sa I ~. I ,. I ... 
-

8000 141.10 0.07t72 169.81 -0.01627 321.49 0.05388 -8490.59 -O.!JJ~ 
0 291.50 -0.01950 -49.958 -0.056U8 320.00 o.ooo -1200.000 -O.Stl~ 

129784 17004 -0.1283 10975 -0.0843 -28636 0.2281 116430 -0.90l 

' 
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Appendix III 

G. F. Hilmy studied the problem from the strictly clas
sical standpoint, so that we must give an exact definition 
of capture•. Let Po, Pt, and P2 be three points attracting 
one another according to Newton's law; let '"' be the 
distance between them. Let p be the distance between 
P2 and the centre of gravity of points Po and P 1• 

We shall consider capture to have taken place between 
the bodies P0 and P 1 if 

'to~ (X) with t __., - oo (t=time) 

a·nd if a ·moment of time T* an·d a positive number R 
can be found that will give 0<r10<R for all t>T*. 

This, of course, is the same as the definition in Lecture 
3, except that it is expressed in a form indispensible for 
mathematical analysis. 

The following symbols will now be employed: 

_ . ( ) r' _ . { dr to dr 1 s dr 2o } r - mtn r1o, r12, r2o , - mtn -d1-, dt , dt • 

Hilmy's first result was the following. If, at a certain 
moment 11 

r<t1> > o, r<t1> <-Y _!3M· 
r (t1) 

(where M* is a constant dependent on the masses of 
the material points), then all three distances r10, r12, rao 
increase infinitely when t -+ - oo. 

What does this result tell us? It is the criterion-no 
two of the three bodies being studied, at any time in thf 
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past up to t1, formed a system by means of capture, so 
that in this sense their motion had been independent. 

Hilmy's second result is formulated as follows. If the 
energy constant = H>O, and if two positive numbers 
R and e ,> R and a moment of time t2 can be shown so 
that 

rlo(ta) < R, p(ta) > 2R, p' (ta) > 0, 
,1 16M 2 H 2m (m0 + m1) 

P (ta) - p (ta) > ~ + ..p. (R- a) 

(where m, p. and M are constants depending on mass) 
then for all t>t2 the point P2 moves steadily into in
finity from the centre of gravity of points Po and P 1, and 
the distance betwee~ P0 and P 1 remains no greater than 
R. From the standpoint of the theory of capture this re
sult has the following ~meaning: if the capture occurred 
before the moment ta it will not be disrupted at any 
later time. 

At the ends of the parts of the orbits computed in the 
example I h.ave given, Hilmy's criteria are satisfied. 
This means that with the initial conditions I give, the 
capture is effected when the motion is studied in a pe
riod ranging from - oo to + co. This is a solution of 
the problem of the possibility of capture in the sense of 
the strictly classical definition of t~hat p.henomenon in ce
lestial mechanics. 

And now, here is Hilmy's principal theorem which I 
reproduce word for word in his own formulation: "ThE' 
measure of the set !a of those .points in the phase space 
of the system of three bodies that denote the initial 
states of the system of three bodies leading to capture, 
cannot be equal to zero." 

G. F. Hilmy produced a very fine method of proof b.ased 
on the qualitative theory of differential equations, but 
his proof depends on the existence of one solution: in 
other words it depends on the example I have found. 
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